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STUDY CARDS 
must be filed at the offi.,., of the Dean. !.u Gold win Smith Hall, not lal er th;tn S 1". m. on Ihe 
following days: 
For first term. '9'4-'5. 
sophomore<. juniors. and $eniors, Tuesday. May ,6. 19'4. 
fre.hmen and other new studentll. Saturday. Septomber .6. 'Oq. 
Por second term. H)q- !S. 
5 1! .tudentll. Wed nesday. l anuaT)' '0. lOIS. 
Underd"ssmen, candidates for the degree of Bnchelor of Arts, in filling out their study cards 
should conform to par"8raph. thirteen and fourteen. uppen::laosmen to parallraph fift...,n. of the 
requiremen ts for that degree. printed on !>".'leo viii.ix; snd fresh,nen should nb""'e the Hn of 
courses open to t hom as there pnnted. The nngina] ~acd nr UCh . tudent must bear Ihe en· 
dor~ent nl his adviser. 
Candida te. fnr the d egree 01 Bachelor. 01 ('hemistrl' in filling out their .tudy cBcd. should 
conlom tn the nutline of the C<lun<l as printed nn pag .. ix. .. Refore .ubmiltln!j' their slud,· 
card. to the Dcan, they ohouJd occure the endorsement of the Department nl Cherm.lry . 
No student in the College will be recosni..,d by anI· depac tment 3. a momber nf any of its 
cl~ until hi . registration has be<:n made a.t the Dean', nffice. 
Sep t. II. 
Sept. OJ. 
Sept. '2 , 
Sept. 'J , 
SeVt. '4. 
Sept . • 6. 
0<:1. 13. 
No\" . 
Dec. n. j'"' '", '", 
'", 
" 
Fel>. 6 , 
Feb. 8. 
Peb. 8 . 
Peb .• 6. 
Mar. JI . 
April 8. 
May 22 . june •. une 16. 
Friday. 
Mnnday. 
Tuesday, 
Wedn"",,ay. 
Thursd~y . 
SMllrdny. 
Tuesday. 
Tuesday , 
Tuesd:>.y. 
Monday. 
Saturday. 
Mnnday. 
Saturd ay . 
Monday, 
Monday. 
Priday. 
Wednesdal'. 
Thursd"y, 
Satumay. 
Wedncsd,,)·. 
Wednesdn}· . 
Sept. 17, Friday. 
Sept. 27 . Monday, 
Sept .• 8. Tuesday. 
Sept.2!>. Wed nesday . 
5o(>t. lO. Thursday. 
CALENDAR 
First Tenn, 1914-15 
I!ntranee examinntions kgin. 
Academic yenr ~in.. Regi.tcatinn nf new .tudents. $choJa .. hi(> 
examinat inn. begin . 
Regi.tratin" of new studcn tll. 
Regi.tration nl old .tudenl •• 
r n.tructinn heltin.. President 's annual add res. to the student •. 
Regist ration. Graduate School. 
Last day for paymen t 01 tuition. 
Thanbsiving reeess . 
Inst ruction ends . I 
Instruction resumed. I Christma. Reo"". 
Pounder's Day. 
Instruetinn ends. 
Term euminations begin. 
Second Term, 1914-15 
Registr3tinn . undergraduate •. 
Reginration, Gmduale S<:hool. 
In.truchon hegin._ 
1. ... t day lor payment of tuition. 
l nstructinn end. . I ' [nslruetion resumed. Sprmg Reee ••. 
Navy Day. 
Tcrm eJI.amination. begin. 
Commencemen t. 
First Tenn, 1915-16 
I!n t rane<: examination . be~ in. 
Academic year begins. Regist,a tinn of now . I"denls. Schnl.n;hi(> 
examinntinos begin . 
Reg,.tra!inn of new .Iudenu. 
i Registratinn nlold st udent •. 
In.tructinn kgins. l'~id"nt's annual addr" .. to the students. 
• 
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FACULTY 
Schurman, Jacob Gould, A.M,L,. O.s.:., LL.D .. Pre.iden t. 
Nicho[s ... Edwa rd Leam.inaton. 1'11.0., LL.D., Deao of Ibe Collel~, ,"4 Prot .. ..,' of PhYI!cI. 
Paine, ",rnest l'rowbridi:e, A.M., Secretary <)f tbe College. 
A4ams .... Joseph Quincy .. jt., Ph.D. , Assistant Professor of English. 
Albee. "'mest . Ph.D., t'rofeSlior of Philosophy. 
Allea, Arthur AUf;stus, Ph.D., Instructor ,n Zoology. 
Andersoll, Etam ., A.B., Instructor in Public SlH'aking. 
Anderson, Ross eter, P h.D., Assistanl Professor of Chemislry. 
Andrews, Albert LeRoy. Ph.D., Instructor in German and Sc.andin. ... iao. 
Andrews , Eugene Plumb, A.B. , A •• islanl Praies"", of Archaeology. 
Atkin.on, George Francis , Ph.B., Pr<>fessor of Botany. 
Bailey Elmer Jam,," ... P h.D., Instructor;o English. 
Baldwin. Dane L .• M ...... Instructor in English. 
Bancroft. Wilder Uwight, Ph.D .• Profusor of Physical Chell>istry. 
Bauer. John . Ph.D . • Assistant Prof.ssor of Economics. 
Bedell. "Frederick. i'h.D .• Professor of AppU ed Ele<:tricity. 
Bennett, CILa,les Edwin. A.B .• Litt.D., Goldwin Smith Profusor of Latin . 
Bennett. Charles William. Ph.D .• Ass,. tant Professo r 01 Chemistry. 
BidweU. Cbarles Clarence. A.B., Instructor in Physics. 
Blaker, Ernest. Ph.D .• Assistant PrQfenor III PhySiCS. 
Blakey, Roy G •• Ph.D., Assislant Professor of Economics. 
Boesche, Albert Wilhelm. Ph.D .• Assistant Professor of German. 
Borinl, Bdwin Ganigues , A.M . • Instructor in PsycholoU. 
Bouiter, Lewis Henry. A.B .• Instructor in English. 
BOWD, ~lph, M.E., Instructor in PhySics. 
Bradley. James Cbester , Pb.D., Assistant Professor of Syslematic EntomoloC'. 
Bre tz. Ju[ian Plea .... n l. Vb.D., Proleuor 01 America n History. 
Bristol. GeIlrie Prenlice, A.M., Professo, of Greek, Director of the Scbool of Educadon and of 
.be Summer S.SSlon. 
Broughton. Leslie Nathan. Pb.D., ID$tructor in Englisb. 
Brown. GeIlric H .• A.M .• Instructor in tbe Romance Languages. 
Brown. Barry Phillip. A.M., InStructor in Botooy. 
Brown. Tbomas Benl'amin , lnstructor in Pbysic •. 
Browne. Arthur We. ey, Pn.D., Prolusor of Inorganic a nd Analytical ChelDiSlry. 
Buckley, Oliver Ellsworth, B.S., Instructor in Physics . 
B~lJ, Henry TilJlunan, C.E., U. S. Army. Professor of Military Science and Tactic •. 
Burr, George LIDco ln, A.B., Litt. D .• LL.D., Professor of M edieval Hil tory. 
Caner, Wolter Buekin iharn , Ph.D., Ass;stant Professor of Mathematics . 
CalteroLI, Ralph Charles Henry~ Ph.D., Prolessot of Modern EurolH'an Hislory. 
Cnanaugh, ~eorge "fa lter, B.h. , Professor of A~ricultural ~hemistry. 
Chamot, En,,!e Monn,n, Ph.D .• i>roftssor 01 ~nll'ry Chenllslry and To~i~oloU. 
Comfort, William Wislar, Ph.D .• Profusor of tbe Romance Languages and Lit eratu re. and B ""d 
of the Department. 
Cooper. Lane. Ph.D., AssislaD! Profe.sor of EII,Ush. 
Craig, Clyde Firmao, Ph.D. Instructor in Mathemati,s . 
Creighton, James Edwin, Ph.D., LL.D., ProleS$or of Loli~ and MetaphySics Ind_Dean of the 
G raduate School. 
Crowell, Mehtin Gleuon, A.M., l ostructor in English 
Da le, Georle Irving, A.B., Ins.ructor in tbe Romance Languages . 
Da nn. Hollis EUswotlh. Mus.D .• Prolessor 01 Music. 
Darling. Frederic Warren, A.B .• Instructor in Mathematics. 
Duidsen. Hermann Christian. Ph.D., Assislallt Professor of German. 
Dennis, Louis Munroe. Ph.B., B.S., Professor of Inorganic Cbemistry and Head of the Depart-
ment of Chemistry. 
Drummond, Alexander M., A.M., Instructor in Public Speakinl. 
Durham, Charles Lo~e, Ph.D., Profusor of Latin. 
Elmer, Herbert Charles, Ph.D.! ProfeS$or of Latin. 
Elston . Ellswortb David, A.B .• nstruelor in Ge-olop. 
Fa ust, Albert Bernhardt, Ph .D., Professor of German. 
Foster. William Silliman, Ph.D .• Instructor in Psychology. 
Fraser, DavM Kennedy. M.A., Assista nt Pro/essor of Educa lion. 
Gibbs, Rosw eU Clifton, Ph.D .• Assistant Professor of Pbysics. 
GibSOn, Kasson Slanlord, A.B., Instructor in PhySicS. 
Gilbert, Allan R. , Pb.D .• Instru ctor in English. 
Gill, Adam CaP'!'n, Ph.D., Profe .. or of Mineralogy. 
Gillespie ... Dav,d Clinton, Pb.D., As.islant Profe.sor of Matbematiu. 
Gil"",n. ~rederick. A.M. Instruclor in Economics. 
Ginns. Mau rice Hope, Ph.B .• Instructor in Pbysioloa and Biocbemistry. 
Guedlc. Olhon Goepp, Lice nci~ es lettrn, Lice oei~ en droit, A$Oistant Professor of the Romanoe 
LanlU.,e" 
Hamilton, George Livingstone. Ph.D., Assistanl Profe"5Or olthe Romance Langualet. 
Hammond, William Alnande r, Ph.D., Sage Professor of Ancient Pbiloll()pby a nd Aesthetic s. 
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Hards, Gilbert De"ni.o", Ph.B .• Prof"s,..,r of Paleontology and SIrOlilrl phlc Oa"lou. 
He bel, Joh.D William, M.A. , Instructor in English. 
Hermannsson, H aUdor, L eolnru in Sundin..-.. n. 
Holt Frank, A.B., Inltruclor in German. 
Hook, J oseph Stanley A.M ., Instructor in GeoiGa. 
Hull, Charles Henry, Ph.D., Goldwin Smith Professor of Ame.ica .. His tory. 
H UDter, Andrew, M.D., A.,,5tanl Professor of Biochemistry. 
Hurwin, Wallie Ab .... ham, Ph.D., In.tructor in Mathematic •. 
Hutchinson, 10M IrwiD, Ph.D" Professor of Mathematics. 
~nsen. G erard. Ph.D., Instructor in EnJlish • .. bannsen, askar Augustus, Ph.D., Ass •• tant Profeuor of Biology. ohnson, Alvin Saunders, Ph.D., Profenor of Economic •• Dileo, Horace Leonard, Ph.D., Assistan! Profusor of Greek. enis!on , Rolph Hayward, P b.D., Auislant P rofosso. of Romance Languagel. 
Kennard, Earle Hesse, Ph.D., Instructor in Phys ics. 
K"", Robert Waldo A.B., Instructor in Phyaiu . 
Kingery , H ugh McMi ll.on, M.A., [nsl'ucIO' in HistoloV and Emb,yology. 
Kingsbury, Benjamin Freeman, Ph.D., M.D .. , Professor of Histology and Embryology. 
Kirk, Richard Ray A.M. , lnstructo. in English. 
Lauman, George Niemao, B.S.A., Professor of Rural Economy. 
Lel.ond, O.a Miner) B.S. (e.E.), Assistant Professo, 01 Astronomy and Geode.y. 
Lemon, Burton Junson, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemist.y. 
Livingston, Alfred ErwIn, M.S., Instructor in Physiology. 
Lundell, Guslav Ernst Fred.ick, Ph.D., A •• istant Proleuor 01 Chemistry. 
Lu",!, William Edwa rd, Pb.D., Professor 01 Modern European History. 
MC.ll..elveY'jOS"Ph Vance, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathemat lco . 
McMahon a mes, A.M., Proltsso r 01 Mathemati ... 
Mahood, Samuel Artbur, M.A., Instruclor;n Cbemist ry 
Mallory, Wi!Uam Garfield , A.M., Instructor in Physics. 
Ma""n, Jamel Frederick, Ph.D., Assista nt Prolessor 01 the Romance Langu.,.,.. 
Mayer, I>dw", Charles, A.B., Instructor in Physics. 
Merritt, Erne.t Geor,e, M.E., Prolu.or of Physic •. 
Moler, George Sylvanus, B.M.E., Professor of Physics . 
Monnett, Vic!or Elver!, A.B., Instructor in Geology. 
Monroe, Benton Sullivan, Ph.D .. Assistant Professor of English. 
Mu chmore, Guy Brooks, A.B., Assistant Prolu""r of Public Speaking. 
Needham, James George, Ph.D., Professor of Entomology and LimnoloKY. 
Northup Clark Sutherland, Ph.D., Assistant Profeuor of En8UsII. 
Orndorf(, WilUam Ridgely, Ph. D., Professor of Or,anic and Phyoiologica l Cllemiotry. 
Orlll, Samuel P eter, Ph.D., Professor of Politica l Science. 
Otis, Charles Herbert, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany. 
Oweo_.Frederick William, P h.D., Instructor in Mathematics. 
Pope, aul Russel, Ph.D., Assistaot Prof.,....,r of German. 
Power, Carleton Elderken, B.S., Inslructor in P hy. i ... 
Prescotl, Frederick Cl.orke, A.B., A •• istant Professor 01 English. 
Pumpelly, Laurence, PIl.D., ASSIstant Profusor of the Romance La neus,e •. 
Ranum, Arthur, Ph.D., ASSlstaot Prof.,....,r of Mathematics. 
Red6eld, Harry WestfaU Ph.D. , Instructor in Che mistry. 
Reed, Hu,h Daniel, Ph.D. Assistant Professor of Zoology. 
Richtmyer, FJoyd Kuker, Ph.D., Assistaot Professor of PhySiCS. 
Rin, Heinrich, Ph.D., Professor of E1:onomic Geology and Head of the DepartIDent of GeoloV. 
Riley, William Alhert, Ph.D., Profe.so. of Insect Morphology Rnd Paruitology. 
Rod gers , Ral pll Cllapman, A.M., Instructor in Physic • . 
Rowle." Willard Win6eld, D.Sc., Professor of Botany. 
Sally, Rasmu. 5., Ph.D., Assistant Proles.or of PoUtical Science. 
Sampson, Martin Wri, lIt. A.M., Goldwin Smith Professor of English Literature and Head of 
the Departmeut of EngUsh. 
SChmidt , Nathaniel, A.M., Professor of $eIDitic Lan8uagu a nd Literatun. 
Sharpe, Franci. Rohert, Ph.D .. A.sistant Profes...,r of MUhe matic$. 
Shearer, John Sandford. Ph.D., Professor of Physic •. 
Sheldon, Pearl Gertrude , Ph.D., Lecturer in Paleonto logy. 
Sill , Henry Augustus, Ph .D .. Profes.or of Ancient History. 
Silvermau Louis Laurus Ph.D .• Instruclor in Mathematics. 
Simpson, Sutberlaod, M.b .. F.R.S. E., Professor of Physiolo,y. 
Smith, Frederick Miller, A.B, Instructor in EnClish. 
Smith, Ha rry Edwin, Ph.D., Instructor in Economic • . 
Snyder, Virgi', Ph.D .• Prof.,.""r of Mathema tics. 
SolDers, Ransom E~erts, A.B., Inst ructor n Economic Geology. 
Sterrett. John Robe rt SiUm,ton, Ph.D., LL.D., Professo r of Greek and Head of the Departmeut. 
Storrer, James, A.B .. in structor in Geolo&y. 
Strunk, William, jr., Ph.D., Profe.s. r of Eng:ish. 
Ta nner,.1ohn Henry, Ph.D., Professo: of Mathematks. 
ThiUy, n aok, Ph.D" LL.D., Profnsor ~f Philosophy. 
Thompson, George ellsworth, Ph.D., ""tructor in Physics. 
Titchenet, Edward Bradford, Ph.D., Ll.D., Litt.D., Leclurer in Psychology a nd Hud of the 
Department of Parcho 0IY. 
Townley J ohn Herbert, nstructor in English. 
Tr.,.or. Joseph Ellis, Ph.D., Professor of Thermodynamic • . 
Turner, John Ro.coe, Ph . D., A •• istant Prole .. or of Economics. 
Usher, Abbott Payson, Ph.D . l Auistant Professor of Economic •. 
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Weld . Harry Porle r, Ph.D., A.si.tanl Prolesso, of Psycholo". 
Welsh, Thomas Whilney Ben ... n, Ph.D.,lnstruClor in Chem,stn'. 
Whipple, Guy Monlro.'!!. Ph.D., A •• iua nl Professo. of Educalional P sycholoU. 
Whit e, Andrew Cuelis, ... h.D., Reader in Greek. 
Wilber, David Truxlon, A.B., Instruclor in Mineralogy. 
Willcox, Waite. F",ncis, Ph.!)., LL.D., Profeo .... of Economics .nd Sialistics. 
Winao. , James Albe rl, A.M., LL.B., Proles ... r 01 Public Speakin!!. 
Wright, Alber! Ha>e n, Ph.D., Instructor in ZooloU. 
Wright. William K., Ph.D. , In struelor in Philosophy. 
YOUnl, Allyn Abbott, Ph.D., Profes5(>r 01 Economics and Finance. 
You"" Charln Va n Patten, A.B., Professor of PhySical Culture. 
Zinnecker, Wesley Daniel, Ph .D., In.tructor in German. 
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Bennett , Harold Selden, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry. 
Bishop, Homer Guy, M.S., Assistant in Psycbology. 
Burgess, Robert Wilbur. A.B., Assistlnt in Malhematics. 
Cole, Howard Irvin" Assistant in Chemistry. 
Cooley, Clifford Stone, As.istanl in Chemistry. 
Dni., Merrilt James, Assiotant in Chemistry. 
Davio, Norman Bruce, B.S., Asoislalll in Economic Ge<>loU. 
Davison, Albert Watson, M.A., A.sistanl in Chemistry. 
Denney, John De Witt, A.B., Assistant in ZoololO'. 
Dickinson, William Eu~ene, Alsiltalll in Pale<>ntolocy. 
Dunham. Clarence Luc'u., A.B., Assislao.t in Chemistry. 
Ein.tein, John Le wis, A.B., A •• istant in Ancient Hi.tory. 
Elley, Harold Walt er, M.A., Assistanl in Chemistry. 
Enge de., Carl J ohn, A.B., A •• i.taol in Chemist'1' 
E.ski ne, ArchIbald Mortimer, Assiotant in Chem,stry. 
Evans, AU'lin Pallenon, A.B., Assi.tanl in MedieY"1 Histo.y. 
Enn., Paul Demund, A.B., Aosist ... t i .. American History. 
Gilbert, Ha"ey Ni<bola., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry. 
Guhck, Robert A. ro .. , B.S., A.si.", .. t in Chemistry. 
Harper, Faneis, Assistant,n ZooIOIO'. 
Hausma .. , Leon Augu.tu., A •• istant in Phy8ical Geography. 
Hovey, Edward A., B.Chem. Assistant in Chemi.try. 
Howes, Ho.ace Leonard, B.S., ..... istant in Phy.i< •. 
Hunter, Merlin Harold, M.A., Assistanl in Economic • . 
Kenn edy,lohn 10seph, B.Chem., Assistant in Chemistry. 
Lee, Ira EI~er, A.M., Assiotant in Chemistry. 
Leighlon, Alan, B.S., Assi.tant In Chemistry. 
LeiU<h, Theodore Franz, A.B., A.oi.tant in Economics. 
Macdonald, Norman, B.A., "'5.istant in Modern European History. 
Mack, Edward Lawrence, B.S., Asoistant in Chemistry. 
Mille., Carleton Frie nd, B.S., A.si .tanl in Chemistry. 
O'Brien, William James, B.Chem., As.istant in Chemistry. 
O.trander, Remsen Bleecker, A.B., A.s;stanl in Politital Sdencc. 
Overman, Oliver Ralph, A.M .• A .. ,stant in Chemistry. 
Owen, Roberts Bishop, A.B. A.,istant in Philosophy. 
Parmelee, Alfred Edwin, B.S., A •• istanl in ChemIstry. 
Pidgeon. Howard A., M.S., AssiSlant in PhySicS. 
Plumb, Leon Alton, Assistant in Economics. 
Price. Le<>. A.sistanl in Histology. 
Rasmusse n, Andrew The<>dore, A.B., Assistan l in PhysiololO'. 
Ray, Arthur Ben .. in" M.A., Assistanl in Chemi.try. 
Rhodes, Fred Hoffma ... A.B., Asoista nl in Chemistry . 
Robinson, Ray McCIe<>d, M.E., A •• i.ta nt in Physics. 
Rnse, Clifford Coutanl, B.Chem., As.istant in Chemistry. 
Sailor, Horace Price , M.E., As.istant in PhysicS. 
~.erance, Mild.ed, Ao.i.tanl in Physics. 
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Shilliday, Clarence Lu, M.S., A.oi.tant in Histolnu " ndlEmbryolou. 
Smith, Charles Vi.ian, A.B., A •• istant in Chemistry. 
SIOry, Austin Putnam, Assi"ant in Chemistry. 
Swisher, Clu rlu Lu, A.B., Assistant in Physic •. 
TIltI", Russel! StOry, Student A$OiS!a"t in GeololO'. 
~ander Meulen, P eter Andrew, B.Che",., As.istant in ChemiStry. 
Weeks, Paul Thorne, A.B., Assistant in Physic • . 
Wei.er . H.rry Boyer, A.M .. A •• illan l in Chemi.lry. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Two CQurses are offered in the College of Arts and Sciences, one leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. the other leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Chemistry. 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
I. The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts aTC residence for 
eight terms· , and in addition to the prescribed work in the Departments of 
Physical Culture and of i\'iilitary Science and Tactics. the completion of onc hun-
dred and lwentv hours of work under the rules governing the choice of studies. 
TEUIS AND II OV RS 
2. In case a student has gained college credit by passing at admission the 
examinations set for that purpose. the amount of such credit will he deducted 
from the one hundred and twenty hours required for gradua tion. and a student 
of whom not more than onc hundred and eight hours arc thus re<]uired for gradua-
tion will be considered as having completed one term of residence. 
3. A student who has satisfied the entrance requirements of this College, 
and has afterwards completed in two or more summer sessions of Cornell Univer_ 
sity at least twelve hours of work in courses approved by the departments con-
cerned, may be regarded as h.·wing thus satisfied a tenn of residence. Under 
no circumstances shall work done in summer sessions be accepted as the equivalent 
of more than two terms. Subje<:t to the same restrictions as apply to courses 
in the Cornell Summer Session. courses pursued in summer sessions of universities 
belonging to the Association of .'\merica.n Universi ties. by a student regularly 
registered in this College or in a col\ege of like standing, may be credited towards 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts. if recommended by the appropriate depart ment 
of this College, and if the institution where such summer courses were pursued 
shall certify that those courses, if pursued by a student regularly registered there, 
would be credited towards the corresponding degree in tha t college. 
4. A student admitted to the College of :\ rts and Sciences from another 
college of Cornell University, or from any other institution of collegiate rank , 
will be regarded as having completed the number of terms and of hours to 
which his records entitle him, and will re<:eive all the privileges of students who 
have completed the same number of terms and hours by residence in the College. 
In order. however, to obtain the degree of Bachelor of Arts he must h.'we been in 
residence at least two terms in the College of Arts and Sciences. and in tha t 
College only, 
5. The degree of Bachelor of Arts will not be conferred unless the last two of 
the required eight terms have been spent in Cornell University. 
6. A student must register for at least twelve hours each term. A student 
registering for the first time may register and receive credit for a maJlimum 
-The academic ' year i. divid ed into t ... o termS. 
viii COL LEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
of eighteen hours for the term. A student whose mar1:s average 85 or more 
in any term may register and receive credit for a maximum of twenty hours 
fo r the following term. A student whose marks average less than 85 in any 
term may register and receive credit for a maximum of eighteen hours for the 
following term. 
7. A student desiring to eleet courses outside the College of Arts and Sciences 
must first obtain the approval of the Facul ty, But any student who, while 
registered in the College of Arts and Sciences only, is permitted to pursue a course 
or courses in another college, shall have the number of hours that he may take in 
any other college under the provisions of paragraph 8 correspondingly roouced, 
and under no circumstances "ill he be allowed to take more than thirty hours 
under the provisions of this paragraph. 
S. A student who has satisfied at least &i x terms of residence, no one of them 
under the p rovisions of paragraph 2, and who has credit for at least ninety hours. 
may, with the permission of the faculties concerned . be registered both in the 
College of f\ rts and Sciences and also in any other college of Cornell University. 
CII OICE OF STUD IES 
9. A student registering in the College of Arts and Sciences for the first t ime 
must on or before t he third day of instruction file a t the Dean's office his study 
card wilh list of courses for the term. 
10. Two weeks before t he end of each term a student must file at the Dean's 
office his study card with list of courses for the next term. 
I I. With the consent of the Dean, a student may aller his list of courses in 
the first term during the first six clays of inst ruction. and in the second term 
during the first day of instruction. 
I Z. Thereafter no student shall have the right to withdraw from any course 
in which he is registerccl, unless he shall previously have obtained from the Dean 
authorization to do so on the ground of il1~health or for other reasons beyond 
the student's control. 
13. Eaeh freshman ancl sophomore must obtain on his study card the signature 
of an underclass adviser before handing in the card to the Dcan. Aclvisers 
will be assigned by the chairman of the Committee on Underclass Advisers, 
Colclwin Smith 159. The function of the aclviser is to consult with the student 
regarding his choice of studies, to confer with him cluring the term regarding his 
v.ork, and in general to give him such friendly counsel as he may desire. 
14. Before a student may be registered as a junior he must have completed 
sixty hours of work, which shan include in English and history six hours, in one 
or more languages other than English six hours. in phi losophy, psychology,and 
mathematics six hours. ancl in physics, chemistry, geology, physical geography, 
and the biologic sciences six hours, of which hours the student is required to take 
at least twelve. and advised to take more, in his freshman year. Each six hours 
may be entirely in 'Jne division (for example, English six hours), or partly in 
one and partly in another (for example, English three hours and history threes 
hours). College eredi t gained uncler paragraph 2 may not bl', applied in sa t_ 
sfaction of an}' of these required groups of si~ hours. 
CpS) 
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15. Each student shall choose at the beginning of his junior year one of the 
following groups: 
I . Ancient Languages. 
2. lv[odem Languages. 
3. English and Ora\.Ory. 
4. Philosophy, Psychology, and 
Education. 
5. History and Political Science. 
6. Mathematics and Astronomy. 
7. Physics. 
8. Chemistry. 
9. Botany. 
10. Zoology and Entomology. 
11. PhySiology, Histology, and Embryology. 
12. Geology and Physical Geography. 
In the group thus choSO!n he must complete during his junior and senior years 
at least twenty hours of work. In selecting these twenty hours the student 
must obtain the advice and appro\'al of some professor or assistan t professor 
within the group. who shall be chosen by the student himself. and whose signature 
must appear on the study card before it is filed with the Dean. But a senior in 
this college who is registered also in some other college of Cornell University 
is excused from ten of these twenty hours. 
COURSE S OPE~ TO FRESIBI EN WIT HOUT SPEC IAL PER}!ISSIO~ OF THE AD mNISTRA_ 
TIVE 1l0"'RD [N CH"'RGE OF FRES HMEN "'ND SO PHOMORES 
Greek. [ . .3. S. 6: Latin. A, n, 1,3: Germanic Languages, 1,2,3, 4, 4a, 5, sa, 7, 
8, [0; Romance Languages, I. 2 . .3.4. 4a, 5,6,30.32, 40, 42: English, I, .3: 
History, 1. 2. 3 1. .32 : Bibliography, I. la; ~"usic I: Mathematics. I. 2,.3,4, 
5,6. i, 8; Physics, 3, 5, 6, 10; Chemistry, I , 6,7,85; General Biology, I: 
Botany, 1.2,3,4: Entomology, etc., 4, 5, [0: Vertebrate Zoology and Neurol-
ogy, [5: Physiology,.3, 6: Geology, 1,2, 11 ,2 1. 
THESES 
Any senior candidate for thc degree of Bachelor of Arts may arrange with the 
department in which he is taking his principal work to write a thesis, which, if 
accepted, shall entitle him to not more than three hours of credit a term. For 
details consult the Dean's office or the department concerned, 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF CHEMISTRY 
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Chemistry are residence for 
eight terms and the completion of the following courses. 
First Year 
No.of l"iut ,~, 
Co..= T.= T._ 
r ntroductory Inorganic Chemistry, ... Chemistry 6 
Qualitative Analysis . . ...... . .. Chemistry 7 6 
Analytic Geometry. Differential Calculus, Integral 
Calculus ..... ... ...... " .. . ..... Mathematics 7 , , 
In troductory Experimental Physics. Physics , , 
Drawing .......... Sibley College D, , 
English ... ". ", .. ,.. . English , , 
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Second Year 
"". of Pi, .. Se<:ond Course Term T,= 
Quantitative Analysis. . . Chemistry 
" 
o or 6 6 or 0 
Organic Chemistry. .... Chemistry 3' 6 6 
Gas Analysis. . .. Chemistry 19& 20 o or 4 4 or 0 
I ntroductory Physical Experiments. . ....... Physics 
" 
, 
P hysical Experiments. .......... Physics q , 
Crystallography . ... Geology 
" 
3 
Optico-Chem:cal ~,"IHhods Chemistry '7 3 
Elective 3 
Third Year 
I ntroductory Physical Chemistry. ........ Chemistry 5' 3 3 
Physical Chemistry Laboratory. ... Chemistry S' 3 3 
Microchemical Methods. ...... Chemistry 65 101' 0 o o r:.1 
Quantitative Analysis. Lectures. ........ Chemist ry ' 5 , 
Advanced Quantitative Anal}'sis . . Chemistry q , , 
Gcn(>ral Physics. ... Physics , , 
Physical Experiments .............. . Physics '4 , 
Mechanics . ..... Sibley College ~15 5 
Mechanical Laboratory ....... . .. Sibley College X I1 4 
Eledive 3 
Students that wish to register in the junior year for a greater number of 
elective hours than the schedule demands may, with the consent of the de-
partment, defer taking some of the required cOurses of the junior year. 
Fourth Year 
Ekctrical Engineering Laboratory .. .. . Sibley College E 13 
Seminary. . . ............. Chemistry 95 
Research ............ Chemistry 96 (at least) 
Electives. . ........ at kast 
4 
5 
4 
5 
I n choosing his elective subjects in the senior year the student is advised to 
select as his special field some one of the following six divisions of chemistry; 
inorganic chemistry, analytical chemistry. organic chemistry, physical chemistry, 
sanitary chemistry, or agricultural chemistry. While the greater part of the 
elective work should lie in the field thus chosen. the remainder may oomprise 
courses in any division of chemistry, or such other courses as may be approved 
by the Department of Chemist ry. 
The provisions of paragraphs 3.4.5.6.9. 10, II. and 12 under "the Degree of 
Bachelor of Arts" apply in general to candidates for the degree of Bachelor of 
Chemist ry. But a candidate for the latter degree may register for nineteen 
hOUTS a term. To register fo r IllCIre than nineteen hours in any term he must 
scc\,re the permission of the Department of Chemistry. 
• 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
SEMITIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES 
I. H ebrew. Throughout the year, credit three hOUTS a term. Professor 
Sc[[~iDT . M T Th, 2, Goldwin Smith 127. 
Grammar (Harper, Gcsenius-Kautzsch) . Genesis. Ruth and Esther at 
sight. EXeI"clses in composition. Open only to juniors, seniors, and graduates. 
2a. Arabic. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Professor 
SClIM IOT. T Th, 9. Gpldwin Smith 127. 
Grammar (Socin-Brockelmann, Caspari-"Iti.l!er). Selections from prose 
wri ters, poets, and the Qur:1n. Primarily for graduates. 
2b. Advanced Arabic. Throughout the ye-'1T, credit two hours a term. 
Prerequisite course 2a . Professor ScUJ.l IOT. W P, 2, Goldwin Smith 127_ 
Grammar (Wright-DeGoeje) . A group of early surus in the QurAn. Selec-
tions from the Prolegomena of Ibn Khaldun. 
3. Ethiopic. Throughout the year, credi t two hours a term. Prerequisite 
courses I , 2. Professor ScUMII)T . T Th, .j, GoldWin SmIth 12; 
Grammar (Dillmann-Bezold). Llber Baruch In Dillmann's Chrestomat hia 
Aethiopica, and The Book of Enoch, xxxvii-Ixxi (cd. Charles). Study of Ethiopic 
manuscripts. Open only to students who have had Arabic. Primarily for 
graduates. 
[4a. Assyrian. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term. Prerequisite 
courses I , 2. Professor ScHMIDT. 
Grammar (Lyon. Delitzsch). Selections from Meissner's Chrestomathie, 
Delitzsch's L.esestiickc, and Rawlinson's Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western 
Asia. Open only to graduates.] Not given in 1914-15. 
4b. Aramaic. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term Professor 
ScIU1IOT. T Th, 4. Gold''1n Smith 127 
Grammar (Nestle, Noldeke, Duval) . The Gospel of ?-.b.tthew in the Sinaitic 
Syriac, the Curetonian Fragments, the Peshita. alld the Evangeli;lrium Hierosoly-
mitanum. Inscriptions in the Corpus lnscriptionum Semiticarum, and the 
Elephantine Papyri. 
sa. Egyptian. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Prerequisite 
courses I , 2. Professor Sc/DlIOT. W, 4-6, Goldwin Smith 127. 
Grammar (Erman). Hieroglyphic texts. Study of squ<'Czes in the Eisenlohr 
collection. Primarily for graduates. 
ISb. Coptic. Throughout the year , credit two hours a term. Prercq"isite 
course sa. Professor ScIUIIDT. 
Gmmmar (Steindorff). Selections from the Gospels and from Pistis Sophia. 
Primarily for graduates.] Not given in 1914- 15. 
6. Semitic Literature. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
Professor ScI/mOT. lI.! W, 3, Goldwin Smith 120. 
General introduction to the Bible, including Apocrypha and Pscudcpigrapha, 
and special introduction to each book. Designed to give in brief compa~s the 
results of scientific inquiry concerning the origin, date, composition , and char.1eter 
of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. Preparation of papers, discussion of 
special topics, and cxamination5. Open to juniOr«. scniors, and graduates. No 
knowledge is required of Semitic languages or of Greek. 
;. Semitic Seminary. 
P rerequisite courses I , .j.b. 
Throughout the year, credit two hours a term . 
Professor Scl/MIDT. lI.!, 4-6, Goldwin Smit h 12;. 
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Study of the Syriac Odes of Solomon, a nd of the Hebrew t(.>xt coming from 
the Covenanters of Damascus. 
8. Comparative Semitic Philology. Throughout the year. credit one hour 
a term. Prerequisite courses I , 2. -lb. Professor ScUMIllT, F. 3, Goldwin 
Smith [27. 
Study of certain morphological and syntactical peculiarities of the Aramaic 
dialects. Interpretation, fo r purposes of comparison, of texts in Mandaic 
Babylonian Talmudic, ancient and modem Syriac, Gaiiiae..'1n. Samari tan and 
Judaean Aramaic, Palmyrene, and Nabataean. Por graduates. 
[9:1. Oriental History. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
P rofessor ScUMIOT. IntroductIOn to the history of ASia I Not given in 1914- 15 
9b. Oriental H istory. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term· 
Professor ScIl~II[)T. T Th. 10. Goldwin Smith 256. IntrQduction to the history 
of Africa. 
The history of Ancient Egypt. Libya and the Cyrenaica. Carthage. Maure· 
tania, Nubia. Ethiopia. a nd the various Egyptian and Maghrebite Caliphates 
will be presented in outline. and the growth of European influence in Modem 
Africa will be traced. The illustrative material of the department will be used. 
and frequent ex:uninations will be held. Open to juniors, seniors. and graduates. 
GREEK 
I. Elementary Greek. The essentials of t he /trammar; simple exercises 
in composition; S('lections from Xenophon's .'\ nabasls. books I-VII; selections 
froro the New Testament in Greek. Throughout the ye.1T. credi t six hours a 
term. This course ho,,-ever is continuous through the year, and no credit \\i ll 
be allowed for the first term alone. Assistant Professor jol'£s. Daily, 8. 
Gold\\in Smith '34· 
This course is designed for students who wish to acquire. by extraordinary 
effort in one yeM, the ability to rc."ld Attic prose. 
3. Lucian Selections; Homer 's Odyssey. Throughout the year, credit 
three hours a 'term. Prerequisi te course I. .'\ ssiS!:."lnt Professor jO:O;"£5. T Th 
S, 10, Goldwin Smith ' 34. "'iny. by permission, be entered in the second term. 
5. Lysias. Second term. c.red~t two hours. Open t? thosc who h .. "lve taken 
or are taking course 3, \\"i~h winch ,t affords an opportU1l1 ty for fres~!llen to take 
five hours of Greek. /15515tall t Professor JOI'E5. 1\1 W, 10. Goldwm SmIth ' 34. 
Selected spet:ches of Lysias illustrative of normal .'\ ltlC prose ~nd of the simple 
style in oratory . Collateral lectures on the development of ,'HIC oratory. 
6. Herodotus. First term, credit two hours. Open to ~hose who have 
takcn or arc taking course 3, with which it affords an opportumtyfor fr:shmen 
to take five hours of Greek . Professor BRI STOL. M W, 10, Goldwm Smith 137· 
The story of the Persian Wars will be read. 
7. Greek Composition. Thro.ughout the rear. crcdit one hour a term. 
Prerequisite cour5C 3 or t he eqUIValent. ASSIstant Professor J ONES. Hour 
to be arranged. Goldwin Smith 137- . . 
This course is based on a systemattc and pract1l:ai ~t!-,dy of G.reek grammar, 
consisting chiefly of lectures the first term and composItIOn Cl<erCiSCS the second 
t erm. 
10. Euripides, the Iphigenia in Tauris and tJ:1e Medea. First term, credit 
three hours. Prerequisite cour$<: 3 or the C<jUlvalent. Professor STERRETT. 
t.! \V F, 11, Goldwin Smith 134· 
11 . Sophocles, the Oedipus Tyrannus and the Antigou.e.v Second term, 
credit three hours. Prcrequisite courscs 3 and 10, or the eqUlvalent. Profe.;:sor 
STERRETT. \" .. 1 W F. 11, Gold,,;n Smith '34· 
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II s. Demosthenes, On the Crown. First term, credit two 
requisite courses 3, 10, I I, or thc equivalent, Professor BRISTOL.] 
1914- 15· 
3 
hours. Pre· 
Not given in 
16. Aristophanes (two comedies). Second term. credit two hours. Pre· 
requisite courses 3, 10, II. Professor STER RETT. T Th, 12. Goldwin Smith 137 · 
20. Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus. First term, credit two hours. Pro· 
fessor STERRETT. T Th, I ~. Goldwin Smith 137. Open to seniors and gradua~s . 
121. Plato, the Republic. Second term, credit two hours. Assistant Pro· 
fessor JONES. T Th, 12, Goldwin Smith 13.t. Open to seniors and graduates.] 
Not given in 1914· 15. 
25. Thucydides. Second term, credit two hours. Assistant Professor 
J ONES. T Th, I ~, Goldwin Smith 134. Open to seniors and graduates. 
26. New Testament Greek. Throughout the year, credit t\\'o hours a term. 
W 1-" 8, Barnes Hall Library. Dr. WHITE. 
First term, St. j ohn's gospel (Westcott and Hort); serond!term, Epistles 
of john and Revelation . 
27. Myths of the Epic Cycle. First term, credit two hours. Assistant 
Professor JONES. T Th. I ~ , Goldwin Smith 13.t. 
The entire cycle of myths relating to events before, during, and afte r the 
Trojan War will be illustrated by lantern views of extant monuments, vase· 
paintings, bas· reliefs, sculpture in the round, gems, and coins. Knowledge of 
Greek not required. 
30. Comedy. First term, credit three hours. Intended to afford an oppor· 
t unity for rapid readmg in .'\ristophanes M \V F, 12. Goid\,;n Smith 134 . 
Professor STE:R II E:TT Open to scmors and graduates. 
135. Advanced Greek Composition. Throughout the yeaL credit one hour a 
term. Assistant Professor JONES. 
Open to graduates and by special permission to undergraduates. Designed 
for advanced students who are specializing in the ancient languages and who 
desire a oomparative view of the forms, style, and syntax of claSSIC Greek.and 
Latin prose.] Not given in 19Q-15. 
40. The Tragedies of Sophocles. ~ Throughout the year, credit two hours a 
tenn. Professor STEIIRE:TT. \V F, 9, Goldwin Smith 137. Special attent ion 
is given to the st ructure of t he tragedies and to the metrical reading of the choral 
passages. 
A rapid reading course devoted to the study of the entire works of some one 
author or of a particular field of literature. Exclusively for graduates. 
43. The Agamemnon of Aeschylus. First term. Professor STERRETT. 
T Th. II . Goldwin Smith 137. Textual criticism and literary interpretation. 
Exclusively for graduates. 
4.t· Pindar. The Olyml?ian and Pythian Odes. Second term. Professor 
STERRETT. T Th, II. GoldWin Smith 13i. The fluent rhythmical reading of the 
odes is insisted upon. Exclusively for graduates. 
50. Greek Seminary. Homeric quest ions from the archaeological poillt of 
view. Papers and discussions. Professor STE:RRETT. W, 2-4 , Library, Greek 
and Latin Seminary Room. Exclusively for graduates. 
Pausanias. See GREEK AliT AND ANTIQUITIES. course 5. 
Modern Greek. See GItEEK ART AND ANTIQUITIES, course 7. 
Greek Epigraphy. See GREE:K ART AND ANTIQU ITl E:S, OOlIr5C 6 . 
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GREEK ART AND ANTIQUITIES 
Courses I and J in this dcp.:lTlmcnt do not require any knowledge of Greek or 
of Latin. Courses 5 and 6 presuppose facility in reading Greek. 
[. H istory of Greek Sculpture. Repeated in second term, credit three 
hours. Assistant Professor t\!WKEII'S. First term, l\I \V p, 9; second term, 
r,.'1 W P, I r. Goldwin Smith i\ !useum of Casts. 
Lccturo:s in the i\'Iuscum of Casts. Intended to be supplemented by course 3, 
but may be taken separately. 
3. Greek Antiquities. Repeated in second term, credit three hours. Assist-
ant Pro fessor ANDREWS. First term. ]1,1 W F , II : second term, )1'1 W p, 9. 
Goldwin Smith 1\iuscum of Casts. 
Lectures on pre-Greek art and civilization, Greek architecture, terra (:Ottas, 
coins, bronzes, gems, and vases. Illustrated by the material in the i\'luseum of 
Casts and by ~tereopticon views. Intended to be taken with course I. but may 
be taken separately. 
5. Pausanias. Credit two hours. Assist.·mt Pro fessor A~DREWS. Hours 
to Ix> arranged aft(-r consu ltation , Goldwin Smith 3.'). 
A reading course in the sources of knowledge of Greek topogr:.phy with special 
reference to Athens, supplemented by illustrated lectures and by readings from 
ThucyJides and Herodotus. 
6 . Greek Epigraphy. Credit two hours . A;;s istan t Professor :\~DRE \\"S. 
H ours to be arranged after consultation . Go ldwin Smith 35 . 
.tl studr of Greek alphabets a nd inscriptions, chiefly from the large collection 
of squeezes owned by the department. Por graduates and quali fied under-
graduates. 
7. M odern Greek. Credit two hours. Assist.'l llt Professor A~DR EWS . 
H ours to be arranged after consultation, Goldwin Smith 35. 
The literary language and the oolloquiaI idiom. Athenian newspapers 
and stories in the vernacular will be read. 
LATIN 
A. Elementary Latin . This course is intcnded for those who. afte r entering 
t he Univcrsi ty, have come to feel the need of Latin and wish br special effort to 
acquire a reading knowledge of ordinary prose in a single ye..'lT. ;.,.[ T W Th F, 8, 
Goldwin Smith 12..\ . P rofessor EUlER. Credit five hours a term. The course 
is however continuous through the yenr, and no credit will be allowed for the 
fi rst term a lone. i\lay be clected for five hours tota l credit by students who 
have ent rance credit for only one unit of Latin. 
D. Cicero, Selected Orations; Virgil, Aeneid, Books I- IV. Throughout 
the ye..1.r. credit three hours a term. Prerequisite course A or entrance credit for 
two units of Latin (first year and second year Latin). Profc5S0r ELMER. 1\1 W 
F , 2, (or an hour to be selected), Goldwin Smith I:q. t,.'lay be entered in the sec-
ond term by students who have entrance credit for only three units of Latin. 
I. Livy; Cicero, De S enectute; H orace, Odes and E podes; Latin Writing. 
Throughout the year. credit three hours a term. 
Sec. 1, 1\'! W 1", 10, Goldwin Smith 110. Professor Bel'1'n:TT. 
Sec. 2,1\1 W F, II , Goldwin Smith 128. Professor D URIIAM. 
Sec. 3. 1\-1 W F. IZ, Goldwin Smith 128. Professor D URIIAM. 
[Ia . Freshman Latin Composition and Conversation. Throughout the year , 
credit one hour a terlll. Profe5S0r DURIIA~1. A systematic drill intended for 
those who are taking course I .J Not given in 191.4- 15. 
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[2. Sight Translation: Gellius, Selections; Ovid, Metamorphoses. Oral 
translation at sight. Throughout t he year, credit one hour a term.] Not 
vven in 1914- 15. 
3. Sight Translation: Caesar's Civil War ; Phaedrusi Martial. Through-
out th.e year, credit one hour a term. 
Sec.,). '1', I I, Goldwin Smith 12.j. . Professor EDlER. 
Sec. 2, S, 10, Goldwin Smith 124. Profcssor ELMER. 
Especially recommended as collatcral work for those who ;"lrC taki.ng course I, 
but open to all students. Courses 2 and 3 arc given in alternatc years. 
[7. Classic Myths in English Literature. Lectures. translations, and illust ra-
tIVe rcadmgs from English. literature Prerequisite prepmatory Latin. Second 
term only, cre(lit two hours. Professor DURliAM. T Th, 12, Goldwin Smith uS. 
This course is not intended as a substitute for any of the regular courses in 
Latin, and it may not be taken to satisfy the underclass requirement in foreign 
language.] Not given in 19 14- 15. 
8. Terence, Phormio; CatuUus; Horace, Satires and Epistles; Tacitus, 
Agricola and Germania. Throughout the ycar, credit three h.ours a term. Pre-
requisite course 1. Professor DU RH AM. l' 'I'h S, 9. Goldwin Smith 128. 
Sa. Sophomore Lat in Composition and Conversation. Th.rough.out th.e 
year. credit one hour a term. Professor D URIIAM. Goldwin Smith 128. A 
systematic drill intended for those who are taking course 8. 
I I. Selections from Cicero's Letters; Cicero, De Oratore, Book I. T hrough-
out the year, credit two hours a term. Prerequisite course I or the equivalent . 
Professor EUl ER. T Th, 2, or hours to be arranged, Goldwin Smith. 12.j.. 
Courses 11 and 12 afC given in alternate years. 
/12. Selections from the last six books of Virgil's Aeneid; Cicero, De Officiis. 
Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Prerequisite course I or the 
equivalent. Professor Eun;R.) Not given in 19 14-15. 
16. Selections from the Republican Literature: Plautus, the Captives 
and Mostellaria; Lucretius; Lectures on the H istory of Roman Literature. 
Through.out the year, credit th.ree hours a term. Prerequisi te course 8. I I, or 
12. Professor B~NNETT. T T h S, 9, Goldwin Smith 120. 
Courses [6 and 17 are given in alternate years. 
[17. Literature and History of the Early Empire: SuetonlUs, Lives of the 
Caesars; Pliny's Letters ; TaCItus's Annals, Througnout tne year, cre(li t three 
h.ours a term. Prerequisite course 8, II, or 12. Professor Br::SSETT. ) Not 
given in [914- 15· . J 
2 1. Intermediate Course in Latin Wr iting. T hroughout 
one hour a term. Prerequisite course I. Professor ELMER 
hour to be arranged. Goldwin Smith 12.j.. 
the year, credit 
W, 3, or at an 
26. Teachers' Training Course. Throughout thc year, credit two h.ours 
a term. Open, llpon personal application to th.e professor, to students who 
have had course 8, Il ,or 12,and havc taken ornre taking course 16 0r Ii . Pro-
fessor BENNETT. W F, 12, Goldwin Smith 120. 
[27· Roman Lile and Art. Through.out the year, credit two hours a term, 
Professor B ENNETT. W p, 12, Goldwin Smith 120, 
Topography and arch.itc<:tural remains of the city of Rome : a systcmatic 
consideration of tne constitution of the Roman family, status of women, mar_ 
riage, children, education, slavery. the Roman h.ouse and its furniture , food , 
dress, bath.s, games and amusements, books, trade, t ravel, religion, death. burial. 
etc. Lectures illustrated by lantern views, photographs, and materia l in the 
Museum of Casts.) Not givcn in 1914- 15. 
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34. Cicero, in Verrem, Fourth Oration of the Actio Secunda. Throughout 
the year, credit one hOUT a lenn, P rerequisite course 8, II , or 12, or the equiva-
lent. Professor ELMER. Th, II , Goldwin Smith 124. 
This course requires no prcp..1red transiation for the classroom work . The 
professor in charge will himself translate the orations with full oomments on 
subject-matter. style, difficulties, etc. The members of the class will endeavor 
merely to read the original Latin as Cicero himself would have read it. Designed 
to develop in students the abi lity to understand and to appreciate the Latin 
without translating. 
[3S. Cicero's Philippics. Throughou t the yea T, credit one hour a term 
Prerequisite course 8, I I, or 1:2, or the eqUiValent Professor ELMER] Not 
given in 1914-15. This course alternates wi th 34 and bas a similar aim. 
4 1. Latin Seminary. First term. Professor BESI'ETT. T, 2, and S, 10, 
Library, Greek and Latin Seminary R oom. 
The work of the seminary for 19 14-15 will consist of the textual and exegetical 
study of Plautus, combined with the extensive reading of Plautus's works. 
The object of the seminary is to familiarize its members with the methods and 
habits of independent investiga tion . The work therefore, as far as possible, is 
thrown into the hands of the students themselves. Exclusively for graduates. 
[.p. History, Aim, and Scope of Latin Studies. ThrougHout the year 
P rofessor BENNETT. 
This course will present the history of La tin study since the Renaissance, will 
outline the various fields of investigation, stating the present st ate of knowledge 
in each, along with the chief problems still awaiting solution. and will give a very 
full bibliography. Exclusively for graduates.] Not given in 1914· 15. 
[43. Historical Latin Syntax. Second term . Professor BEN"·ETT. l' Th, 
10-1 1. 15. Goldwin Smith 120. 
Lectures on the moods a nd tenses of the Latin verb, with special reference to 
t he subjunctive,-its primitive meaning and its development in subordinate 
clauses. Exclusively for graduates.] Not given in 1914-15. 
44. H istorical Granunar of the Latin Language. Throughout the year. 
P rofessor BENKETT. 
Lectures and exercises on the sounds and inilections of the Latin langua~e 
from the historical point of view. Exclusively for graduates. T Th, 10, Goldwm 
Smith 120. 
45. Latin Writ ing, Advanced Course. Throughout 
E LMER. W, 3, Goldwin Smith 124. For graduates. 
have taken course 21 may also be admitted to this course. 
t he year. Professor 
Undergraduates who 
[46. History and Development of Roman Epic Poetry. Throughout the 
year. Professor ELMER. Exclusively for graduates.] Not given in 19 14- 15. 
47. Vulgar Latin. Elementary Course. Second term, credit t wo hours, 
P rofessor D U IUlAM . Goldwin Smith 128. 
Petronius, Cena Trimalchionis: Silviae vel potius Aetheriac peregrinatio ad 
loca sancta; Epistula Alexandri ad Aristotelcm ; Vulgate New Testament, ed. 
White. 
48. Vulgar Latin. First term. hours to be arranged. Open to graduates 
a nd to Qualified undergraduates. Professor DURHAM . 
A study of the extension of the Latin langU:l.ge to the Roman provinces 
and an invest igation of the phonology. t he flexion s, and the syntax of vulgar 
Latin. Consentius, de mctaplasmis et barbarismis; D iehl. vulgArlat einische 
Inschriften, lateinische altchristliche Inschriften: :Mulomedicina Chironis. A 
reading knowledge of French and German is required . 
50. Latin Epigraphy. First te rm, credit two hours. Professor D URHAM. 
Goldwin Smith 128. 
GE RMAN 7 
The interpretation of selected inscriptions. Special topics in the administra. 
tive history of the Roman Empire will be assigned for investigation. Carmina. 
Latina Epigraphic..'1 (ed. Buche1er). Open to graduates and to qlUllified under· 
graduates. A rC3ding knowledge of German and French is requi red. 
Roman H istory, see HISTO II.Y , courses 1 and z. 
Latin Paleography, see HISTOIO', course 73. 
GERMAN 
I. Course for Beginners : Oral Training, Grammar, Composition, Transla-
tion. Repeated in second term. credit six hours. 
First teoo. 
Sec. I, dailv, 9, Goldwin Smith ' 77· 
Sec. 2, dail~', [ I. Goldwin Smith 177. 
Second leoo. 
Assistant Professor POPE. 
Dr. Z [ NN~:C"EII.. 
Sec. I , daily, 10, Goldwin Smith [77. Dr. ZINNECKER. 
This course is equ;" alent to fi rst ye..'lr and second YC3r German of the entrance 
requirements (credit two units). It may be elected for three hours credit by 
students who have entmnce credit for only one unit of German (first year Ger· 
man). 
Walter· Krause, Beginning Germ3n. Hewett's German Reader. 
2. Oral Training, Grammar, Composition, Translation. First term only, 
credit three hours. Prerequisite first year Germ3n of the entrance requirements. 
l' Th S, 10, Gold";n Smith 12.j.. Assistant Professor BOESCHE. 
Intended for students who have entrance credit for only one unit of German 
(first year German). This course is equivalent to second year German of t he 
ent rance requirements. 
3. Oral Training, Grammar, Composi tion, Translation. Repeated Ul 
second term, credit five hours. PrerequIsite course I , or course 2, or entrance 
credit for two units of German (first year Germ3n 3nd second yeM Gennan). 
First term. 
Sec. I, i\I l' W Th F, 9, Goldwin Smith 22 1. 
Sec. 2 , ,\1 T \V Th F , [ 0 , Goldwin Smith 1 77. 
Sec. 3, M T W Th F, 10. Goldwin Smith 22 1. 
Sec. -t, M T W Th F, Ii, G.:>ldwin Smith 2<! 1. 
Second teoo. 
Dr. ZIN NECKE R_ 
Dr. A~OREWs. 
Mr. HOLT. 
Mr. HOLT. 
See. [, i\[ l' W Th F, 9, Goldwin Smith 177. Dr. Z[NNECKER. 
Sec. 2, M T \V Th F , 10, Goldwin Smith 22 1. Dr. A.'I OR Ews. 
Sec. 3, M T W T h F, II, Goldwin Smit h [77. Mr. HOLT. 
This course is equivalent to third year German of the entrance requirements. 
Joynes-Wesselhocft, German Lesson Grammar; Heyse, Hochzcit auf Capri; 
Storm , Pole Poppenspaler; Fulda, Ocr Talisman. 
4· Elementary German Composition and Conversation. Throughout t he 
year, credit t hree hours a term. Open to t hose who are taking or have taken 
course 3. 
Sec. I, M W F, 12, Goldwin Smith 177. 
Sec. z. T Th S, 9 , Goldwin Smith 183 . 
term, Assistant Professor POPE. 
Dr. ZIN.'IECKER. 
First term, Dr. ANOREWS ; se<!Ond 
Te~tbook : Pope's Writing and Spe3king German. 
charts, and pictures. Exercises conducted in Germ3n. 
combine course -t wit h course 3 or 5. 
TlJ ustrative maps, 
It is 3dvisable to 
-tao Elementary Geooan Composition and Conversation. Second t erm 
only, credit five hours. M r. HOLT. M l' W Th F , 10, Goldwi,n Smith 225. 
Prim lrily for students completing course 3 in t he first term. This course is 
equivalent to course 4, which see for prerequisite courses, books, etc. 
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5· lntermedj~ l.e German Course. T~roughout the year, credit thret: hours 
a term. Prercqmsl tc course 3. or the equwulent. 
Sec. I , T Th S, '? Goldwin Smith 11)0. Pirst term, Professor FAUST; 
second term . Assistant P rofessor POPE. 
See. 2, ~l W F, 9. Goldwin Smith 183. i\lr. HOLT. 
Sec. 3, T Th S, 12, Goldwin Smith 11)0. Dr. A)lOR E WS 
German grammar treated topically. Translat ion and oral exercises in Cer-
man on the text. Readings: modern Gennan novelists: Storm, Keller, C. F. 
Meyer, Sudermann. Course 4 may be combine<! with course 5. or, instead of 
these, course 7 may be taken. 
Sa . Intermedia te German Course. Second term onIy, credit !i\'C hours 
Prerequisite cours(' 3. or the equivalent. Dr. t\lmREws. i\[ T W Th F, 9, Gold-
win Smith 225. 
This course is equivalent to course 5. which see for prerequisite courses. 
books, etc. Prima rily fo r students compl<:ting course 3 in the first term. 
7. Intermediate German Course. Throughout the year, credit five hours a 
term. Prerequisit e course 3, or t he equivalent. 
Sec. I, !'I[ T W Th I~, [0, Goldwin Smith 183. Assistant Professor DAVIDSES. 
Sc<:, 2, 1\[ T W Th F, 12, Goldwin Smith 183 . Assistant Professor BOESCIIE. 
This course, in two terms, covers the work of CQurses -t (or -tal and 5 (or sa) . 
Oral practice and written exercises based on the texts read ~nd 0t,l Po~'s Writing 
and Spe.1.king German. Readings from German prose wnters, mcludmg Storm, 
K eller, C. F. !'I leyer, Sudermann. 
8. Scientific German. Second term credit t\\O hours. Prerequisite courses 
I-J, or three years of German in high school. :'1.1 W, II, Gold",n Smith 183. 
Assistant Professor EOESCHE. 
10. Advanced German Composition an d Conversation. Throughou t the 
year, credit three hours a teml. Prerequisite CQUTSCS 1-5. or the eq\llvalent. 
Sec. I. !'II W F, 10, Goldwin Smith 190. Assistant Professor POPE. 
Sec. 2, T Th S. 11. Goldwin Smith 18J. Assistant Professor D.~V!DSES .. 
Exercises conducted in German. Theme-wri ting. This course IS es..<;enml! 
for the pursuit of advanced work in the department, and must be CQmpleted by 
student s who desire to be recommended as teachers of German. 
II. Schiller' s Life and Works. Throughout the year, credit three hours 
a term. Prerequisite COIITSCS 1- 5. Assistant Professor- IJOESCIlE. T Th S. II , 
Goldwin Smith 190. 
Primarily 
Professor 
12. Goethe's Life and Works. First term. cre<lit three hours. 
for juniors and seniors. Prerequisite CQUTSCS 1-5, or the equivalent. 
FA UST. T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 190. 
Goethe's autobiographical works, and his dramas exclusive of Faust. 
IJ. Goethe'S Faust, p;,rt ! and select ed portions of part 11. Second term, 
credi t three hours. Primari ly for juniors and S{'nior~. Prerequisite courses 1- 5, 
or t he c<]uivalent. Professor r AUST. l' Th S, 9. Goldwin Smith 190. 
A study of the text, and of the genesis and development of the drama; an ex-
amination of its historical and legendary clements, a nd of its philosophical prin-
ciples. 
l-t. History of German Literature. 
site CQurses 1- 5, or the c<]uivllient. 
Smith [90. 
First term, credit three hours. Prerequi-
Professor FAUST. M W F, 9. Goldwin 
An outline lecture course beginning lI'it.h the Old 
extendinf to t he middle. of the. eightecnth century. 
collatera reading. 
High German period and 
Lectures, recitations, and 
15. History of German Literature. 
requisit e courses 1- 5. or the equivalent. 
Smith 190. 
Second term. credit three hours. Pre-
Professor FA UST. !I I W I~, 9, Goldwin 
• 
G ER lI t AN 9 
An outline lecture course beginning with the eightccnth century:md extending 
to the present time. Lectures. recitations, and collateral reading. 
116. The German Drama of the Nineteenth Century. l'hrotlghollt the year, 
credit three hours:l term. Prereqtlisitc courses 1'5. and 10 , or the equivalent. 
Assistant Professor DAVI OSEN. Recitations, lecttlres in German, and collateral 
reading.) Not given in 19 14- 15. 
17. The Literature of ·the Reformation, First term, credit three hours. 
Prerequisite courses 1-5, and 10. or t he equivalent. Assistant Professor DAVIO-
SEX. 111 W F , [I , Goldwin Smith 190. 
Lectures in German, iIIus t rativc readings from the works of Martin Luther, 
Ulrich von Hutt en, Hans Sachs. Thomas t. lumer. and J ohann Fischart; also 
from the Volksbu cher and folk-songs of the sixtccnth century. 
18. Lessing's Life and Works. Second term, credit three hours. Pre-
requisite cou rses 1-5, and 10, or the equivalent. Assistant Professor D,W IDSEN. 
t.1 \V F, I I, Goldwin Smith H)O. 
1I4. Lyric and BaUad Poetry. Serond term. credit three hours. Pre-
requisite courses 1-5. Assistant Professor "on:. 111 W F. I:>, Goldwin Smith 
'90· The development of German lyric poetry from t he middle High German 
period to the present. EspecIal attention \'111 be given to a hter,lry apprecia-
tion of modem lyrics and h."lllads. 
30. The History of the Gennan Element in the United S tates. First ten n , 
credit one hour. Professor FAUST. :\1, Ill, Goldwin Smith 19o. 
The chanlCt<:ristics of the German immigrations of the seventeenth, eight· 
ee1lth, and nineteEnth centuries; the arrival. loeation, and activit ies of the im-
migrants. The relative importance of the German element in the making of 
the nation, with specia.l rcferenc(> to political, social. and educational influences. 
[34. Elementary Phonetics and its Application to the Study of Modem Lan-
guages. First term, credit one hour. Assistant Professor DAVIOSJ;:N.) Not 
given in 19 14- 15. 
35. Principles of Word Formation. First term, credit two hours. Assist-
ant Professor DAVIOSE:->. W F . I ll . Goldwin Smith 190. 
Composition and derivation; creation of words; foreign and loan words ; 
onomatopoeia; popular etymology; semantics. 
36. Topics in Historical Gennan Syntax. Second term, credit three hours. 
Assistant Professor BOESCItE. 1> 1 W F. 10, Goldwin Smith 18:>. 
,\n examination and explanation of difficult or peculiar modern German 
constmctions in the light of the past stages of the language and of analogous 
developments in other L"lnguages. Lectures. and reports on assigned works of 
reference. This course is especially adapted to the needs of U!achers. 
37. Elementary Middle High Gennan. First term, credit three hours. 
Prerequisite courses 1-5, 10, and at Icast six hours advanced work in Gennan 
literature. Assistant Professor POPE. T Th S. 10, Goldwin Smith 182. 
Grammar; reading of the popular epics, Nibdungenlied and Kudrun. Paul's 
Mittelhochdel.ltsche GI<Immatik ; Bachmann's Mittelhochdeut sches Lescbuch. 
38. Modern Scandinavian. Through,out the year. credit thrce hours a 
term. Dr. A:->OREWS. 111 \V F. 12, Goldwin Smith. li8. 
A study of Danish grammar. with considerable reading from sumdard Danish 
authors and some consideration of the history of the Danish language and litera-
t ure. For advanN.'<l students in languages and literatures. 
40. Teachers' Course. Second tcrm, credit two hOUTS. Prerequisite courses 
1-$. 10, and eightt*n hours of advanced work in Gcrman literature or philology. 
P rofessor FAUST, assistcd by his colleagues of the German Department . F. 1I-4. 
Goldwin Smith 181. 
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Methods of teaching modern languages; examination and criticism of telt-
books available for thc study of German; requirements for teachers' examina_ 
tions. 
14[ . Advanced Middle H igh German. Second term, credit three hOUTS, 
P rerequisite course 37. Assistant Professor POPE. Primarily for graduates.) 
Not given in [9Q- [5. 
[,p o Gothic. First term, credit three hours. A-ssistant Professor BOESCHE. 
Streitberg's Gotisches Elementarbuch; Dic Gotische Bibel, hrg. von Streit-
berg. T his course will serve as a general introduction to Germanic philology. 
Primarily for graduates.[ Not given in 19 14- 15. 
43. Old High German. First term , credit three hours. PrereqU!Slte course 
37. Assistant Professor BOESCHE. 1'.1 W P, Ii , GoldWin SmIth [82 
Prinmrily for graduates. Braune 's Althochdcutsche Grammatlk and 
Althochdcutsches Lesebuch. 
[44. Old Icelandic. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term. Dr. 
ANONEWS, 
A study of the Old Norse grammar and the relation of Old Norse to the other 
Gcrmanic dia lects. Reading of s.'lga-texts in the first term; Eddic poems in 
the second. Primarily for graduates.) Not gi\'en in [9Q- 15. 
46. Old Norse Mythology. Second term, credit onc hour. ;"'Ir. HER-
l1,o. NI'SSON . F, [ [ , Goldwin Smith 183. 
Lect ures in English on the mythology and religion of t hc ancient Norsemen, 
[47. Pnnclples of Germamc Philology Second term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisltc course 42 Dr I\I'DREWS. A diSCUSSIon of t he fundament-'ll prin· 
ciples of linguistic relationships within the old Germanic dialects. Lectures 
and illustrative problems.] Not given in [914"5. 
48. Seminary in German Literature. First term, credit two hours. Profes-
sor F AUST. P, 2-4, Goldwin Smith ,8,. 
For graduates only. Study of German·American literary problems. 
49. Seminary in German Li terature. Second term, credit two hours. 
Assistant Professor DA\,WSEN. l'lours to be arranged. Goldwin Smith 188. 
Gottfried Kel!cr. Primarily for graduates. 
50. Seminary in German Philology. Second term. credi t two hours. As-
sistant Professor POPE. Hours to be arranged. Goldwin Smith , 8[. 
Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan. Primarily for graduates. 
51. Lectures III German on the History of German Art. Second tenn, 
credIt three hours Professor ARTUR WEESE, Professor of t he History of Art, 
University of Bern. Switzerland, Jacob H. Schiff non-resident lecturer for 19 ' 5. 
Daily except S,1.turday, 4.45 p. m. in I" ebruary and March. 
The lectures \Vii! outline the history of German painting and sculpture from 
the middle ages to the present time. They will be illustrated with lantern slides. 
Collateral reading" will be re<luired of those taking the course for credit. 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
Students intending to teach Preneh should take the follow ing courses as a 
minimum requirement for their pUrpOse: 4,5,6, [3, q, 23, and at least three 
other courses in French literature. 
[. Elementary Course. Grammar, 
in second term. credit six hours. 
Composition, Translation. Repeated 
First term. 
Sec. I, daily. 
Sec. 2, daily 
Sec. 3, daily. 
12, Goldwin Smith 283. 
8, Goldwin Smith 283. 
9. Goldwin Smith 277. 
Assistant Professor MASOI'. 
Mr. DALE. 
Mr. BROWN. 
ROl\'IANCE LANGUAGES .. 
Second term. 
Sec. I, daily, Il, Goldwin Smith Z90. Assistant Professor PUMPELLY. 
Sec. z, daily. 8, Goldwin Smith Z83. Mr. BROWN. 
This course is equivalent to first year French a nd second year French of t~e 
entrance requirements (credit z units) . It may be elected for three hourscredLt 
by students who have entrance credi t for only one unit of "'ranch (first year 
F rench). 
z. Grammar, Composition, Transla tion. First term, credit three hours. 
Prerequisite first year French of the entrance requirements. T Th 5, 10, 
Goldwin Smith 290. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
Intended for students who have entrance credit for only one unit of French 
(first year French). This course is equivalent to second year French of the 
entrance requirements. 
3 . Grammar, Composition, Translation. Repeated in second term, credit 
five hours. Prerequisite course I. or course 2, or entrance credit for two units 
of French (first year French and second year French). 
First term. 
Sec. I , M T \V Th F, 9, Goldwin Smith 290. 
Sec. 2, M T \V Th F, 10, Goldwin Smith z81. 
Sec. 3, 1\1 T \V Th F, 12, Goldwin Smith 290. 
Second term. 
Sec. I, M T \V Th F, 9, GoJdw!!l SmIth 277. 
Sec. 2, M T W Th F, 10. Goldw1!l Smith 281. 
Sec. 3, M T \V Th F, 12. Goldwin Smith 283. 
i\·!r. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
DALE. 
BROWN. 
DALE. 
Mr. BROWN. 
Mr. DALI!. 
i\! r. DALE. 
4. Advanced Translation. Repeated in second term. credit three hours. 
Prereq uisite course 3, or third year French of the entrance requirements. 
First term. 
Sec. I , M W F. 
Sec. z, M W F, 
Sec. 3. T Th S, 
Second term. 
9, Goldwin Smith 28 1. 
I I, Goldwin Smith 290. 
12, Goldwin Smith 277. 
Assistant Professor GUERLAC. 
I' ssistant Professor MASoN. 
Assi stant Professor PUMPELLV. 
S~. I , T Th S. 9, Goldwm Smith z90 Assistant Professor MASON. 
Sec. 2. M \V F. 10, Goldw!!l Smith 277. Assistant Professor GUE RL AC. 
Designed primarily for freshmen who have entrance credit for three units of 
French. It is prerequisite to all the following courses in French, except 5, which 
may be profitably taken in conneetion Ilith it. Emphasis is laid upon the 
accurate translation in class of difficult texts, wi th the neeessary grammatical 
explanations. 
4a. Advanced Translation. Second term, credit three hours. Prerequisite 
course -I. T Th S, 10, Goldwin Smith 290. Assistant Professor HAMILTON. 
This course is designed for those who wish further practice in translating 
difficult modern French prose. 
5. Elementary French Composition. Throughout the year. credit three 
hours a term. Prerequisite course 3, or third year French of the entrance 
requirements. 
Sec. I, T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 281. Assistant Professor PUMPELLV. 
Sec. 2, M W P, 1 I . Goldwin Smith 277. Assistant Professor PUMP I!LL ..... 
This course should be taken early by all students who are specializing ill 
French, if possible in conneetion with course 4. 
6. History of French Li terature. Repeated in second term, credit three 
hours. Prerequisite course 4. 
First term. 
Sec. I , 1\1 \V F, II. Goldwin Smith 283. Assistant Professor GUE1U.AC. 
Second term. 
See. I, M \V P, I I , Goldwin Smith 283. Assistant Professor GUERLAC. 
Lectures on French literature since the Middle Ages, Ilith outside reading and 
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reports. Recommended for all advanced students in French. In the fint 
term the course is conducted in French; in the second tenn in English. 
[7. French Literature of the Seventeenth Century. Throughout the year, 
credit tluee houl"$ a term. Prerequisite course 4. Professor COMFORT J Not 
given in 19 14- 15. 
[8. French Literature of the Eighteenth Century. Throughout the year, 
credit three hours a term. Prerequisite course 4. Assistant Professor GUERL AC. j 
Not given in 19 14- 15. 
9. French Literature of the Nineteenth Century. Throughout the year, 
credit three hours a term, Prerequisi te course 4. M W F. 9, Goldwin Smith 283. 
Assistant Professor MAW;';. 
[10. French Dramatic Literature. Throughout the year, credit three hours a 
term. Prerequisite course 4.] Not given in 19 14- 15. 
II . French Fiction. Througnout the year, credit two hours a term. Pre-
requisite course 4. Assistant Professor GURRLAC. T Th, 10, Goldwin Smith 283. 
Study of the novel in FmIlce since 1610. The novel of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries will be studied during the first tenn, the modem IlOvei durinl:' 
the second term. 
13. French Phonetics . First term . eredit one hour. Prerequisite courses 
4,5. Assistant Professor PVMI'Et.t.\'. S, II . Goldwin Smith 283. 
14. Advanced French Composition. Throughout the year, eredit th ree hours 
a term. Prerequisite courses 4. 5. Assistant Professor GUERLAC. T Th S, I I, 
Goldwin Smith 277. 
Admission to this course depends upon the grade of work done in. course 5: 
before registrntion, permission must be obtnined from the professor m charge. 
22. French Poetry of the SiJ:teenth Century. Second term. credit three 
hours. Prerequisite course 6. Assistnnt Professor MASOs. Hours to be ar-
ranged. 
2J. French Philology. ThroughOUt the year. credit three hours a tenn. 
Prerequisite course 6, and entrance 1 .... 1tin. Assistant Professor PU)lP£t.t. \·. 1\1, 
2.30-4.30, Th. 10. Goldwin Smith 277. 
This course should be taken in the junior or senior year by all students who 
expect to teach French. and must be tnken durint: the first year of graduate study, 
if not before, by all candidates for the i\'!aster s degree who present French as 
their major subject. 
[24. French Medieval Literature. Second term, credit two hours. Pre-
requisitc course 6. Professor Co~n·on.) Not given in 1914- 15. 
(25. Old French Phonology and Morphology. Second term. credit two hours. 
Assistnnt Professor HAMIt.TOS. Por gmduntes only.) Not given in 19 14-15. 
26. Old French Tezts . Throughout the yeM, credit two hours a term. 
Prerequisite course 2J. Assistant Professor HAloIlt.TOS. T. 2.30, Library, 
French Seminary Room. 
A linguistic and literary study of selected old French tCl(ts. Primarily [or 
graduates. 
27· M?dem French Seminary. Throughout the year, credit two hours a 
term. ASSIstant Prof~r i\IASOS . 
. ~n 1913- 14 Victor Hugo'~ C.romw(:11 was ~lI~~e the object of a thorough a nd 
cntlcnl study. The course IS mtendl-d to 100tmte gr.:lduate students into the 
methods of independent research as (JPpl ied to modern liter.:lture. Primarily 
for grndu.Jtcs. Hours to be arranged. 
28. Low Latin. Its development and rel.:ltion to the Romance languages, 
Fil'llt term. credit two hour;;. f\ s~istant Professor HAMI LTON. 
Primarily for graduates. Hours to be arranged. 
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30. Italian. Elementary Course. Throughout the year, credit three hours 
a tenn. T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 283. Assistant Professor HAM[LTON. 
Grammar, composition, translation of modem Italian prose and poetry. 
T his course may not be taken in the same year as course 40. The course is con-
t inuous through the year, and no credit will be allowed for the first term alone. 
32. Italian Poetry: Dante, Leopardi , Carducci. Throughout the year, 
credit three hours a term. Prerequisite course 30, or second year Italian of the 
entrance requirements. Assistant Professor H.U[ [LTON. T Th S, I I , Goldwin 
Smith 281. 
[33. Petrarch and the Renaissance. Throughout the year, credit two hours 
a term. PrerequIsIte course 32. Assistant Professor HA~lJLTON . 
Pnmanly for graduates J Not given in [9 [4-15. 
35. Dante : the Minor Works . Throughout the year, credit two hours 
a term. Prerequisite course 32. Assistant Professor HAM[LTON. Hours to be 
arranged. 
Studies in the 
40. Spanish. 
a term. 
sources and influence of Dante. Primarily for graduates. 
Elementary Course. Tproughout the year. credit three hours 
Sec. I , J\"i W F, 10. Goldwin Smith 283. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
Sec. 2, T Th S, [[. Goldwin Smith 290. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
Sec. 3, M W F. 12, Goldwin Smith 277. Me BROWN. 
Grammar, composition, translation. This course may not be t. .... ken in the 
same year as course 30. The course is continuous through the year, and no 
credit will be allowed for the first term alone. 
42. Spanish. Prose and Poetry. Throughout the year, credit three hours a 
term. Prerequisite course 40, or second year Spanish of the entrance require-
meots. Assistant Professor KEN[STON. M W F, [ I , Goldwin Smith 281 . 
Rapid reading in class of modem Spanish authors. 
44. The Spanish Drama. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
P rerequisite course 42, or third year Spanish of the entrance requirements. 
T Th 12, Goldwin Smith 281. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
The classical Spanish drama will be studied during the first term, the modern 
Spanish drama during the second term. 
[46. The Spanish Novel. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term . 
Prerequisite course 42, or third year Spanish of the entrance requirements.) 
Not given in [914-15. 
47. Old Spanish. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Prere-
quisite course 44 or 46. Assistant Professor KENISTON. 
A study of old Spanish grammar and reading of early texts. Primarily for 
graduates. Hours to be arranged. 
[60. Old Proven<;al. First term, credit two hours. Assistant Professor 
HAM IL TON. Primarily for graduates.] Not given in 19 [4-15. 
ENGLISH 
I. Introductory Course. Throughout the year. credit four hours a term. 
Students who have not taken the course in the first term may enter in the se<:ond 
term in se<:tions provided for them . Open only to underclassmen who have 
satisfied the ent rance requirement in English. Freshmen who are candidates 
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts will ordinarily take course 3, and may not 
enroll in course I except with the consent of the head of the department. Assist-
ant P rofessors ADAMS and MONROE: Drs. BA[LEY. BROUGHTON, G1LBERT,and jEN. 
SEN; Messrs. BALDWIN,CROWELL, TOWNLEY. HEBEL and BOULTER. Twenty-five 
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sections at the following hours: T W Th F, 8,9. 10, I I, 12. Rooms to be 
announced. 
A study of representative works in English Literature, including four plays 
of Shakespeare, four modern novels, selected essays, and poems of 11,lil ton, Tenny. 
son, and Browning. Practice in composition in connection with the reading, 
with incidental study of the principles of writing. Registration in the course 
is in charge of Dr. BAII-EY. 
Studcnt..s who eJect English I must apply at Goldwin Smith A on Monday, 
Tuesday, or Wednesday of registration week for assignment to sections. 
2. Nineteenth Century Prose. Throughout the year, credit three hoursa 
tenn. Prerequisite course I or 3. Assistant Professors PRESCOTI and NOR TH UP, 
Mr. KIRK, and Dr. BROUCIlTO~. 1\1 W P, 9. 12; T Th S, 9, 12. Goldwin 
Smith 164. 
Reading of English prose with especial reference to style; practice in composi-
tion, with conferences. 
Students who elect English 1I must apply at Goldwin Smith 1 iJ on Wednesday 
or Thursday of registration week for assignment to sections. 
J. English Literature. Throughout the year, credi t four hours a term. 
Students who h..-.ve not taken the course in the first term may enter in the second 
tenn. Opcn only to freshmen who are not taking course I. Lectures, T Th, I I, 
Goldwin Smith A, Professor SAMPSO:"-. Recitations, M W, 8, 9. 10, II, Ill; 
W F, 1[; r S, [0, 12. Professor STRU:"-K, and t.lessrs. KIRK and SMITH. Rooms to 
be announced. 
Tennyson, Browning, Thackeray, j\'!ilton, Shakespeare, the Old Testament, 
with practice in composition. 
Students who elect English J must apply at Goldwin Smith 16J on Tuesday 
or Wednesday of registration week for assignment to sections. 
[5. Advanced Composition. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term. 
Opcn to upperclassmen who satisfy the instructor that they are proficient in com-
position. 1\lr. SMITH. 
Essays, short stories, and other exercises. Intended especmlly for students 
who are looking forward to writing as a profession.] Not given m 19[4- 15 See 
course 10. 
[6a. Argumentative Composition. First term, credit three hours. Pre-
requisite course I. Assistant Professor MO:.oROE. A study of the principles of 
argumentative writing, with practice in composition.! Not given in 1914-15. 
[9b. Teachers' Course. Second tenn, credit one hour. Dr. BAILEY. Given 
in alternate years. 
Lectures and conferences on the teaching of English in the secondary schools, 
Open to seniors and graduates who intend to teach English.! Not /.:iven in 
1914- 15· 
10. Play Writing. Throughout the year, credit two hours a tenn. PJO-
fessor SAMPS01". T Th, Ill, Goldwin Smith 16]. 
Open to underclassmen who have distinguished themselves in composition. 
or who show some special aptitude for the proposed work, In 1914~15 a limited 
num~r of up~rclassmen. may be admitted to this course for the purpose of 
carryll'lg on thetr work as III course 5. 
II. Old English. Throughout the year. credit three hours a term. Pre-
requisite course I or J. ASSistant Professor 1\!O:.oROE 1\1 W F, I I , Goldwin 
Smit h [64 . 
. Old English gra.mmar. Reading of select.ions from the Old English Chronicle, 
Kmg Alfred, rElfnc, .lInd. ot~cr representatIve prose texts, and of the simpler 
poetry. Some attentIon IS gIven to one or two important Middle English texts. 
Supplementary le?tures and collat eral reading ?n the growth of the language. 
No student WIll be recommended for a hIgh school teachership in English 
unless he has b.1.d this course or its equivalent. 
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12. Middle English. Throughout the year, credit three hours n term. Pre-
requisite course II. Professor STRUNI\. Hours and room to be announced. 
First term, selections from Emerson's Middle English Reader ; second term, 
reading of longer works, illustrative of t he literature from the twelfth to the 
fourteenth century. 
22. Nineteenth Century Poetry. Tltroughout tlte year, credit three nours 
a t erm. Students who have not taken the course in the first tenn may enter in 
the second tenn. Open to sophomores and upperclassmen. Professors SAMP-
so:. and STRUNK; Assistant Professors PRESCOTT and COOPER. M W F, 9, 
Goldwin &mith [60; i\."1 W F, Ii, Goldwin Smith [59; l' Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 
[60; l' Th S, I I, Goldwin Smith [56. 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, SheUcy, and Keats. 
Students wlto elect English 22 must apply at Goldwin Smith 156 on Wednes-
day or Thursday of registration week for assignment to sections. 
2';. English Translations of Greek and Latin Classics. Throughout the 
year, credit three hours a tenn. Open to upperclassmen. Assistant Professor 
COOPER. T, 3, Th, 3-5, Goldwin Smith ':'!J6. 
Rapid reading in the best translations, wi th emphasis upon Greek master-
pieces; for e;o;amp1c, the Iliad and the Odyssey, selected plays of Sophocles, 
and selected dialogues of Plato. Translations from the Latin will be chosen for 
the bearing of the original works on modem literature. 
25b. Old English Readings. Second term, credit two hours. Prerequisite 
first term of course II. Assistant Professor MONROE. 1I-I W, 3, or hours to 
be arranged, Goldwin Smith 164. 
Reading of selected Old English works, including portions of Beowulf. 
30a. Cbaucer's Canterbury Tales. First term, credi t three hours. Pre-
requisite course 2, 1 [, or 22. Professor STRUNK. T Th S, 9. Goldwin Smith 162. 
Preliminary survey of Chaucer 's life and times; reading principally in the 
Canterbury Tales. 
L:p. Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century Literature. Throughout the year, 
Credit three hours a tenn. Open to upperclassmen only. Dr. BAILE\'. 
A study of the verse and prose (other t han the drama) from about 1570 to 
1680, with some discussion of the political, social, a nd religious conditions of the 
period.] Not given in 1914- 15. 
32. History of English Literature, Throughout the year, credit three 
hours a term. Open to graduates, and to upperclassmen who have taken two 
full years of English. Dr. BAILE\". l\-I W F, 9, Goldwin Smith 162 . 
Lectures on the development of English li terature; discussion of political, 
social, a nd religious conditions : recitations on required reading. 
33. Recent English Poetry. Second term, credit three hours. Open to 
upperclassmen only. Professor STRUNK. T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 162. 
A study of t he work of recent and contemporary poets : Robert Bridges, 
John DaVidson , Rudyard Kipling. William Watson, W. B. Yeats, and others. 
37. Shakespeare. Throughout,. the year, credit three hours a term. Open 
to upperclassmen only. Professor STRUNK. M W F, 10, Goldwin Smith 164. 
First term. comedies and histories ; second term, tragedies a nd romances. 
Either tenn's work may be elected separately. 
380. Eighteenth Century Poetry. Second term, credit t hree hours. Pre-
requisite course 2 or 22 . Assistant Professor I\ IONRO£. ?I-I W F, 12. Room to 
be announced. 
The history of English poetry through the eighteenth century; a study of 
Pope, Thomson, Gray, Goldsmith, and Bums; readings in the lesser English 
and Scotch poets; beginnings of the English romant ic movement. 
41. The English Drama to 1642. Throughout the year, credi t three hours a 
tenn. Open to upperclassmen only. ASSistant Professor ADAMS. T Th S, II, 
Goldwin Smith 164. 
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First term: the origin of the drama; miracles; moralities ; interludes; 
the first regular comedies and tragedies; the predecessors of Shakespeare. 
Second term: the contemporaries and successors of Shakespeare: dramatic 
companies and playhouses ; Elizabethan society; the decadence of the drama. 
423. Elizabethan Non-Dramatic Literature. First term, credit three hours. 
Open to upperclassmen only. Assistant Professor ADAMS. M W F, I I, Goldwin 
Smith 167. 
The main autl>ors studied nrc: Wyatt , Surrey, More, Ascham, Lyly, Greene, 
Sidney. Spenser, Daniel. Drayton , Ralegh. Bacon, Donne, and Hernck. Atten-
tion will a lso be given to the several types of literature: the sonnet, novel, 
essay, song, character, pamphlet, and the literature of travel. 
420. Shakespearean Tragedy. Second term, credi t three hours. Open 
to upperclassmen only. Assistant Professor ADAMS. 1\1 W F, I I , Goldwin 
Smith 163. 
A detailed study of four of Shakespeare's tragedies. 
47. The Principles of P oetry and Versifit ation. First term, credit tWO hours. 
Open to upperclassmen only t\ssistant Professor PRESCOTT. III \Y, 10, Gold. 
win Smith [63. 
An introduction to t he study of poetry, in its content and form, with reading 
of typical English poems. 
48. Ameritan Literature, Tbroughout the ycar, credit three hours a tenn. 
Open to seniors and gmduates. Assistant Professor PRESCOTT. T Th S, Il. 
Goldwin Smith 160. 
First term: the growth of Americ.1n literature ; Irving, Bryant, Cooper, and 
Poe. Second term : Emcrson , Longfellow. Hawthorne, a nd Whitman . 
50. Studies in Literature. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
The consent of the instructor must be obtained before enrollment. Open to 
upperclassmen only. 
Studies in class or in individual conference, in the fields here noted: 
a. Pastoral Poetry. A study of the development of the pastoral in English, 
with illustrations from foreign literatures. Dr. BROUGHTON. 
b. Milton and the Epic. A study of IIlilton's use of the epic form, with 
illustration from Ihe epics (in translation) of Virgil, Ariosto, and 
Tasso. Dr. GILIIERT. 
5 1. Dante in English. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term. 
Assistant Professor COOPER. M, 3-5, Goldwin Smith 137. 
A certain amount .of read!ng for the .sake of literary a.nd historical perspective, 
followed by a study 111 detail of selectIons from the D,vine Comedy. Open to 
seniors and graduates. 
52. Vittorian Literature. Throughout the year. credi t three hours a term. 
Open to upperclassmen and graduates. Assistant Professor NORTIIUP. M W F, 
3, Goldwin Smith 160. 
I.:ectures on tl~e chief literary tendencies and characteristics of the period ; 
st udIes of the !ead1l1g poets and of some of the greater writers of prose. 
(54. Methods and Materials in the Study of English. Throughout the year, 
cred,t t"':o hour.s a tenn . Assi~tant Professor COOPER. Hours t o be arranged. 
Rcadmg of Important treatISC60n the method of scholarship; a study of the 
relations between EnglIsh and simIlar disciplines; an introduction to the biblio· 
graphy of English. Applicants must be prepared to read French and German. 
Open to graduates.] Not given in 1914- 15. 
55. Spenser. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Assistant 
Professor COOPER Hours to be arranged. f\ survey of. books am;l topics that are essential to the study of Spenser ; 
readmg, mamly m the Faene Quceneand the Fowre Hymnes; a detailed examina· 
tion of significant passages. Open to seniors and graduates. 
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500. The Arthurian Legends. First term, credit three hours. Open to 
upperclassmen and graduates. Assistant Professor NORTHUP. M W F, 10. 
Room to be announced. 
An introduction to the comparative study of literature: the development 
of the Arthurian legends as illustrative of literary origins; the treatment of the 
legends by modem European poets. 
56b. Middle English Literature. Second tenn, credit three hours. Open 
to upperclassmen and graduates. Assistant Professor NORTHUP. M W F, 10. 
Room to be announced. 
Studies in the history of Middle El\!Ilish literature, with special reference to 
the romances and their relations to contmentalliterature. 
59. Dramatic Structure. Throughout the year, credi t three hours a term. 
Open to seruors and graduates. Professor S.-I. MPSON. M W F, f Z, Goldwin 
Smith 167. 
A study of the principles of dramatic construction, based upon Greek, Eliza-
bethan, and classical Frenchdrama (first term), and modem drama (second term) . 
R eading of a hundred representative plays. 
60. Victorian Poetry. For graduates only. Dr. B.-I.1LEY. 
61. The Tudor-Stuart Drama. Por graduates only. Assistant Professor 
AOAMS. 
A detailed study of some one dramatist, or the investigation of some question 
relating to the period. 
6z. Pastoral Poetry, For graduates only. Dr. BROUGHTON. 
63. Layamon's Brut. For graduates only. Assistant Professor ilIoNROE. 
Textual and historical study of the poem with special reference to its connec-
tion with the Arthurian legend. 
65. The Principles of Literary Criticism. Throu~hout the year, credit 
two hours a term. Open to seruors and graduates. ASSistant Professor COOPER. 
W, 3-5, Goldwin Smith z36. 
Partly designed for those who desire to teach English. A study of thc chief 
theories of poetry, and types of literature, with illustrations mainly drawn from 
the E nglish poets. 
66. The Epic and the Romance. For graduates only. Assistant Professor 
NORTHU P. 
Studies of the English heroic epic, with special reference to Germanic culture, 
and of the other epic poetry of the Teutonic peoples; also of the conditions 
under which the epics were rcplaced by the romances. 
67. The Phonology, Inflections, and Metre of Old English. For graduates 
only. Professor STRUNK. 
The relation of Old English to Modcm English and to Gennan. Reading 
of Elene or Beowulf. 
68. American Literature. Por graduates only. Assistant Professor PRES-
COTT. 
The literary relations of England and America. Provincial and national 
trai ts in American literature. 
6<). The Drama, For graduates only. Professor S.-I.MPSON. 
A study of the technique of several of the chief Elizabethan and modem 
dramatists. 
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PUBLIC SPEAKING 
I. Public Speaking. Througnout the year, credit th.ree nours a 
See. I,.M W p, 9, Goldwin Smith :!..\. Mr. AN DERSON. 
Sec. :1 , M W F, 12, Goldwin Smith 24 . l\'I r. DRUMM OND. 
Sec. 3. II'I \V P, 10, Goldwin Smith 2-\. Professor WINANS and 
ANDERSON. 
term. 
Sec. 4, T Th S, 8, Goldwin Smith 24-
Sec. S. T Th S, 10, Goldwin Smith 24· 
ANDERSON. 
Assistant Professor r.,·l UCHMORE. 
Professor 'WINANS and Mr. 
Designed to give the student the fundamcnt.l,]s o! speech . p~eparation and to 
help him acquire a simple, direct manner of speakmg. Ongmal speeches and 
interpretation of selections. Individual instruction wii! be given by appoint· 
ment. 
Students who elect this course should appl)' at Goldwin Smith 25, on Wednes· 
day or Thursday of registration week. for aSSIgnment to sections. 
The '86 Memorial Prize in declamation is awarded annually in connection 
with the cour!;(>s in public speaking. See pamphlet on prizes. 
Ia. Public Speaking. Second term, credit three houTS. 
Sec. I , T Th S, 8, Goldwin Smith 21. Mr. AI'DERSO:'>. 
Sec. 2, T Th S, 10, Goldwin Smith 21. Assistant Professor I\l uCHliORB. 
This cour!;(> repeats the work of the first term in COUTSI' I. 
6. Public Speaking for Engineers. Repeated in second term, credit two 
hours. i\'fr. Anderson. lI.l W, 12. Goldwin Smith 21. 
Engineering students whose work permits may take instead the more com-
plete general course I ; or on completIOn of course 6 may take t he second half 
of cour!;(> I. 
8. Voice Training. Repeated in second term, credit two houTS. Assistant 
P rofessor lI.IUCI!~I OII. E. ]I.-[ W P, 8, Gold"in Smith 2 1. 
An elementary CQur!;(> for the improvement of untrained voices, and for the 
development of flexibility, strength, and purity of tone. The work will ncccs-
s.1.rily mclude exerci!;(>s to give poise and freedom to the body. Recommended 
to all students in this department, but equally adapted to those who wish only 
to use their voices better in convers."\ tion. Individual instruction by appointment. 
10. Oral Reading. Throughout the year , credit two hours a term. Assist· 
ant Professor i\IUCH~I ORJ> . W F, 1/ , Goldwin Smith 21. 
Reading based on careful in terpretati"e study of prose, poetry, and drama 
of assured literary value. The mm of t he cour!;(> is simple, intelligent, and 
expressive rcading, and the appreciation of literature necessary to such reading. 
Class di5CUssions will form part of the training. 
[ II . Oral Reading and Oral Engl ish. Throughout the year, credit two 
hours a term. Prerequisite the con!;(>nt of the instructor. Mr. DRUMMONO. 
~or pros~tive. teachers. Stude~ts who have completed course /0 may not 
r«ewe credIt 111 thiS course.] Not g,ven in 191..\- 15. 
12. Argument and Debate. Throughout the year, credit three hours a 
term. Mr. DIIUM~I O:'>D. l' Th, 12, and an hour to be arranged . Goldwin 
Smith 21. 
. Study of the principl~s ~f argume~tatjon; hrief-writing, textbooks, discus-
Sions, and conferences. Pnncrples and Illustrative matter will be drawn largely 
from hist0r:ical and stylistie study ~f t~e writings and speeches of Burke, Hamil-
ton, a!ld Lmco.ln.- <;:onstant practIce 11\ oml ar~":1ent , based on written briefs. 
The mm IS trammg 11\ analySIS, the use of authontles, the weighing of evidence 
and fair-minded discussion . ' 
[14. Extemporaneous Speaking. Throughout the year, credit two hou, s a 
term. Professor WIS,,-NS. 
PHILOSOPHY 
" 
Weekly addresses based upon prepared outlines: topics assigned in the fields 
of American history, politics, and current events : stories and descriptions. One 
written spcc.ch each term.) Not given in 19 14-15. 
IS. Advauced Public Speaking. Throughout the ycar, credit threc hours a 
term. Prerequisite five hours in other courses of this department, including 
three hours of 1 or Ia. Professor Wll'AI'o·S. T Th S, II, Goldwin Smith 21. 
This course will include the work heretofore done in courses l oJ and 16. 
Speeches prepared by various methods and for various oceasions will be 
delivered. Study of spcc.ch prep<lration, with special attention to interest and 
persuasion, and based upon a nalysis of notable speeches. 
[16. Principles ot Speech P reparation. First term, eredit two hours. 
Prerequisite course l a . Professor Wll',\:\"$. 
Open to juniors and seniors only. A study of interest and persuasion. Prac-
tice in the composition and delivery of speeches, with careful criticism and cor-
rection. Woodford orations may be discussed in this course.] Not given in 
1914-15. 
29. Oral Expression for Architects. First term, credit three hours. 
Sec. I, i\1 W F, 9, Goldwin Smith :! l. Professor WI:\"A:\"S. 
Sec. 2, T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 2 1. Professor \VINAl'S. 
See Announcement of College of '\rchitectuTe. 
PHILOSOPHY 
I. P rohlems of Philosophy. First term. credit three hours. Lectures, 
wscussions, and prescribed reading. Lectures, Professor Till!..!..\', 1\J W, I I , 
Goldwin Smith n5. 
Recita tions: 
Sec. I , F, I I , Goldwin Smith 225. Professor TH I!..!..\". 
Sec. 2, F, I I. Goldwin Smith 227. Dr. WRIGHT. 
Sec. 3, F, II . Goldwin Smith 221. ~dr. OWEl'. 
The fundament-'ll problems of philosophy, tOgcther with a critical study of 
the most important solutions of them that are offerrod by thinkers today. The 
nMure and scope of philosophy: its relation to the phy~ical and ment.al sciences 
and religion : matenalism: idealism; dualism; the double·aspe.:;t theory; the 
mechanical theory of the world : the teleological theory: the theory of evolution: 
the belief in God; rationalism, empiricism, and criticism ; realism and idealism. 
2. Logic. First term. credit three hours. Dr. WRIGHT. i'd W F, 12, 
Gold"'in Smith 227. 
This course will cover practically the samc ground as course 3, which is 
given in the second te,rm. "lore emphasis will, however, be laid upon the criti· 
cism and construction of various forms of argument both deductive and inductive. 
3. Logic. Second term, credit three hours. Professor CREICHTOl'. T Th S, 
I I, Goldwin Smith 225. Dr. WRIGHT. T Th S, 9. Goldwin Smith 227. 
The general character of the thinking process, its laws of development, and 
the methods by which t hought actually proceeds to solve the problems presented 
to it: the analysis of lo;tical a rguments and the de tection of fallacies, in both 
the deductive and the inductive process of reasoning. Creighton's Introductory 
Logic will be used as a textbook. 
oJ . The Fine Arts: their P hilosophy and H istory in Outline. First term, 
credit three hours. Professor HA~BIOSD . T Th S, 10, Goldwin Smith 225. 
An elementary course on aesthetics. Lectures, assigned readings, and exami-
nations. An historical survey of the more important branches of art and the 
psychology of t he appreciative feelings and the aesthetic judgment. 
5. History of P hilosophy. Throughout the year, credi t three hours a term . 
Professor CREIGrrTOl' . 'I' Th S, 9. Goldwin Smith 225. 
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The history of philosophical s]!·e'~I~ation from i,ts ori~in am<;mg the Grec~s to 
the present time : the various philosopl\1cal ~ys\.('m~ \!l their relatIon ~o the ~le~ce 
and general ci\ilization of the ages to which they belong. al~d theIr appilcatlon 
to social, political, and education:;l.\ problems: the s~latlVe, problems of the 
present century, and especially tIll' philosophical meallm.g and lmpo~tance o~ the 
notion of evolution or devdopmenl. Readmg will be assigned from time to time, 
but there will be no class textbook. 
6. Mora! Ideas and Practice. Seoond term, credi t t hTIX' hours. 
discussions, and prescribed Te-ading. Lect ures, Professor TIIlLL\'. 
Goldwin Smith B. 
Recitations: 
See. I , F. 9. Goldwin Smith 225. Professor TIIIl.LY. 
Sec. 2. F. 9. Goldwin Smith 1Z7. Dr. WRIGHT. 
Sox·. 3, F, 9. Goldwin Smith 221. !I."i r. OWES. 
Lectures, 
!l.1 W,9, 
The de\·elopment of moral ideas and practices from primitive tim~ to t he 
present, with an examination of the fundamental virtues and duties. 
7. Ethics. First term. credit three hours. Professor T ill !..!.. \". !l.1 \V F, 9, 
Goldwin Smith n.,. 
Lectures and di>.cussions. The nature and methods of ethics: theories of 
conscience: analysis of conscience: the ultimate ground of moral distinctions; 
the tdeological conception : hedonism: energism; critique of hedonism : the 
highest good: optimism and pessimism: free will and determinism. 
8. The Renaissance. Second term. credi t three hours. Pmfessor HA.M -
1>1 0:'<0. T Th S, /0, Gold\\in Smith us. 
Lectures and assigned readings. An elementary study of the Renaissance, 
\\ith especial reference to the fine arts, the rise of humanhm. and t he beginnings 
of modern philosophical and politic.1l th('()ries. 
9. Philosophical Ideas in Nineteenth Century Literature. First term, 
credit three hours. Professor J\LBEE. i\/ \V F, I:>, Goldwin Smith 225. 
This oourse does not presuppose previous acquaintance with philosophy. 
After considering the tendencies of eighteenth century thought :md the new 
departure represented by what is most characteristic in nineteenth century 
thought, both in philosophy and literaturc, the course will deal with the inter· 
pretations of Iifc offered by well known authors of the nineteenth century. both 
English and continental. and the relation of such interpretations to the recog· 
nize<l tcndcnc;<'S of contemporary philosophy. 
10. Social and Political Ethics, and the Theory of the State. Second term, 
credit three hours. Prercquisite eourse I, 3. 5, 6. or 7. Professor Tn[L!..'·. 
Lc<:tures and reading, 1\[ W F, II. Goldwin Smith ?Zs. 
For juniors, seniors, and graduates only. 
[lOa. Philosophy of Law or J urisprudence. Second term. credit three hours. 
Prerequisite COUfse I, 3. S, 6. or i. Professor TII[LU·. Lectures and rcadmg. 
For juniors, seniors, Ilnd graduates only. To alternate \nth course 10.] Not 
given in [91..-15. 
II. Philosophical Results and Applications. Througltout the year, credit 
one hour a term . Prerequisite at least olle course m phdosoph\'. Professor 
C }I.£ICHTOl'> . S, 1 2 , Goldwin Smith :!lS. . 
The purpose of the course is to show how philosophical id<'"as enter into other 
d<'"partments. of ~hought and have a b<.'"aring on concrete problems of life and 
SOClcty. ThiS wlll be Illustrated by a consideration of certain aspects of the 
movement of thought lmd civilization in the nineteenth century. 
12. The !heory of Evolution: its History and Significance. Throughout 
the year, credI t .one ~our a term. Dr. WRIGnT. S, II,. Goldwin Smith !:?7. 
Int~nde<l p~~anly for I~ndergra~uates. No aequamtanee \\ilh the history 
or special termmology of phIlosophy IS presupposed. 
13. Origin and Development of Religious Ideas. First term, credit two 
hours. Dr. WRIGHT. T Th, 12, Goldwin Smith 22i. 
(450) 
PHILOSOPHY 
" 
The origin of religious belief and the oonditions of its development, with a 
brief examination of various forms of primitive religion; the history and signifi-
cance of the more highly developed religions, such as Brahmanism, Buddhism, 
Judaism, i\lohanlmcdanism, and Christianity. 
14. Psychology and Philosophy of Religion. Second term, credit two hours. 
Dr. WR[GHT. T Th, 12, Goldwin Smith 227. 
Psych.ological analysis of some of tile more important types of contemporary 
individual and social religious experience; relation of religion to science ; the 
question of the place of religion in a philosophical account of the world. 
16 . Reading of Gennan Philosophy. Throughout the year, credit one hour 
a term. Professor HAMMO.'lD. T, 2, Goldwin Smith 220. 
T he primary aim of this course is to aid students in acquiring a knowledge of 
Gennan philosophical terminology and facility in the translation of philosophical 
prose. The text for class use will be Windelband's Platon. 
[7. Sources of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. Second term, credit 
two hours. Professor HAMMO.'lD. i\1 \Y, 9, Goldll;n Smith 220. 
Critical examination of the sources, lectures on historical problems, and 
discussions. 
Primarily for graduates, and open to seniors only by special permission. 
[18. Types of Metaphysical Theory. First term, credit two hours. Pre· 
requisite course , or 3 or the equivalent. Professor CREIGHTOK.) Not given 
in 1914- ) 5. 
19. The Development of Modern Philosophical Problems. First term, 
credit two hours. Prerequisite course " 3, 3, 7, 17, 20, or 2 [. Professor C REIGU-
TOK.) T Th, 12, Goldwm Smith n5. 
20. History of Ethics, Ancient, Medieval, and Renaissance. First term, 
credit two hours. Professor HA~BIO~W. 11-'1 'V, II, Goldwin Smith 220. 
Lectures and assigned readings. A history of moral ideals and reflection 
in antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance, trcated in connection with 
socia1 and political institutions. Primarily for seniors and graduates. 
21. History of Modern Ethics. Second term, credit two hours. Professor 
AI..IlEE. 1\1 \\I, II, Goldwin Smith 220. 
The history of modem ethics with special reference to the development of 
the commonly recognized methods of ethics. The history of British ethics 
wi!! receive particular attention as illustrating the gradual differentiation of 
ethics as an independent science or philosophical d iscipline. Primarily fo r 
graduates. 
(26. Advanced Ethics. Throulj:hout the year, credIt three hours a term. 
Professor TlIII..1.. \'. Lectures, read mg. dISCUSSIon, and essays Primarily for 
graduates.) Not given in ' 914-[3. 
27. The Republic of Plato. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term' 
Professor HAMMo:s-o. Reading of the Greek text. This course is intended for 
students of Greek literature as well as of Greek philosophy. 
(28. Aristotle's Ethics. Throughout the year credit three hours a term. 
Professor HA~MO:S-O. 
Reading of the Greek text. The Nicomachean Ethics 1\;11 be read and 
interpreted in connection with Aristotle's theories.) Not given in 1914-15. 
29. Modern Idealistic Theories of Ethics. Throughout the year, credi t 
three hours a term. Professor T IIILL\". M W F, 10, Goldwin Smith 220. Pri· 
marily for graduates. 
30. Empiricism and Rationalism. First term. credi t three hours. Pro-
fessor ALBEE. T T h S, II, Goldwin Smith 220. 
Lectures, discussions, and essays. The empirical movement as represented 
by Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. and the rationalistic movement as represented 
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especially by Descartes, Spinoz.a, and Lcibniz, with reference to their distinctive 
methods. Primarily for graduates. 
31 . The Critical Philosophy of Kant. Sc<:ond term, credit three hours. 
Professor AUlEE. T Th S, II, Goldwin Smith 220. 
Lectures, discussions, and CSS-.'lyS. A study of the Cri tique of Pure ~eason 
(t.h illcr·s translation) with frequcnt referenccs to standard commcntanes and 
to the more re<:cnt literature on the subject : the relation in which the three 
Critiques of Kant st .. md to each other. Primarily for graduates. 
32. Early Rationalism: Spinoza and Leibniz. Second term. Credit, 
two hours. Professor ALllEE. 1'.'1 W, 12, Goldwin Smith 220. 
Lectures, discussions, and essays. A critical study of early rationalism, with 
special rcferell(.:e to the divergent tendencies reprO!SCnted by Spinoza and Lcibniz. 
Representative works by both philosophers will be read , and the influence of 
both upon bter speculation will be considered. Primarily for graduates. 
[33. German P essimism, with Special R efer ence to Schopenhauer. Socond 
term, credit tll"O hours. Professor i\LL!EE. Lectures. discussions, and essays. 
Primarily for graduates.) Not given in 1914-1 5. 
3';. Problems and Methods in Recent Philosophy. Throughout the year, 
credit two hours a term. Professor Al.BEE. T Th, 12. Goldwin Smith 220. 
Lectures and discussions. A detailed examination of the problems and 
methods involved in current philosophical investigation, as a basis for a positive 
treatment of some of the fundamental problems of the present day. Primarily 
for graduates. 
135. Logical Theory. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
fessor ALIIEE. Lc<:tures, reading of prescribed authors, and discussions. 
marily for graauates.) Not given in 1914-15. 
Pro-
Pri· 
3i. Seminary in Ethics. Investigation of special 
the year, crcd.it t\\'o hours a term, Professor T HILL Y. 
arranged . 
problems. Throughout 
Hours and room to be 
. ~8. Seminary m Ancient and Mealeval Philosophy. Throughout the year , 
credit t<\'o hours a term. Professor HA~}lO)<;n W,3'5, or hours to be arrangea' 
Golawin Smith 220. 
The work in 1914-15 will be devoted to the reading and discussion of selected 
aialogucs of Plato ana the Politics of Aristotle in E nglish translations. 
40, Seminary in Logic and Metaphysics. T, 3- 5, Goldwin Smith 231. 
Professor CREIGIITOS and Dr, WRIGIIT. 
The subject for 19q- 15 will be a study of ccrtain leading metaphysical 
problems in the light of rcecnt investigations, 
PSYCHOLOGY 
I. Elementary Psychology, First term, credit thrce hours, Professor 
T ITCREKER, Assistant Professor WEl.D, Dr. FOSTER, Mr. BORING, and Mr.BlslioP. 
Lectures, T Th, II, Goldwin Smith C: class room work, S, 10, II, or 12. 
Not open to juniors or seniors. 
la. Elementary Psychology. First term, crooit three hours. Dr. FOSTER 
and i\·lr. BISIIOI'. Lc<:tures, T Th, 12. Goldwin Smith C: class room work S [2. 
This course is open to juniors /lnd seniors. ' , 
2. General Psychology: Problems and Pomts of View. Second term, 
credit three hours. Prerequisite course 1 or la . I\ ssistant Professor WELD 
Lc<:tures, T Th. II; class room work. S, II, t.lorrill .;6. 
3. E:rperimental Psychology: Qualitative. First or second term, credit 
three hours. Prerequisite course I or la. Assistant Professor WELD, Dr. 
• 
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FOSTER, hI T. BORING, and ~·I r. Blsno r . :-,., W F, 1- .j. , i\ lorrill , Psychological 
Laborat ory. 
4. Experimental Psychology: Quantitative. PiTst or second term, credit 
three hours. Prerequisite courses I or 1;1, and 3. Assistant Professor WELD, 
Dr. FOSTER, lIlr. BORING, and "'-Ir. BISHOP. M \V P, :1-4. M orrill, Psychological 
Laboratory. 
5. Systematic Psychology: Sensation, Image. First tenn, credi t 
three hours. Prerequisite courses I or 10.. and 2 or 3. Assistant Professor 
WEI..D, and i\[r. BORIl'G. Lectures, iiI W, 9: discussion . demonstration, 
and recitation, F, 9, 1\'IorriIl46. 
6. Systematic Psychology: Feeling, Attention, Action. Seeond term , 
credit three hours. PrereqUISite oourses I or [a , and 2 or 3. Dr. FOSTER , 
1\lr. BOR[:O;"C, and i\lr. BISIIOP. Lectur~, l\l W, 9; discussion, demonstration, 
and recitation, F, 9, Morr ill 46. 
[5a. Systematic Psychology Perception and Idea. First term , credit 
three hours.) Not given in 19q-I j. 
[6a. Systematic Psychology: Memory, Imagination, and Thought; Emotion 
and Volition. Second term, credit three hours.) Not given in 19 Q - lj . 
7. Reading of German P sychology. Firs t term, credit one hOUT. Assistant 
Professor WELO. Hour to be arranged, ~! orriU 46. 
Te>::t: Fechner 's Elemente der Psyehophysik. 
8. Reading of French Psychology. Second term, credit one hOU T. Dr. 
FOSTER . Hour to be arranged, ./I.lorril1 46. 
Text: Delboeufs £Iements d e psychophysique. 
9. Psychological Problems. Throughout the year, credit one to five hours 
a term. (a) Assistant Professor WELD. Prerequisite courses 3. and j or 6. 
(b) Dr. FOSTER and tllr. BORl1'G. Prerequisite courses 3 and 4. 
For particulars of graduate work see the Announcement of the Graduate 
School. 
THE SCIENCE AND ART OF EDUCATION 
A special announcement of the School of Education is issued. It contains . 
in addition to the courses described below, related courses in other colleges of 
the University, suggested courses of study for prospective leachers, and the 
laws of New York State for the licensing of public school teachers. This pamphlet 
should be read carefully by every student who e>::pects to teach after graduation. 
Course I in Psychology is prerequisite to all oourses in Educ,1.tion. It should 
be taken in the first term of the sophomore year. 
I. Educational Psychology. Second term, credit three hours. Assistant 
Professor WlllPPLE. 1\"1 W F, 2, Goldwin Smith 256. 
A complete system of functional psychology as applied to education , oo\'ering 
the relation of mental to nervous activi ty , and the large groups of psychophysical 
fun ctions, volition, cognition, and emotion. Where feasible, psychological experi· 
ments that apply to the work in hand are described or performed. Whipple's 
Questions in General and Educational Psychology will be used. 
2. Principles of Education. First term. ercdit three hOUTS. Prerequisite 
oourse I. Assistant Professor FRAS ER. 1\1 W F, 2, Goldwin Smith 234. 
An introduction to the general theory of ooueation, in both its individual 
and its social aspects. 
3. H istory of Education. $c(:ond 
.ourse l. Assistant Professor FRASER. 
term. credit three hours. Pr~requisite 
!-ol \\' F. :to Goldwin Smith 234 . 
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A general survey of the history of education. I t will follow in the main ~he 
topics and readings prescribed in the syllabus of the New York State EducatIon 
Depnrtmcnt for the gtlidance of college graduates. 
4. School Hygiene. F,rst term, cr«ht t\\O hours. Assistant Professor 
WHll' I'l E. M W, 2, Goldwin Smith 256. Lectures, prescnbed rcadmgs, and 
demonstrations. 
Construction of school buildings, situation, heating, ventilation , sanitation; 
followed by the hygiene of instruction, fat igue, school diseases, defccts of sight 
and hearing. med.cal inspection, hygiene of reading, writing, and other studies. 
Occasional demonstrat ions of an experiment-'ll type. W hipple 's Quest ions in 
School Hygiene will be used. 
Students who arc particularly interested in this phase of the work and are 
comp<:tent for expcrimcnta! investigation may register for systematic work in 
CQurse 22 . For this work students should have taken or be taking course I, and 
should afterward take course 20. 
10. P sychology of the H igh School Period. First term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course I , and preferably alSQ courses 2 and 3. Assistant Professor 
WHIPPLE. M, 3-5. Goldwin Smith 25 1. 
Thc genetic phases of mental life with special reference to their application 
to educational problems. Heredity a nd envi ronment, the nature and utilization 
of instinctive tendencies, the doctrine of recapitulation, the thoory of culture 
epochs, physical and mental changes of adolescence, the development of the sex 
instinct, the hygiene of sex. social organizat ions, the problems of coeducation, 
e tc. The course is designed to be of assistance to high school teachers, and to 
prepare students for CQurses II , 12, 13. 
II. H igh School Organization. First tenn, credit two hours. Professor 
BRISTOL. 1\[ \y, II, Gold\\in Smith 25 1. 
A study through lectures, prescribed readings and reports of the American 
high school and its development in rcrent years. The various types of high 
school today. The curriculum. The teachers. Relation and duties of the 
high school to its students, to the college and to the community and the state. 
12. The Teaching of H igh School Science and Mathematics. Second 
tenn. crC(\it three hours. Assistant Professor FR ASE R. M W F, I I. Goldwin 
Smith 248. 
The methods of instruction. educational value and place in curriculum of 
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, physics, chemistry and biology. Lectures, 
discussions and reports. For all seniors who are planning to teach these subjects 
in the bigh school. 
13. The Teaching of Language in the H igh School. Second term. credit 
three hours. Professor B RISTOL. U W and a third hour. to be arranged, II, 
Goldwin Smith 137. 
An introduction to the study of language as speech, especially with reference 
to the description of foreign and na tive SQunds. Consideration of the problems 
of teaching a foreign language; linguistic and literary aims in school work; 
principles of translating and of composition; t he aims of foreign lan!:uage study 
III secondary schools; discussions and practice exercises. For all SCIllOrs who arc 
planning to teach foreign languages. 
20. The Education of Exceptional Children. Second tenn, credit two hours. 
Assistant ProfesSQr WnI PPLE. 'M, 3-5. Goldwin Smith 25 1. 
Discussions, reports, and ess;lyS. T he problem of the ;ttypic;tl child. The 
psychology and pcdagogy of the ret.·udC(\ (idiot. imbecile, moron, laggard) the 
accelerated (precoc-ious and giftC(\), and t hc defective (blind and deaf) . • 
Students will find it desirable to takc also courses 4 and 21. 
2 1. Mental Tests. First tenn . 
P sycholdgy 3 or 4. Education I. 
Gold win Smith 248. 
credit two hours. Prercquisite courses 
Assis tant Professor WIlI PPLE. T. 2- 5. 
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A survey of thc literature of physical and mental tests . p.'Irticuiariy of tests 
of school children, with reference to purposes, methods, and results. Demon-
strations of the more important tests and practice in their administra tion. The 
work is h.:!.sed upon Whipple's Manual of Mental and Physic:'] Tests. Studen~s 
that wish to undertake experimental problems may register in COUf$(! 22. Pn-
marily for graduates. 
n. Seminary lor Experimental Investigation. Hours to he arranged. 
Prerequisite course 4 or 2 1. Assistant Professor WHIPPLE. Goldwin Smith 248. 
Solution of minor problems in school hygiene or educational psychology 
or of larger problems set as theses for advanced degrees. Primarily for graduates. 
23. Reading of Gennan Educational Psychology. First term, credit two 
hours . Assistant Professor FRASER Hours to be arranged, Goldwin Smith 2SJ. 
Translation of a selected monograph, \\;th special attention to smoothness 
and accuracy. 
24. Seminary in Education. Credit one or two hours. Assistant Professors 
WHIPPLE and FRASER. Every other Tuesday, i.30 p. m., Goldwin Smith 25 1. 
Studies in current educational problems. A portion of the time wil l be devoted 
to reviews and discussions of current periodical literature and recent books upon 
education. The remainder \\;11 be devoted to the investigation and report of 
specific problems, such as the teaching profession, experimental pedagogy, 
psychology of study and learning, school su rveys, educational va.lues, reform 
movements, coeducation, and the like. As subjects are not repeated, the course 
may be elected in successive yearn. 
HISTORY 
A. The History of Civilization. Throughout the year, F, 12, Rockefeller 
A. Professors ScUMI DT, SIL L, and BURR, and others. 
A course of public lectures on some of the principal cpochs and characters 
of history, and on their significance in the progress of humanity. The lectures 
will be open to all st udents a.nd to the public, but no university credit will be 
given. 
I. Roman His tory. First term. credi t three hours. Profcssor S ILL. 11 .. 1 W 
F, II , Gold\\;n Smith ,'.. 
The origins; the unification of Italy; the establishment of Roman suprem_ 
acy in the i\ledilerranean world; the revolution; Julius Caesa.r. Intended espec-
ially for freshmen. Textbooks, ledures, quizzes.a.nd collateral reading. 
2. Roman History. Second term, credit three hours. Professor SILL. 
1\1 W F. II, Gold\\;n Smith A. 
The history of the civilized world under the rule of Roman emperors, from 
Augustus to Just inian. Intended especially for freshmen . Textbooks, lectures. 
quizzes, and collateral reading. 
3. Greek H istory. First term, credit two hours . Professor SILL. T Th, 
II , Goldwin Smith IJ4. 
Politics, economics, and inte11ectua.1 life in t he fifth and the fourth century 
before Christ. The Athenian democracy and the Athenian empire; Sparta, 
Thebes, Syracuse. and Marseilles; the decline of the Greek states, and Philip of 
M acedon; Athenia.n poets. arti sts, h istorians, and orators; Socrates, P lato, 
and Aristotle; the permanent significance of Greek ideas. 
4. Alexander's Empire and the Hellenistic Age. Second term, credit two 
hours. Professor SILL. T Th, II, Goldwin Smith 134. 
Alexander the Great. and his conquest of Asia for Hellenism; his suc<:essors; 
E gypt under the Ptolemies; Asia under the Seleucidae ; :'Ilacedonia and Greece: 
commerce a nd industry, science and a rt , philosophy and religion; the Roman 
conquest and the adoption of Hellenism 111 the West ~s the basis. of. modern 
ci vilization. Course J. is recommended but not reqUIred as preilmmar}'. 
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5. History of Law. First term, credit t hree hours. Professor SILL. ~ 1 W 
F, 9. Goldwin Smith. 120. 
Introduction: origin and nature of law; Babylonian and Hebrew la,w; 
Greek law. ),Iain subject : history and clements of Roman law. App~ndlx: 
the influence of Roman law on English law and on the law of other countnes. 
Courses 5 and 6 are intended cspedally for those who expect to study law. 
They are open to freshmen in Law but not to freshmen in Arts and Sciences. 
6. Tbe Roman Law of Property and Obligations. Second term, credit 
t hree hours. Professor SILL. !'I] W P, 9. Goldwin Smith :.z34 · 
An introduction to those portions of Roman law which are of particular 
educational " .. lue to the student of law be<:ause of their historical significance , 
their elementary and reasonable character. their scientific formulation, and their 
practical utility in forming the legal habit of mind. 
Course 6 should if possible be preceded by course 5. 
i. Topics in Roman Law. First term, credit two hours. Professor SILL. 
T. oJ (or as may be arrnnged), Gold\\in Smith 239. Open to graduates and 
qualified undergraduates. 
i\ study of selections from the Digest of Justinian. 
8. Seminary in Greek and Roman His tory. Second term, credit two hours. 
Professor S ILL. T,4 (or as may be arranged), Greek and Latin Seminary Room. 
Open to graduatcs and qualified undergraduates. 
II . The Middle Ages. First term. credit five hours. Professor BURR . 
M T W Th F, 3. Goldwin Smith 245· 
A general survcy of the history of Christendom from the eve of the ;\liddle 
Ages to the dawn of t he Renaissance (3()1)--IJOO A. D.), with especial attention 
to the life of society and the progress of civilization. Lectures and examinations. 
I la . Christendom during tbe M iddle Ages. First term, no credit (unless 
t he course is taken as part of course II ). Professor B .... RR. W, 3, Goldwin Smith 
245· 
These \Yednesday lectures of course II. surveying the history of ci\ilization 
in Christendom from Constantine to Dante, are open to all interested. They 
are continued by the lectures of course 12a. 
1.2. Tbe Renaissance and the Reformation. Second term, credit five hours. 
Professor BURR. i\1 T \\" Th p, 3. Goldwin Smith ;qS. 
A study of the political, social. and religious history of Christendom during 
this age of t ransition (1300-1600 A. D.), with special attention to the beginnings 
of modem life and thought. Lc<:turcs and examinations. Course 12 may 
be taken enti re. and this is advisccl; o r a part or parts of it may be taken. (see 
12a , l .2b, 12C below). 
12a. Lectures on the Renaissance and tbe Reformation. Second tenn. no 
credit (unless the course is t ... ken as part of course 12,or in combination w:th 12b 
or 12C) . Professor BURR. W. 3. Goldwin Smith 245. 
These Wednesday lectures of course 12, on the history of civilization in 
Christendom from Dante to Luther and from Luther to Galilco, arc o,?en to all 
in terested, and are meant to oller to tltose who have time only to be hsteners a 
connected survey of the period. 
12b. Germany and Italy during the Renaissance and tbe Reformation. 
Second term. credIt two hours (or with 12a thrce hours) . Professor B URR. 
1\1 F. 3. Goldwin Smith 2-1-5. 
Students taking this course are urged to take also course 123. 
, ~c . France during the Renaissnace and tbe Reformation. Second term. 
credi t t WO hours (or with 12a three hours). Professor B URR. T Th, 3. Goldwin 
Smith 245. 
Students taking this oour~ are urged to take also course 12a. 
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13. The Rise of Tolerance. Second tenn. credit one hour. S, 10. Goldwin 
Smith 2~5. 
A study of the history of intellectual and religious liberty in Christendom. 
[14. Medieval Life. First term. credit one hour. Professor BURR. S. II, 
Librar}', European History Seminary Room. .. 
The reading of some medieval historian. with vicw to acquamtance WIth 
medieval life and facility in the usc of historical Latin.) Not given in 19I.J- lj. 
[15. Seminary in Medieval History. Second term, credit one hour. P ro. 
fessor B U f(R. 
A research class for the crit kaJ study of some period. event, or phase of 
medieval history. Open only to seniors and graduates. A reading knowledge 
of Latin is presupposed.] Not given in ' 9Q- 15. 
16. Canon Law. First term, credit two hours. Professor BURR. S, 10-1.1, 
European History Seminary Room. 
The constitutional history of the Christian Church and the elements of 
ecclesiastical law. Primarily for graduates. 
22. Modem European H istory, 1600-1815. First term , credit three hours. 
Professor CATTER,l.LL. 1\1 \V F. 9. Goldwin Smith 1 .. 12.. Lectures and recitations .. 
23. Europe in the Nineteenth Century.. Second term. credit th ree hours. 
Professor CATTERALL. 1\1 \V F. 9, Goldwin Smith l.p.. Lectures and recitations .. 
2-1. Russia in the Eighteenth Century. First term. credit two hours. Pro .. 
fessor CATIERALL. T Th. 9, Gold"in Smith 2.p. Lectur<.>S and recitations. 
Students will be expected to have a reading knowledge of either French or German. 
25. Russia in the Nineteenth Century. Seoond tcrm.:credit two hours. 
Professor CATIERALL .. T Th, 9, Goldwin Smith 2.p. Lectures and recitations. 
Students will be expected to have a reading knowledge of either French or German .. 
26, Seminary in Modern European History. Throughout the year. credit 
two hours. Professor CATIERALL. T, -1-6, Library. European History Seminary 
Room. Open to graduates and to qualified seniors. 
31. English H istory to 1509.. Fi rst term. credit three hours.. Professor 
LU:H. T Th, [0, and an hour for recitation to be arranged, Goldwin Smith A .. 
An oUIEne of poEtical, constitutional. economic. and social history. intended 
as an introductory course. Te.ubooks. lectures. collateral reading. and reports .. 
32. English History, 1509 to 1915. Second term. credit three hours.. Pre .. 
requisite course 32, or an equivalent satisfactory to the instructor. Professor 
Ltil'T. T Th. 10. and an hour for recita tion to be arranged, Goldwin Smith C. 
A continuation of course 31. 
JJ. English Constitutional History to the SiJ:teenth Century. Second term. 
credit three hours. Prerequisite course 31. Professor L1;l'T. T Th. 9, and an 
hour for recitation to be arranged, Goldwin Smith C. 
:\ study of the formation and growth of English insti tutions, designed to be 
particularly useful to those who intend to study law. 
3-1.. English History during the Tudor Period.. Fi rsL term, credit three 
hours Professor Lu1'T. T Th S. II , Gold\\in Smith 2J6. 
This course deals wi th t he political and constitutional history of the sixteenth 
century; social and economic changes; religious development; foreign relations; 
and the growth of sea .. power. History J [ and Jl form a useful introduction to 
the course .. 
35. English History during the Stuart Period.. Second term. credit three 
hours. Professor LUNT. T Th S. II. Goldwin Smith 2J6. 
A continuation of course 3-1 through the seventeenth century .. In addition 
t o the topics there mentioned the fou ndation of the British empire is considered. 
This course may be elected independently of course 3-1. 
c •. ;;) 
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[36. English History during the Eighteenth Century. First tenn, credit 
three hours. Professor LUST. 
This course includes the development of modem English ins titutions; the 
economic and social growth of the nation : foreign relations ; and colonial and 
imperial affairs. Hiswry 31 and 32 form a useful introduction to the course.] 
Not given in 19 14- 15. 
[37. English History since the Eighteenth Century. Se<:ond term, credit 
three hours. Professor LUST. 
A continuation of course 36 to the present . It may be elected independently 
of course 36.[ Not given in [91 ,.- 15· 
[,,0. Selected Topics in the History of England dur ing the Thirteenth and 
Fourteenth Centu-ries. First term, credit two hours. Professor LUST. 
A course of research. The topics considere<l wiJl be those which arise in 
connection with a critical s tudy by the class of the Historia Maior of i\'la tthew 
of Paris. A rcading knowlcdge of easy Latin is presumed. Open to graduates 
and to qualified undergraduates.] Not given in 1 9 [ 4~ [ 5 · 
50. American History to 1783. Second teon, credit three hours. Professor 
H ULL. M \V F, [0, Goldwin Smith 234. Lectures, readings. and recitations. 
The period of discovery; settlement of North America; problems of colonial 
empire: the American rivalry of England, France. and Spain in trade and in war; 
the 'War of Independence. 
5 [. The Origin of State and Local Governments, to 1780. First term, 
credit two hours. Prerequisite course 52. Professor HULl. l' Th, 1[ , Goldwin 
Smith 234 . Lectures. readings, and reports. 
52. American History, 1783 to 1846. First term,credit three hours. Pro-
fessor H{;LL. !I..j \V F, [0, Goldwin Smith C. 
A general course from the Revolution to the Wilmot Proviso. Problems 
following the war; the formation of the new national government; European 
complications ; the se!.'Qnd war with Great Britain: new constitutional problems; 
the rise of the sectional issue. Textbook, lectures. readings, and reports. 
53 American History, 1846 to 1898. Second term, credit three hours. Pro· 
fessor BIIETZ M \V P, 10, Goldwin Smith C. 
The trend toward secession and civil war, the Civil 'Var, reconstruction, 
recen t problems political and constitutional. Textbook, lectures, and readings. 
54. Economic History of the Colonies,l600 to 1788. First term, credit th ree 
hours. Professor I·luLL. T Th S, 9, Goldwin Smith 234. 
Coloni~ation and sett lement as business enterprises; the agricultural conquest 
of the coast; the competition between slave, indentured. and free labor ; the 
commerce of the British Empire and its relation to the American Revolution. 
Textbooks, readings, reports, and lectures. 
55 . Economic H istory of the United States, 1789 to 1890. Second term , 
credit three hours. Professor H ULL. T Th S, 9. Goldwin Smith 234. 
Commerce during the European wars; the introduction of manufactures ; 
the westward movcmcnt; industrial differentiation of the sections; agriculture 
for export; the amalgamation of railways and the combination of industries. 
Textbooks, readings, reports, and le<:tures. 
56. Constitutional History of the United S tates since 1860. First term, 
credit three hours. Prerequisite courses 52 and 53, or the equivalent. Pro-
fessor BRETZ. "'-I W F. 9, Goldwin Smith 234. 
The course deals primarily with constitutional development since the Civil 
War, but attention is paid to current political questions of constitutional im-
portance. A survey of recent constitutional development in the States is included. 
57. The P eriod of the Civil War. First term, credit th ree hOUTS. Pre· 
requisite course 53 or the equivalent. Professor BRETZ . • !>I W P, [0, Goldwin 
Smith 234. 
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This course deals with the political, constitutional. and Imhtary history of 
the years 1860-1865. The work w111 consist of readmgs and investigation of 
special topics \\-;th some lectures. 
58. Constitutional History of the United States to I ~. Second term, 
credit two hours. Prerequisite courses 52 and 53. Professor H ULL. T Th, I I , 
Goldwin Smith 23+ Lectures, readings, and reports. 
59. American Social History; The Settlement of the Middle West. Second 
term, credit three hours. Professor BRETZ. M W F , 9, Goldwin Smith 234· 
Exploration of the west, early settlers in the Ohio Valley, admission of states, 
disposal of the public b nds, military and diplomatic rela tions with foreign powers 
in Northwest and Southwest. For upperclassmen and graduates. 
60. Seminary. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Professors 
H ULL and BRETZ First meeting, Thursday, October I, 4 p . m., Library, Ameri-
can History Seminary Room. 
17 1. The Sciences Auxiliary to History. Second term, credit one hour. 
P rofessor BU RR. S, 8, Library, European History Seminary Room. 
A glance at the aims-, the methods, the literature, and the use to history of 
the more important auxiliary sciences: anthropology, ethnology, archa:ology, 
philology, epigraphy, paleography, diplomatics, sphragistics, numismatics, 
heraldry, gene.. . (]ogy, chronology, geography. Not open to underclassmen.) 
Not given in 19 1 4~ 1 5. 
7~. Historical Geography. Throughout the year, credit one hour a term. 
Profl';6SOr BURR . S, I ~, Libr:ary, European History Seminary Room. 
A thorough study of the geography of history. Not open to underclass-
men, and intended fo r those who have given much attention to history. As 
the order of topics is not of moment, the course may be begun with either the 
first or the second term. 
73. Paleography and Diplomatics. Second t~rm, credit one hour. Pro· 
fessor BUR R. S, [I , Library, European History Seminary Room. 
The reading of manuscripts and the interpretation of documents. Attention 
is devoted chiefly to the paleography of Latin and the languages using the 
Latin alphabet (e. g., English, French, German . Italian). The course is an 
actual study of the manuscripts and facsimiles in which the University is rich. 
75. Historical M ethod. First term, credit one hour. Professor BURR. 
S, 9. Library. European History Seminary Room. 
History: its nature, its scope, its material. its methods. Open only to seniors 
and graduates. and in tended especially for those who are looking forward to the 
teaching of history or to historical research. 
76. The Teaching of History. Course for teachers. Second term. credit 
two hours. S, 8- [0, Library, European History Seminary Room. Professor 
BURR wi th aid from his colleagues. Open only to seniors and graduates who 
arc specializing in history. 
77. Introduct ion to the Literature of History :\ general survey, period by 
penod, of the sources and hterature of history F. 3 (or as may be arrangcU). 
First meeting, Friday, October 9, European History Seminary Room. Professors 
ScUMl DT, Sll.l, BURR , LUIH . CATTERALL, H Ul l, BRET? For graduates only. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
51. Elementary Economics. Throughout the year, credit three hours a 
term. One lecture and two reci tations each week. Lectures, Barnes I\udi-
torium, M, 9: repea ted !II , II ; Assistant Prof('SS()r BAUER. Recitations T Th, 
8.9, 10, II , 1<'; W Io" 8, 9.10, II, 12. Assistant Professors BI.AKEY, and USHER, 
Dr. SMiTII , and Mr. GILMA:--. 
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An introduction to economics including 11. survey of business organiza tion and 
corporation finance; principles of value, money. banking, and prices; internat ional 
trade; free trade and protc<:tion; wages and labor conditions; the cont rol of rail· 
roads and tntsts; socialism; princ:plcs and problems of taxation. Section 
assignments made at the first lecture. 
52. Elements of Economics. Throughout the year, credit two hours a 
term. Assistant Professor TIjR:SER. Lectures I'll. 9, repeated T, 9, Goldwin 
Smith A. Reeit.:ltions to be arranged. 
A special course for seniors in mechanical engineering. Not open to students 
in other colleges. Production and distribution of wealth, emphasizing partic-
ularly the financial or practical vicw instead of the theoretical. Lectures, 
tutbooks, readings, and class discussions. 
53a American Government. First term . credit three hours. Assistant 
Professor SAllY. M \Y, la, Goldwin Smith J.p. Redtation hour to be ar-
ranged. 
A general introduction to the study of political science with special reference 
to American goYernment and politics. Lectu res, te"tbook, class discussions. 
53b. Comparative Politics. Second term, credit three hours. Assistant 
Professor SAJ.l\·. 1\1 W, 10, Goldwin Smith I.p. Recit;<tion hour to be arranged. 
A study of the political institutions of the leading European countries with 
special reference to their relations to present political problems in the United 
St.1tes. Lectures, textbook. class discussions. 
54<1. Municipal Administration. Firs t term, credit three hours. PrereqUI-
site course 53a. Assist.1nt Professor SAllY. 111 \V F, I I, Goldwin SmIth 164 
A study of the functions and problems of ci ty government : the administra-
tion of public health and safety; charities and corrections; public works and 
finance; commission form of government. Lectures, textbook, and reports . 
54b. State Administration. Second term, credit three hours. Prerequisite 
course 53a. Professor ORTI( . 1\1 W F. (1, Goldwin Smith 156. 
A study of the government of the American St.1te; i ts relation to local govern-
ment; the powers and functions of administra tive board~ and commissions: 
judicial control. 
Lectures, readings, and reports . Each s tudent will b(' required to make a 
somewhat ciet..1il('(\ study of some particular stat('. 
55a. Elementary Social Science. First term. credi t three hours. Course 
51 should precede or be takl'n with this course. Professor \V1I.Leox. 1\1 W F. 
9 . Goldwin Smith 256 . 
. An int.roouctory course upon social seience or sociologr, its fidd and methods, 
WIth spec~a l rderen.('e ~ the human iarn!ly.as a social unit, to be studied by the 
comparatIVe, the hlston cal, and the stat1st lcal nl('thods. 
55h. Elementary Social Science. Second tcnn, credit three hours. COUTS(, 
51 should precede or he taken with this COUT$('o Professor WILLCOX. 1\/ W F, 9, 
Goldwin Smith 256. 
A continuation of the pr<'C('ciing ('ourse hut with especial .-defcnce to the 
dependent, ddective, and delinquent classc'i. 0P(,11 to all who ha\'c taken 55a 
and by special permission to others. 
56a. Elements of Business Law. First term, c redit two hours. Professor 
OI!.T II . T Th. (I , Goldwin Smi~h B. I-,?etures. textbook , q\lizze~ . 
A bnd survey of that porhon of pnvate !;II\' which deals esp<'Ciallv with 
-contracts, negotiable instruments. agency, :"md sales. -
Courses 56.1. and 56b are de_igned primarily to meet the needs of students 
who contemplate entcring husiness and not the profession of Jaw. and credit 
wil/llot be given to law students for these courses. 
56b. Government Control of Industry_ Second term. cr('dit two houl"$. 
Prerequisite course 56..1. Professor ORTI!. T Th, [I , Goldwin Smith B. Lec-
tures. reports, quines. 
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A sc!,:!tiny o..f the policy of govemment'll control of industry from the legal 
and political pomt of view,emphaSis being laid on the development of the police 
power and its application to the regulation of private enterprise. 
57a . Lectures on Citizenship. Second term. credit two hours. M W, 12 
Goldwin Smith B. 
A lecture each Wednesday by a non-n:sident lecturer and each ~ I onday by a 
member of the department. The course has been arranged by a committee of 
;\lum.ni who ar.e actively engaged in civic and social work and who arc COOperating 
In thiS way Vi'l.th the department. It will follow the same general plan as last 
year, but the speakers and most of the subjects treated will be changed. l\mong 
the s,;!bjects pr~tc(l in i9l.t- i5 ":'ill be the Citizen ~nd the Immigrant .in 
Amen~, .the Clhze!l. and hIS ~elghborhood, the C,tizen and CommerCial 
Orgamzatlons, the Cluzen and the City Plan. 
T he course v.~ll be under the general charge of Professor WU_I-cox. Re:l.dings, 
reports, and esS-'\ys \\~11 be require<!. 
58. Accounting. Throughout the year, credit fOllT hours fi rst term, three 
hours second tenn. Courses 51 and 563 must precede or accompany this oourse. 
Assist.:lnt Professor BAUER . 'I' Th S, 8, Goldwin Smith 26~ 
59. Financial H istory of the United States. Serond term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course 51. Assistant Professor BI.A\(E\·. T Th. II , Goldwin 
Smith 269. 
A study of public and quasi-public finance from colonial times to the present. 
Special attention will be paid to moner, eurrt'llCY, banking. tariffs. taxes. expendi-
tures, panics. :md war financiering. 
60. The American Party System . First term, credit tll"O hours. Pre-
requisite 53a. Professor OIlTIl . 'I' Th, 12, Goldwin Smith 256. 
A study of the evolution of the American political party; its relations to the 
machinery of government: election laws; the de\'elopment of state control 
over the machinery of party. Lectures, readings, and reports . 
[6 1. Jurisprudence. Second tenn. credit three hours. Prerequisi te 53a. 
excepting for law students. to whom the course is open. Professor ORTI!. Lec-
tures, textbook, and reports. 
A study of the classification and development of the principles of law, dwell ing 
especially upon the growth of English and American legal institutions. 
This oourse altenlates with 78b.] Not given in 19Q- 15. 
62. Business Management. Repemed in second term, credit one hour. Pre-
rl"CJuisite courses 51 and 58; or 58 may be taken at the s",\me time. Professor 
K I)IlIAI..L. T Th, 12, Sibley 4 . 
Seniors and graduates: others by permission. See S, 20, Sibley College. 
6J. Corporations and Trusts. First tl'nn, erooit three hours. Prerequisite 
course 51. Professor YOUSG. T Th S. II, Gol<1ll;n Smith 256. 
Deals primarily with the business corporation. with special reference to its 
economic significance and effects and to the problems of its legal oontrol. conclud-
ing with a discussion of industrial combinations. 
6~. Money and Banking. Throughout the year. credit three hours a tenn . 
Prerequisite course:;1. Professor You:-OG. T Th S. 10, Goldwin Smith Q 2. 
A discussion of the more import.1.nt phases of the theory of money and credi t 
is followoo by a consideration of selected practical problems, including the revision 
of the !\merican banking system. Practical work is required in the analysis of 
the controlling conditions of the money market. of organired speculations in 
securities, and of foreign exchange. 
65a. The Industrial Revolution in England, 1700 to 1850. First term 
credit three hours. PrereqlllSlte course 51. prel'lously or concurrently, or "ork 
in Europe.1n history. Assistant Professor U"IIV-R :\1 W F, 12. Goldwm SmIth 
264· . . 
The topography and resources of England, the Industnal Rel'olullOn, rom-
mercial expansion in the 18th century. the history of the Bank of En~land. the 
rise of London as a world metropolis. 
(~61 ) 
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6Sb. SGciai and Economic Prob]e~s. of the 19th Cent~ry in England. Se-
cond term . credit three hours. PrerequIsite course 5 1, previously or concurrently, 
.'\ ~sistant Professor USIIER. ~ l W F, 12. Goldwin Smith 264. 
The course can be followed most profi tably by students who have taken course 
653. but it m.·w be elected independently. The history of English agriculture, 
1700 to [907: ihc l>OOT laws. 1.834 and 1909: the oomi~g of fr.ee trade. 1776 to 
[846; railroads and rate-rnakmg ; Gennany and the mdustnal supremacy of 
England. 
66.1. The Lab!>r Problem. First term. credit three hours. Prerequisite 
course 51. Professor J O!l NSO~. T Th S,.1 I. Goldwin Smith 264. . 
This course wi!! present" systematic VICW of the progress and present condl. 
tion of the working class in t he United States and in other industrial countries; 
sketch the history and analyze the aims and methods of labor organizations ; 
studv the evolution of institu tions designed to improve the condition of the 
working class; and compare the bbor legislation of the United States with tha t of 
European count ries. 
66b. Socialism. Second term, credit three hours. P rerequisite course 5 1, 
Professor J OI1).'501'" . T Th S, I I , Goldwin Smith 26". 
Due attention will be given in this course to the various forms of socialistic 
theory, Its main object, however, is to describe the evolution of the socialist 
movement and the organization of socialistic parties, to measure the present 
strength of the movement. and to examine in the concrete its methods and aims, 
67. Problems in Market Distribution. Throughout the year, credit t wo 
hOUTS a term. W F, II , Goldwin Smith 2"S. Assistant Professor TUR).'gR. 
FiTSt term: lectures. <iiscussions and assis:ned nadings on the origin, growth 
and change of middlemen and other interme<haries between the producer and the 
consumer. 
Second term: merchandising, selling. and ad \'er ti sing. 
68. Railway Transportation. ~ond term. credit three hou rs. Prerequisite 
oourse 5[. Professor You).'G. T Th S, II. Goldwin Smith 2S6. 
The present American railway system. railway finance. theory of rates, 
methods of public control in Europe. Australia. and America. Some attention 
is given to the related problem of the control of public service companies. 
i O. P ublic Finance. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term. Pre-
requisite course 51. Assistant Professor B[,AKI;V. T Th. 12. Goldwin Smith 26". 
A study of t he principles of government revenue. expenditure and debt. with 
particular reference to problems of American taxation. 
71 . Investments. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term. Pre-
requisite course S I; course S8 should precede or may accompany this course. 
Dr. SMITH. T Th. 9. GoldWin Smith 2"S . 
[73. Insurance. Second term. credit three hours. Prerequisite courses 5 [ 
and 58; or 58 may be taken at the same time. Assistnnt Professor BAUE R.] 
Not given in 19Q- IS. 
i 6a. Elementary Statistics. 
course 51. ProfC"SSOr WILLCOX. 
W, 2- ". Goldwin Smith 2S9. 
fi rst term. credit three hours. 
T Th S. 9, Goldwin Smith 256. 
Prerequisite 
Laboratory. 
An introduction to census statistics with especial reference to the federal 
census of 1910, and to registration sta tistics with especial reference to those of 
New York State and its cities. The course gives a n introduction to the methods 
and resul ts of s ta tistics in these, its best developed branches. 
76b, Economic Statistics. Second term, credit three hours. 
course 51. Professor W ILLCOX. T Th S. 9. Goldwin Smith 256. 
W, 2- " , Goldwin Smith 259. 
Prerequisite 
Laboratory, 
A continuation of eourne i6a. dealing mainly with the agricultural and in· 
dust rial sta tistics of the United States. Mature students that have not already 
had course 76.'\ or its equivalent may be admitted by special permission. The 
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course is an introduction to statistics in its applicntion to more difficult fields, 
such as production. wages, prices, and index numbers. 
7Sa. International Law and Diplomacy. Pirst tena, credit three hours. 
PresidcntScHURlIIA:oi and Assistant Professor SAD V. 1<1 W F, II , Goldwin Smith 
256. Lectures, te.'{ tbook, and report.;;. Open to juniors and seniors in Arts 
a nd Sciences, to students in La w. and to approved upperclassmen in othercolh·gcs. 
While this course aims to present a systematic view of the rights and obhga· 
tions of n:Hions in times of peace and war, it panicularly emphasizes our con-
temporary intemation:!l problems and the participation of the United States in 
the development of in ternational law. 
7Sb. Constitutional Government. 
requisite course 53:<:1. Professor ORTII. 
lUres. textbook. and reports. 
Second term, credit three hours. 
til \V p, II, Goldldn Smith 256. 
A study of the development of the Americ.1n constitutional system. 
Pre· 
L<o-
[793. History of Political Thought. First term, credit two hours. Assistant 
Professor SARl·. 
A study in the development of political thought from the Greeks to modern 
times in its relation to the history and de\'elopment of political inst itutions. 
Lectures. textbook, and assigned readings.] Not given in 19 14-15. 
79b. Modern Political Thought. Second term, credit three hours. Assistant 
Professor SA B\'. T Th S. 10, Goldwin Smith 256. 
A general survey of the more important modem political mo\·ements. Ideas 
and ide .. us underlring the present political unrest. The different politicnl ideas 
tha~ have at different times strivcn for supremacy in American political life. 
Lectures, textbook. and assigned re."ldings. 
[So. The History of Protection and of Free Trade in Europe since 1660. 
First tena, credit three hours. PrereqUlsl te course 51. or open by special per· 
mission to those who ha\'c had courses m European history. ASSIstant Profe:;sor 
USHER. ) Not gi\'en in 19q.-1 5. 
[S I. The History of Price Making and the Growth of Produce Exchanges. 
Second tena, credit three hours. Prerequisite course 5 1: open by special permis· 
sion to those who have had courses in European history. Assistant Professor 
USIlER.) Not gil'en in 19q.-1 5. 
82. Public Utilities: Problems of Accounting, Valuation and Control. 
Second tena. credit three hours. Assistant Profcssor BA tiER. F, 2.30, Goldwin 
Smith 260]. 
This course wiU center about the accounting problems connected with the 
regulation of public sen";ce corporations, considering especially, wi th critical 
analysis, the systems of uniform accounting prescribed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the New York and other state Public Sen;ce Commis-
sions, and the principles of \'aluation adopted for rate ma!dng purposes. Open 
to graduates and by penaission to especially qualified seniors. 
S;. The History of Economic Theory. Throughout the year. credit three 
hours a tena. Professor JOH:-ISO~. T Th S, 9, Gold\~;n Smith 26~ 
The main currents of economic theon' from the meTl.'antilistic wri ters to the 
present day. Chief emphasis \\;ll be bid upon the dcvelopment of thO! ;ndi\;-
dualistic economic doctrines in ISth century France and England: the conditions. 
ewnomic and social. upon which they were based: the consolidation of the 
doctrines in classical economics, and the modifications they have undcrgofll·. 
SS. Value and Distribution. Throughout the year credit. two hours a tcrm. 
Professor JOll:oi SO:oi . T h. 2.30. Political Science Seminary Room. 
A study of the chief problems of current economic them)'. The works of 
the chief contemporary authorities will be critically studied \\;th a liew to dis-
closing the basis of e;o:;isting divergences in point of \-;ew. 
It is desirable that students registcring for this course should han' a reading 
knowledge of Genaan and French. 
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90. Research in Statistics. Throughout the year, cre(\il to be arranged . 
Professor WILLCOX, 
9], Research in Finance. Throughout the year, credit two or three hours 
a term. Professor You xe. T, 1.30. Political Science Seminary,. 
Individual or co6pemtivc investigations of selceted problems In m~nc:y, hank. 
ing and corporation finance, in connection with lectures upon the bIbliography 
of the source~ and 111>on the usc of the statistical method in such investigations. 
93. Research in Accounting. Throughout the year, credit t,,;o to three 
hours a term. Prerequisite course 58. Assist.1.nt Professor BAUER. Hours to 
be arranged. .. .. 
For especially qualifiL>d students mterested tn particular acoountmg problems. 
9~. Research in Polit ics. Throughout the year, credit one t.o three hours 
a term. Professor OIlTl/' HOllrs and room t.o be arranged. 
A research course for advance<l students in public law and political science. 
95. Seminary in Polit ical Science and Public Law. Throughout the year. 
credit two hours a term. Professor ORTI!. W, 2.30, Political Science Seminary. 
An advanced course for the study of some special topic to be announced. 
Open to especially qualified students by permission of the professor in charge. 
99. General Seminary. Throughout t he year, credi t two hours a term. 
Conducted by members of the department. J\'1. 2.3O-,J.30, Goldwin Smith 26<). 
For research in the field of political sciences. Open only to graduate students. 
BmLIOGRAPHY 
I. InlCoductory Course. First term, credit t,,·o hours. Assistant Librarian 
At·STEN. 'I' Th, 12, Library, Political Economy Seminary Room . 
A study of classification. cataloguing, indexing, reference books: typography, 
illustrations, preparation of manuscripts, administration. etc. 
1 a. Laboratory W ork. Second term, credit one hour. Prerequisite course I. 
Assistant Librarian }\USTEN. Th, 4, Library, Greek and Latin Seminary Room. 
Laboratory work covering the subjects of course I , and intended for studcnts 
that wish more of the practical work. 
2. G eneral Bibliography. Second term, credit two hours. Librarian 
H ... ""1 5. T Th. 12. Library, room to be ,mnounced. 
The materials and forms of books in ancient times; hooks in the ",fidd le Ages. 
block books, earl}' printed hooks, illustrated by examples of m::muscriptsand 
incunabula; book illustration, book-binding: form notation: systems of dassifi -
cation and cataloguing : general bibliographical aids. Lectures and reference 
readings. 
MUSIC 
The courses offered by the Department of "'Iusie an.' designed to afford to all 
students having sufficient native ability. the opportunity to study music as a part 
of the college course. The aim is to make Illusical training contribute to 
liberal culture. 
l. Elementary. Throughout the year, credit two hours a tenn. Open to 
nil studellt~ Bhowing Sliflicient aptitude to pursue the subject ",ith profit. Pro-
fessvr DA:\·N. T, 7.1,5 p. m. Th. ,J.,J5 p. m. &'\ge Chapel. 
Ear training, <ight reading, (Ind elementary theory. Attendance is required 
at the moming scrvice at &'\ge Chapel, for which service the members of this class 
form a ».,\rt of the choir. 
3. Inte rmediate. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. Open 
to students who have colllpleted course I or who meet the rC/:!uirements pre-
scribed in course I. Professor DAl'."l'.". Hours to be arranged. &'\ge Chapel. 
(-\6,J) 
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M us!ca! dictation, intervals, triads, melody writing; more advanced sight 
readmg and the study of standard sacred and secular music; the study through 
the aid. of the piano player and the phonograph, of selections from the larger 
compoSItions. Attendance is required at the morning service at Sage Chapel, 
for which service the members of the class constitute the choir. 
5. Choral. Throu~hout the year, credit one hour a term. Open to any 
student possessing a VOice of satisfactory quality and \·olume, who is qualified to 
sing the larger choral works given at the annual music festival. Professor DA!'~·. 
First term, Th, 7.1 5 p. m.; second term, M W, 7.1 5 p. m., Sage Chapel. 
General vocal training, including position, breathing, breath support, the 
study of vowels and consonants as applied to singing, together with the study 
of the larger choral compositions. ~l'iembers of this class form a part of the 
festival chorus. r,..</ 
7 Advanced Choral. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
Professor DA~~. ill. i 15. T,4.4S; Sunday, ~.40, Sage Chapel. 
Preparation and public presentation of the best choral works, sacred and 
secular. This course is offered as advanced training to students possessing 
good singing voices and the ability to read at sight music of moderate difficulty. 
The class is limited to one hundrc.<l, distributed approximately as follows: t hirty 
sopranos, twenty-two contraltos. twenty tenors, and thirty basses. All vacancies 
are filled by competition at the beginnmg of the first term. 
?'",embers of this class constitute the choir at the Sunday Vesper Service at 
Sage Chapel and form a part of the festival chorus. 
8. Orcbestra. Only a limited number can be admitted. Vacancies are 
filled by competition. Throughout the year. credit two hours a term. Mr. 
COLEMAN. T Th S, Sibley Dome. 
Ensemble study of standard works, including composition for chorus and 
orchestra. This course is offered as advanced training for students who play 
some orchestral instrument sufficiently well to participate creditably in the 
perfonnance of the music studied. The orchestra gives several concerts during 
the year and accompanies the advanced choir at the Sunday Vesper service in 
Sage Chapel. 
[0. Hannony. Prerequis:te course 3 or the equivalent. Throughout the 
year, credit two hours a term. Mr. QUARLES. T Th. 3.30, Sage Chapel. 
[2. Advanced Harmony and Composition. Open to students who have 
completed course [0, and to others equally qualified. Throughout the year, 
credit two hours a term. Mr. QUARJ,F.S. T Th, 1.30, Sage Chapel. 
q. Apprecia tion of M usic. No preliminary training required. Throughout 
the year. credit one hour a term. :-'·Ir. QUARLES. ill W, 3.30. Sage Chapel. 
Individual examinations for admission to all courses in music, for new students 
and others not previously classified, will be held as follows: 
Courses [, 3, S,and 7, Tuesday, September 22; Wednesday, September 13; 
Thursday, September 24; Friday, September 25: and Saturday, September ~6, 
3.30 to 5.30, Sage Chapel. 
Courses 10 and 11, Tuesday, September n; Wednesday. September ~3; 
and Thursday, September 24, I [ to 12.30, Sage Chapel. 
MATHEMATICS 
Examinations for the removal of conditions and incompletes in courses 1- 8 
are held in block·week at the end of each term, and also along with the September 
entrance examinations, but at no other time. For further information regarding 
time and place of these examinations, students should apply to the department. 
All students taking a.ny of the courses from I to 8 inclusive should go to White 
5 on one of the registration days at the beginning of each tenn, for assignment to 
sections. 
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Whenever possible. CQurse I should be taken either before or at the same 
time 'lith course 3. Of the other courses, I to 8 inclusive, no tv.o may wit hout 
special permission be taken during the same tenn. 
1. Solid Geometry. Repeatoo in second term, credit three hours. T Th S, I I . 
Open to all students, but designed especially for those ~Yho have entered 
with the minor requirements in mathematics and are prepanng: (a) to teach 
mathematics in the secondary schools: (b) to take up engineering work later 
in the course; (e) to specialize in chemistry or physics. 
::. Advanced Algebra. Repe..1.ted in second term, credit five hours. Daily 
exc. S, 9. 
Open to all students, but designed especially for those mentioned under course I. 
3. Plane Trigonometry. Repeated in second term, credit three hours. 
?llWF, 11. 
Open toall students, hut designed especially for those mentioned under course I. 
-f . Algebra, Trigonometry, and Analytic Geometry. 
a. From October 10th (approximately) to the end of the first term, credit 
five hours. Daily I I . 
Selected topics of algebra and plane trigonometry. 
the first part of course 50. or 6a below. 
For students who fail in 
b. Second te rm. Credit sL'C hours. Sec. I. daily, 9. Sec, 1, daily, I I. 
Analytic geometry and a brief introduction to differential calculus. 
5. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. For students in the College of Civi l 
Engineerin~ . Prerequisite courses J , 1, and 3, o r theiT equivalent. Credit 
fi\'e hours first term. six houTS second term. 
a. i\nalytic geometry. preceded by a brief re\'iew of selected topics from 
algebra and trigonometry. First term. daily except S.:lturday. 
b. Differential calculus; and c. integral c.1.\culus. Second term, daily. 
6. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. For students in Sibley College. P re-
requisite courses 1,2, and 3, o r their equivalent. Credit six hOUTS each term. 
a. Analytic geometry. preceded by a brief review of selected topics from 
algebra and triRonometry. 
b. Differential c.1.\culus. 
c. Integral calculus. 
7. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. 
COurses I , 2, and 3. o r their equivalent. 
except S, [0. 
Throughout the year. P rerequisite 
Credit five hours each t enn. Daily 
a. Analytic geometry. b. Differential calculus. c. IntegTal calculus. 
Recommended for students in tending to specialize in physics or chemistry. 
8. Analytic Geometry and Calculus. For students in the College of Architec-
ture. Throughout the rea r, credit three hours a term. Prerequisite courses J , 7, 
and 3, or their equivalent. 
F irst term. Sec. I. ;\1 W F, 8. Sec. 2. T Th S, 8. 
Second term. Sec. J , ;\1 W F, 9. Sec. 2. 'I' Th S, 9. 
?tudents \\ishing to take any of the following courses are asked to meet in 
White 5 on Thursd"y, September 1{, at 3.30 p. m., to arrange their schedules. 
9· Descriptive Geometry. First term, credit three hours. Professor 
S:-;YDER. White 2{. 
Prerequ!~ite ~urse i or its equi\'al~nt. The usual methods of graphical 
rep~ese~ltation will be explamed a l1d apphed to orthographic. parallel, and central proJectIon. ~ Iuch of the work w1ll be dra\\ing, but each step will be establisbed 
by the methods of elementary and of analytic geometry. 
[IO. Teachers' Course. Throughout the year. credit three hours a tenn. 
This course should be taken by all student.s expecting to teach mathematics 
in ~n.dary schO?ls. It is gi\'en in.~temate years and sh.ould be taken during 
trye Ju.mor or seDlar year. PrereqUISite course 7. or speclal permission.] Not 
gJ\'en m 19'4-15. 
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13· Modern Algebra. Second term, credit three hours. Professor SNYDER . 
White 24. 
Pre~uisite. course 7 or its equivalent. The topics to be discussed include 
detenmnants, lmear dependence, elimination, and symmetric functions, with an 
introduction to invariants under linear transformations. 
21. Elementary Differential Equations. Throughout the year, credit two 
hours a tenn. Prerequisite course 7 or its equivalent. Mr. Burgess. T Th, 9, 
White 27. 
The solution of the simpler types of ordinary and JXlrtial differential equa-
tions, the statement of physical problems in the form of differential equations, 
and the application of boundary conditions to the solutions found. 
22 . Advanced Calculus. A critical study of the methods of the calculus. 
Throughout the year, credit three hours a term. Prerequisite course 7 or its 
equivalent. Dr. j\ lcKELVEY. Hours to be arranged. White 21. Lectures and 
recitations. 
24. Infinite Series. Second term, credit three hours. Dr. SII.VERMA-N . 
White 6. 
Tests for convergence of series; uniform convergence ; improper integrals; 
divergen t series. 
25. Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable. Throughout the year, 
credit three hours a term. Mr. ---. Hours and room to be arranged. Lec-
tures and recita.tions. 
The elements of the theory of functions of one complex variable will be pre· 
Si,nted from the points of view of Cauchy, Riemann and Weierstrass. 
26. Elliptic Functions. Second term, credit two hours Prerequisite 
course 7 or its equivalent. Professor H UTC]([NS01<o\ Hours to be arranged, 
White 25. Lectures and recitations. 
The more elementary and fundamental p..1.rts of the theory of elliptic integrals 
and functions, together with some of the applications, 
27. Diff erential Equations of Mathematical Physics. 
eredit three hours a term. Dr. HURWITl. White 6. 
Throughout the year, 
The derivation of the differential equations. with appropriate boundary 
conditions, which arise in cr:rtain problems of mathematical physics; the mathe-
matical properties of solutions and the physical meanings of these properties. 
No previous work in solving differential equations is required, but j\lathematics 
22 or its equivalent is essential. 
28. Calculus of Variations. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
Assistant Professor GILLESPIE. Hours and room to be a rranged 
The treatment of the case 10 whIch the integrand contalOs one unknown 
function, and its first derivative, and onc lOdependent "anable. An mtro-
duction to mechanics from the standpoint of the calculus of variations. 
3 1. Projective Geometry. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term, 
Prer~uisite course 7 or its equivalent. Assistant Professor CA RVER. 1\'1 W F, 
9, WhIte 28. Lectures and recitations. 
Attention will be given to the fonnal processes of projective geometry rather 
than to its logical foundations. Both analytic and synthetic methods will be used . 
39. Line Geometry. First tenn, credit three hours. Assistant Professor 
RANUM. White 9. 
Null systems, complexes and congruences of lines, applications to mechanics. 
43. Theory of Probabilities. Throughout the ycar, credit two hours a term. 
Professor McMAHON. White /0. 
Theory of probabilities with ap~lications to p~o1?le~s. in statistics, theory of 
errors, life-tahles, insurance, correlatIon, etc., to SUlt mdlVldual needs. A knowl-
edge of calculus is not essential. 
44. M echanics. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term. Dr. 
OWENS. White 2. 
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A study of the fundamental principles of the subject, with applications to 
numerous problems. 
46. Potential Functions; Spherical Harmonics. Fourier's Senes. Through-
out the year, credit two hours a term. ASSistant Professor SHAR PE. 'White 27. 
ASTRONOMY 
I. General Astronomy. First term, credit three hours. No prerequisite, 
but a knowledge of elementary physIcs IS desirable Lectures and TCCltatlons 
illustrated with lantern shdcs and the observatory equipment. Assistant 
Professor LJ::I,.AND. M W F, 1 I. Rockefeller C. 
A fundamental course in descriptive as tronomy including a comprehensive 
study of the structure of the universe and the heavenly bodies, their motions, 
relations, and evolution; methods of investigation; instruments and apparatus. 
1. ObsefVations. Second term, credit one hour. Prerequisite course I. 
Assistant Professor L!;LANI). One evening a week to be arranged. Fuertes 
Observatory. 
A general study of the constellations, the sun and the planets, double and 
multiple stars, and nebukc. 
PHYSICS 
E:u.mination. fOT those whn w.,.., unavoidably absent from ei'her lerm uam,nal,nn in COur .. 
t, 5 or 6, and fOT those whn have condition. to make up, will be held on Mnnday, s.ptember 21. 
1914. al 0 • . m. in L«ture Room C. Similar euminations in ""nn""lion with Courses 8. 9. 10 and 
q will be held in L<:<:ture Room C at 2 p. m. on the SlIme day. 
2. Introductory Experimental Physics. Repeated in second term, eredit 
five houTS, Three lectures and two class-room periods eaeh week. Lectures : 
T Th S, 9: /I'! W F. II , Rockefeller A: Professors NICHOLS, MERRITT, and 
SH!;ARER, and Assistant Professor GmBS. Class-room work: Assistant Pro-
fessor Gmos, and lI·Jessrs. BUCK!'E\", HOWES, MALLORY. RODGERS, SII'ISHER, 
THO)lI'SOK, and WEEKS. Hours to be assigned. Required of candidates for B. 
Chern., C. E., and B. S. 
Entrance physics is not accepted as an equivalent of this course. 
3· Introductory Experimental Physics. Repeated in second tenn, credit 
six hours, Three lectures and three class-room periods e.1ch week. Lectures: 
T Th S. 9: M W F, II, Rockefeller A: Professors NICUOLS, MERRITT, and SHEA RER, 
and Assistant ProfessorGIB!)s. Class-room work: Assistant Professor G IB BS, 
and Messrs. BUCKLEY. HOWES, i\IALLORY, RODGERS, SII'ISHER, T HOMPSON, 
and WEEKS. H Ol;1 rs ~o be assigned. Required. of students in Sibley College. 
Entrance phySles IS not accepted as an eqUIValent of this course. 
5· Introductory Physics. Class-room work. One section, first term only 
credit two hours. Opcn only to students repeatlllg the course, Assistant 
Professor GIIlBS. !iours to be assigned. 
6. Introductory Physics. Class-room work. Repeated in second tenn, 
credit four hours. Prerequisite, course 2 or course 3. Messrs. ~~_ "nd 
1\1 T W Th as assigned. Required of candidates for B. Chern. 
i· Introductory Physics. Class-room work. Second term. credit three 
hours. Prerequisite course 2 or course 3. Messrs. ~~-, ~~- and ~~_. 
Hours to be assigned. Required of students in Civil Engineering.' 
8. General Physics. Thcory. Repeated in second term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite, Physics 3 (or I and 05). and ~ Iathematies 6. Messrs. BmwELL. 
BROII'K. GIIlSOK, KF-SNARD, KIKG, i\IA\'ER, and POWER. First tenn: 111 W T 
Th,orW F, 10. Second term: TTh, 10. Rockefeller, asassigncd. ' 
Textbook work in statics. dynamics, properties of matter, electrostatics and 
magnetism. Two hours of course q must be taken in connection with course 8. 
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9· General Physics. Thoory . Repeated in second term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course 8 and the first term of 1..\. Instructing st..'l.ff as in course 8. 
First term, TTh, 10; Second term, M W, T Th, or W F, Rockefeller, as a.ssigned. 
Textbook work. A continuation of course 8. CurrenL ele<: tricity, heat 
including thermometry, expansion. calorimetry, mdiation, conduction, properties 
of vapors, and an introduction to the kinetic theory of gases and thermodynamics. 
Two hours of course 14 must be taken with course 9. 
10. Introductory Physica.1 Experiments. Either term or throughout the 
year, credit one t o four hours a term. nlay be elected by students who a re 
tal..ing or have complet ed 2 or 3 or 6 or (. Assistant Professor BL,\KF.I<, a nd 
Messrs. M,WER, GHlS01\', and POWER. S, 8-10.30 and 10.30-1, M T Th F, 2-
4.30. Rockefeller 220-232. 
A sho!t.er course of Iwo hours covering pr~rtie. of ma~l~r, h~at. lighl. oound. m3gnetim>, 
and eleetnClty may be taken for On e term. the student elecung tWO laboratorr periods a week ; 
or the course may be extended over a year. one period a week being t3k"n. Longer courses of 
three of four hourS may he elected coveTing the ... me ground n Ih e two hour course but mO,.., in 
detail. the work b";ng done in One term or distributed over two term • . 
14· Physical Experiments. Ei ther term or throughout the year, credit 
one to eight hours a term. Prerequisite courses 2 and 7, or 2 and three hours 
of 10, or the equivalent. May be taken by students that are taking 
courses 8 and 9. Assist ant Professors RICIITMYER, and nlessrs. BIDWF.LL, 
BROW:>', GIBSON, KEN:>'ARO, KI:>'G, nl,\YER. PIDGEON, POWER, and ROIH:>' SO N. 
r-.! F S, 8-1 I: W, 10-1; M T Th F, 2- 5. Rockefeller 250-257. 
Physical measurement.s, properties of matter. mechanics, heat, light, sound, 
magnetism , and electricity: the adjustment and use of instruments of precision. 
Results and errors are carefully discussed. Students specializing in chemistry 
are required to take four hours-. Other students may elect the desired number 
of hours. 
15. Photometry and Diumination. Laboratory ("ork, first term. credit one 
to four hours. Prerequisite course 14. Assistant Professor RICllnl\'F.R. Hours 
to be arranged. 
A study of candle power and distribution of intensity of various artificial 
light sources. Various forms of photometers will be inves tigated and c.'l. libra-
tions made. Tests will be made of the illumination within a room under various 
conditions of lighting. 
It is recommended that course 43 be taken with this course. 
[17· Practice Course for Teachers. Second term, credit three hours. Pre· 
requisite, Physics 2, and two hours of 10, or the equivalent. Students expecting 
to teach high school phrsics should take a t least Physics 6 or 7 in addition. 
Attention will be given to the choice and arrangement of subject matter in a 
high school course, and to the selection of experiments sui table for demonstration 
and laboratory work where a limited equipment is available. Opportunity will 
be offered for practice in repairing apparatus and in constructing simple pieces 
of apparatus. Assistant Professor GIBBS.) Not given in 1914- 15. 
18. Theory and P ractice of Photography. Repeated in second term, credit 
two hours. Prerequisite, the knowledge of chemistry and physics that in general 
is possessed by those who have completed Chemistry 1 and Physics I. Professor 
MOLER and Miss SE~ERANCE. Lecture, T,4, and one three·hour laboratory 
period weekly: M Th F, 2- 5, or W Th, 9- 12. Rockefeller, third floor north ; 
Leetures in A. 
19. Advanced Photography, with special reference to its application to 
research. Repeated in second term, credit two hours. PrerequiSIte courses I , 
10 or 14. and 18, or the equivalent. Professor .MOLER. Rockefeller Hall, 
P hotographic Laboratory. 
(20. Heat. First term, credit five hours. Prerequisite courses 2, 7, and 
four hours of 10. Assistant Professor BLAKER.[ Not given in 1914- 15. 
Courses 20-25 are intended for those who desire a more detailed study of the 
work indicated, /lnd who are preparing to teach or to take the advanced courses 
in theoretical physics which follow. Advanced mathematics is not requir.ed but 
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if the calculus has not been taken it is advisable to take it at the same time. 
Physics 14 should precede, but 14 and 25 may be taken with 20-24· 
21. Light. Second term. credit three hours. Prerequisite courses 2, 7, and 
four hours of 10. Assistant Professor BLAKER. M W P, 10, Rockefeller C. 
[n. Electricity and Magnetism . Second term, credit five hours. Prerequi-
site courses I. 6, and 10. Assistant Professor BLAKER.] Not given in 1914- 15. 
23. Properties of Matter. First term, credit five hours. Prerequisite 
courses 2, 7 . and four hours of 10. Assistant Professor BLAKER. M T W Th F, 
10, Rockefeller C. 
24. Sound. Second term, credit two hours. 
four hours of [0. Assistant Professor BLAKER. 
Prerequisite courses 2, 7, and 
T Th, 10, Rockefeller C. 
25. Advanced Laboratory Practice. Either term or throughout the year. 
Credit one to three hours a term. Prerequisite courses 2 and 7. or 10, and at 
least four hOUTS of q. Assistant Professor BLAKER. One to three three-hour 
periods a week at hOUTS to be arranged. 
A laboratory course in general physics for students who desire to teach e~ ­
perimental physics or who desire to prepare themselves for the advanced labora-
tory courses in general physics which foUow. The experiments will be selected 
to meet the requirements of the individual student. 
27. Advanced Photometry and Illumination. Repeated in second term. 
and throughout the year. Credit, two to sill hOUTS a term. Prerequisite course 
15. Assistant Professor RIC IITM\'ER. HOUTS to be a rranged. Rockefeller. 
A continnation of course 15 along special lines to meet individual needs. or 
as a general course preparatory to research. Includes heterochromatic photo-
metry, spectrophotometry. and a critical study of the several fundamental 
photometric methods And standards of illumination. 
28. Spectrophotometry. Repeated in second term. credit two to four hOUTS. 
PrereqUISite course q Assistant Professor RICIITM\'ER. HOUTS to be arranged. 
Rockefeller. 
After s~udy of the f~ndamental prin~iples of pho~metry, the va~o~s s~tro­
photometriC methods WI!! be taken up In such detail as will best SUIt mdlV1duai 
needs. Students who have had course [5 may complete course 28 in two hOUTS. 
33. Alternating Currents. First term. credit t wo hours. Prerequisite 
courses 1, 6 or 10, and q. Professor BEDELL. T Th, [[, Rockefeller. 
A study of the underlying principles of alternating electric currents; the 
development of grarhical methods of analysis as a basis for testing and for the 
solution of practica problems. 
3~· Electrical Laboratory. Either t erm or throughout the year. credit as 
arranged. Prerequisi te courses [. 6 or 10. and 14 . Professor BED~;LL and Mr. 
BowK. Daily 9- 1. Rockefeller. 
General dynamo laboratory practice, the testing of direct and alternating 
current apparatus, and the investigation of special problems. Primari ly for 
semors. 
35· Advanced Electrical Laboratory. Either term or throughout the year, 
credit as arranged. !'rcrcquisite courses [. 6 or 10, and 14. Professor BEDELL 
and Mr. BowK. Dally 9- 1. 
Similar to course 34 but of wider scope. The character of the work w'ill be 
varied to meet individual needs. Primarily for graduates. 
36. Advanced Alternating Currents. Throughout the year, credit one or 
more hOUTS a term. Pren'qUISlte courses [ , 6 or 10. 14. 33 Professor BEDELL. 
Hour.; as arranged, Rockefeller. 
A colloquium on the theory and measurement of alternating currents. For 
graduates only. 
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37. Theses in Applied Electricity. Second term, or throughout the year, 
credit t wo to eight hours a term. Prerequisite courses I , 6 or 10, a nd 14 Pro-
fessor B ED ELL. Hours to be arranged, Rockefcller. 
39· Design and Construction of Apparatus for Research. First term, credi t 
two hours. Professor .MOLER. Rockefeller HaU . 
Lectures and laboratory at hours to be a rranged. Primarily for graduates. 
40. Recent Advances in El[perunentai PhysLcs. Throughout the year, 
credit one hour a term Professor MEIUUTT F , 12, RockefeUer B 
Lectures, illustrated by experiments. In 1914- 15 a considerable part of the 
course will be devoted to the subject of electric waves and wireless telegraphy. 
41. Fluorescence and Phosphorescence. First term, credit one hour. 
Prerequisite courses I , 6 or 10, and 14. Professor NICJl OLS. 
42. History of Physics in the 19th Century. Second term, credit one hour. 
Prerequisite course l. Professor N ICJlOLS. S, 12, Rockefeller B. 
[43 . Photometry and the Physics of Diumination. First term, credit t wo 
hours. P rere<]uisite courses I, 6 or 10, and ' 4. Professor NiCHOLS. 
Lectureson the theory of artificial illumination and on methods of determining 
the tempera ture, efficiency, and quali ty of sources of light.] Not given in ' 914- 15. 
44. X-Ray Photography. Second term, credit two hOUTS. Prerequisite 
Physics I , 10, and a knowledge of ordinary photography. Professor SHEARER. 
50. Physics Seminary. Throughout the year, credit two hours a term. 
P rofessor N ICHOLS. HOUTS to be arranged, Rockefeller D-
[5 1. Theoretical Physics. Mechanics and thermodynamics. Throughout 
the year, credit four hours a term. Professor l\I ERRITT. Hours to be arranged. 
Primarily for graduates.] Not given in 1914- 15. 
52. Theoretical Physics. Electrici ty and magnetism Throughout the 
year, credit four hours a term. Professor 1\'!i,:RRITT. Hours to be arranged 
P rimarily for graduates. 
54. Thermodynamics. Throughout the year, credit two or three hours a 
term. Prer<:qt.LIslte courses 1,6 or 10, and q . and Mathematics l. Physics 20 
IS adVised, t hough not required, as a preliminary course. Professor TR EVOR. 
Hours to be arranged. 
CHEMISTRY 
INTRODUCTORY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
I. Introductory Inorganic Chemistry. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. 
Repeated in second term, credit six hours. 
la . l..ectures. First term. ~I W F. I I. Professor DEKNIS and Mr. DAVIS; 
M W F, 12, Professor BROWNE and Mr. DAVIS. Seoond term, !>-I W F, II, 
!>I W F, 12, Professor BROWNE and Mr. DAVIS. Morse I. 
l b. Recitations (one hour a week to be arranged), and laboratory M F , 2-
4.30; T Th, 2- 4.30; W,2- 4.30: and S. 8- 10.30. Professors DENNIS and BROWNE, 
Dr. WELSH, and ~!essrs . OVERMAN , GULICK, PARMELEE, WEISER, MAC K, BEN-
KETT, and Hovi,:\,. 
Entmnee credit in oh"",;stf)' docs not carr)' wilh it University oredit in cour ... T. If a n udent 
enterinj!: the Uni'· .... iLy from a preparatOry ""hool de.irts credi t in COur.., , he must p:!.$$ an ex_ 
amination set by Ih" o"partment of Chemistry. This examination is held both in \ 'ew York CiLy 
and in Ithaca on the ... me .day in Sept"",ber as the entrance uamination. Univ""'ity credit in 
cou ..... , that i. Obtained hy passing this examination docs not carry with it entrance credit in 
Chemistry. 
Examinations for those who we,.., unavoidably absen t from the finaluamination.in course , 
will be held at 2 p. m. On the da)' before instruction begin< in Lh. fait. 
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ANALYTICAL CH EMISTRY 
6. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis . Repeated in second term. credit 
five hours. Prerequisite course !. Dr. LE~IO:-<, and r..I essrs. LEE, RA\', E!..!..EY, 
S~IITII, ERSf,;I:-<E. Coo!.EY. and GUUCf,;. Lectures, T Th, 12. Laboratory 
sections: ;\! W F, 2-5: T Th S, 8- 11: T Th S, 9- 12. l\lorse L. R. I. 
Qualitative work the properties and reactions of the common clement~ and 
acids and their detection in various liquid and solid mixtures. 
Quantatitive work· the preparation a nd use of volumetric solutions and work 
in elementary gravimetric analysis. 
Examina\ion. for \hooe who WeTe una,-oidably ab&ent from the final examination in course 6 
will be held at 2 p. m. on the day before instruction bqin. in the fall. 
7. Qualitative Analysis. Repea ted in second term, credit six hours. Pre-
requisite course I. Dr. LEMON, a.nd Messrs. LEE and ERSKI:-IE. Lectures: 
T Th. 9. Morse L. R. I. Laboratory: first term, M W, 2-5, S, 8-12 ; second 
tenn, T Th. 2-5, S, 8-12. 
The properties and reactions of the common clements, and of the inorganic 
and OT!lanic acids, also the qualitative analysis of a number of solutions and 
solid mixtures. 
Students in science are advised and candidates for the degree of Bachelor of 
Chemistry are required to take this course instead of course 6. 
9. Advanced Qualitative Analysis. Repeated in SCC(}1ld term. credit one, 
two, or three hours. Prerequisite courses 7, 12, and 30. Dr. LEMO:-l, Labora-
tory sections at hours to be arranged. 
Essentially a continuation of course 7. A study of the most approved methods 
for separating and detecting a large number of metals and acids not studied in 
course i, including many of the ra re elements, In certain cases a comparative 
study is made of different methods designed to accomplish a given separation. 
The qualitative analysis of a number of solutions. solid mixtures, and minerals 
v.';ll be required. For graduates and advanced undergraduates . 
12. Quantitative Analysis, E lementary Course, Repeated in second term, 
c redit six hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or preferably 7). Assistant Professor 
LUX DEI..!. and l\lessrs. O'BlllE:-I and 1I '11!.1..~; R. Lectures, first term, T Th, 9, 
l\'iorse L. R. 3; second term. T Th. 8, Morse L, R . 2. 
Lal)OTatory wi!! be open: first term, M T Th S. srI; M T \V Th, 2~5.30; 
second term, same hours as course 14. 
The preparation and standardization of various volumetric solutions and 
their use in analyzing a variety of substances; gravimetric methods. 
Students in science are advised and candidates fOT the degree of Bachelor of 
Chemistry are required to take this course instead of the quantitative analysis 
~urse6. 
14. Quantitative Analysis, Advanced Course, Repeated III second t erm. 
Credit one to four hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 12), ASSistant Pro-
fessor LUNDE!..I.., and l\Jessrs. O'BRIEN. M ILI..ER. and CooI.. EY, 
Laboratory sections: first term, M T W Th. 2-5.30; 111 T Th S, 9-12.j" 
second tenn, 111 T W Th F, 2- 5; T Th S, 9-12.30. Required of candidates or 
t he degrce of Bachelor of Chemistry. 
Gravimetric, volumetric, and electro!ytic methods of analysis, and methods 
of combustion analysis; analysis of iron ores, iron and steel, special alloys , 
slags, paints, lubricants, coal and coke, cements and cement materials, alloys, 
minerals, ores of copper, lead. zinc, mercury, manganese, tin, etc. 
15. Quantitative Analysis, Advanced Lectures, First term, credit two 
hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 12) . Assistant Professor LUNDE!..!... 
M W, 10, Morse, L. R. 2, Selected topiesin advanced quantitative analysis . 
16. E lectrochemical Analysis, Repeated in second tenn, credit one to 
t hree hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 12). Assistant Professor LU~D E!..!.. 
and Mr. COOLEY. 
CHEi\H STRY '.1 
Labora tory sections: 
S,9-'<'·30. 
First term. T Th, Z-5.30: second term, T Th, l-5: 
A study of the most approved electrochemical methods for the determination 
of silver, lead, copper, tin, nickel, cobalt, and zinc. Practice will be given in the 
analysis of alloys and ores. 
17. Optico-chemical Methods. Second term. credit three hours. Pre-
requisite course 6 (or 7 and 1<'); Physics <' and 6. Dr. ANDERSON and "Iessn;. 
ENGELDER and Lectures, T Th, 9. "Iorse, L. R. 3. Laboratory 
sections, \\1 'I' W Th F, <'-5: T p, 10- ], 
The lectures deal with the construction and with the use in chemical analysis 
of the spect roscope, colorimeter. polariscope, and refractometer. 
18. Assaying. First tenn, credit three hours. Prerequ!slte course 6 (or 7 
and Il). and if possible a course in mineralog}' .• '\sslstant Professor LUNDELL 
and /I."ir. COOLEY. Lecture F, 10. "torse z. Laboratory, M W, l-j. 
Lectures on the theory and practice of the scarification and crucible assay, 
and on the metallurgy of copper, lead, zinc. silver and gold. In t he laboratory, 
practice is given in assay of 21OC, lead, copper, gold, and silver ores, mattes, and 
bullion. Designed for students that. are specializing in chemistry and as an 
elective for students in mechanical and civil engineering. 
19. Qualitative and Ouantitative GIIS Analysis. Lecturcs. Repeated second 
t erm, credit two hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7). and Physics l. Dr. ASDER-
50S. M W, II. /l.lorse L. R. 3. 
A detailed discussion of manr representative types of apparatus employed 
by the gas analrst and of the various methods of analysis involved in thelr use. 
Numerous simple problems are assigned which afford practice in the calculation 
and interpretation of the results obtained in the analyses of gases. 
20. Technical Gas Analysis. Laboratory. Repeated second term. credit 
two hours. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7) and Physics <'. Open to those who are 
taking course 19. Dr. AN DERSOI«, and l<.'iessrs. EI«CELDER, ---, and ---. 
Laboratorr sections primarily for undergraduate chemists: first term. l<.!. 2-
+30, and Th, 10-12.30: '1', lo-Il.30, and <'- 4.30: W, 2-4.30, and F, 10-Il.30; 
Th, 2-4.30, and S, 8-10,30; second tenn. M W, 2- + 30: 'I' Th, 10-Iz.30: 'I' Th, 
2- 4.30: S, 8-1. Sections for other students to be arranged individually. 
The analysis of gas mixtures with the apparatus of Honigmann, Bunte, 
Orsat, Winkler, and Hempel : the complet e analysis of flue gas, illuminating gas, 
producer ~as, acetylene, and air: the determination of the heating power of 
gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels, and the analysis of \'arious substances by gas 
analytical methods involving the use pf the different types of gas evolution appar.-<-
tus such as the Scheibler calcimeter, the Hempel amI the Lunge nitrometer, 
the Lunge gasvolumeter. and the Bodlandcr g.-<sbaroscope. Wi thin certain 
limits t he work may be selected to sui t the requirements of the individual student. 
21. Gas Analysis. Advanced course. Repea ted in second term. credit 
one to four hours. Prerequisite courses I, 6. (or 7 and Il), 19, and 20; Physics z. 
and 5 or 6. Dr. ANDERSON. Laboratory practice at hours to be arr.-<nged. 
Morse. For seniors and graduate students. 
Special topics in the field of either scientific or industrial gas chemistry. 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
30. Organic Cbemistry. Throughout the year. credit si . ..; hours a term. 
Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 1<'). Open to those who are taking course Il. 
Professor ORS])QRFF, Mr. /I.·IAHooD, and /l.lessrs. ROSE. KBN~IWY. and 
SliER WOOD. Lectures and wr;tten rcviews, ~I W F. 9, Morse L. R. 3. Llbora· 
tory sections: I\·t T, ' -S.Jo: P. 1-.5 .30; and S, 8-Il .. 30. i\Io~ 9 and 10. 
The lectures and wntten revtews serve as an mtroductlon to the gL11crai 
subject of the chemistry of the compounds of carbon. In the laboratory the 
student prepares a large number of typical carbons of compounds and familiarizes 
himself with their properties, reactions, and relations. The detection of inorganic 
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elements ill organic compounds and the recognition of various groups or radicals 
is included in the laboratory work, 
3[. Organic Chemistry. Throughout the year, credit three hOllrs a term. 
Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and I:;> ). Open to those who are taking course I:;>. 
Professor ORSDOKFF and Messrs. KESNEIl\' and SHERWOOD. M W F, 9, lIIorse 
L. R. 3. This course consists of the I('(:tures and written reviews of course 30. 
3:;>. Elementary Organic Chemistry. First term, credit four hours. Pre-
requisite course 6 (or 7 and (2) . Opcn to those who are taking course 12. 1\'1 r. 
1'IIM(001) and Messrs. ROSE. KENNEDY, and SHERWOOD. Lectures and oral 
and wntten reviews, i\[ W F, 12, 1\lorse L. R. 3. Laboratory, T or Th, 2-5, 
Morse I. 
33. Special Chapters in Organic Chemistry. Throughou t the year, credit 
two hours a I.Cml. Prerequisite coursc 30, Professor OKNDORH·. T Th. 9, 
~[orse L. R. 2. 
Especial attention is g1\'en to certain important chapters of organic chern· 
istry. An attempt is made to acquaint the student with the classical researches 
in organic chemistry. 
3-1 . Advanced Organic Chemistry. Laboratory practice. Throughout the 
year, cn.>dit two to six hours a term. Opcn to those who have had course 30and 
are ta.king 33. Professor ORNDORfF, 1\lr. MAHOOD, and Messrs. ROSE, KENI<.'EOY, 
and SIIF;RWOOD. 1·lours to be arranged . The laboratory is open daily, l\lorse 
wand 11. 
The course in the prcparation of organic compounds is here continued, the 
preparations, however. being more difticult and requiring more expcrience and 
skill on the part of the student. The original Iiter:\ture is consul ted, and. before 
taking up original work in this field . t he student is required to repeat some ex· 
tended and irnport;"lnt picec o[ work. ;"Iud to compare his results with those 
published. 
[35. The Coal Tar Dyestuffs. First ternl, credit one hour. Open to those 
who ha\'e had course 30 and havc had or arc taking 33. Professor 01(;\0011.1'1'. 
The methods of making the dyestuffs arc discussed . .uso their properties, 
constitution, and relations to each other. the treatment being scientific rather 
than technical.] Not given in [91-1- 15. 
36. S tereochemistry. Second term, credit one hour. Prerequisite course 
.30 or 31. Professor QRI'OORFF. Hour to be arranged. 
The stereochemistry of the compounds of carbon and nitrogen. The necessity 
of considering the space relations of the atoms in certa.in classes of physical 
isomers is shown and the close ngrcement of the facts and thcory is brought out. 
37. Methods of Organic Analysis. Throughout the year , credit two to 
six hours a U'rm. Prerequisite CO\lrse 30. Professor ORNOORFi' and Mr. 
1\1"" OO.D. 1·lours t o be arrange~ . The [.a~ratory is open. daily, M orse 10. 
Deslgned for students who deSIre practice 111 the quahtatIVe and quanti tative 
analysis of commercial organic products such as alcohols. ethers, organic acids, 
glycerin. formalin, acetates, coal t:;lT distillates, petroleum products. soaps. 
acetanilid, etc. 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
[-16. Inorganic Chemistry. Advanced course. Throughout the year. credit 
two hours a term . Prere<!uisite course 30, :md open to those who have completed 
or :lfe taking courses 50 and 5 1, Professor OEI'N1S. 
The chemical clements are discussed in the order in which they occur ill the 
Periodic Law of .~lcndclCefJ, and special attention is paid to the group properties 
of the clements and to the rclation~ of the groups to one another. The rare 
elements and the rare earths are treated in as great deta.il as are the more com. 
mOll clements.) Not given in 191-1-15. 
CHEMISTRY 
~7· Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. Laboratory practice. Either term, 
credi t two, three o r four hours. Prerequisite course 30. Professors DEN1'o' [S 
and BROW:oiE and f!.-Ir. RHODES. j\·!orse 68, 
Practice in the use of methods of widely different types in the prepara tion 
and purification of inorganic compounds, in the extraction of clements from 
orcs and minerals. and in the s tudy of certain chemical reactions. Instruction 
in the elements of glass blowing will be included in this course. Graduate stu· 
dents may elect such parts of the work as they desire. 
Course ~7 is designed to accompany course ~6, but either course may be 
t.1ken separately. 
~8 . Selected Topics in Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. 
Throughout the year. credit two hours a tenn . Prerequisite course 30. 
50 and 51 should precede o r accompany this course First term, 
BROWNE. Second term, D r. WELSH. T Th, II , j\lorsc L. R. 3. 
Lectures. 
Courses 
Professor 
Experimental lectures, dealing in [914- 15 chiefly with (a) the chemistry of 
non·aquoous solutions, (b) the appl ication of certain principles of physical 
chemistry, notably the phase rule, to inorganic chemistry, and (c) certain of the 
important recent advances in the field of inorganic chemist ry. 
Ope:t to seniors and graduate s tudents in chemistry; to others only by special 
permiSSion. 
49. Cbemistry of Gases. First te rm, credit one hour. Prerequisite course 
6 (or 7 and 12), and should be preceded or accompanied by 19 and 20. Dr. 
ANDERS01\", F , [I, Morse L R. 3. 
The preparation. properties, and reactions of a large number of gases are dis· 
cussed. and in many cases illustrated by experiments. The various generaliza· 
tions concerning gases are considered, not only in the light of their scientific 
value, but also to some extent from t he point of view of their applica tion to the 
practical problems of the gas chemist and of the gas engineer. The course may 
be elected by juniors. seniors. and graduates student in chemist ry, and is open to 
~eniors in mechanical engineering who intend to specialize in gilS power work. 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
50. Introductory Physical Chemistry. Throu~hout the year, credit three 
hours a term, Prerequisite course 30, ,md PhYS1CS 2, 6, and 10. Assistant 
Professor Bf.N:->ETT and !I!cssrs, G [lBERT and LEIGHT01\". !If W P, 9, !l Iorse 
L R.~. 
A systematic presentation of modern chemical theory. Especial attention is 
paid to the thcory of solution . reactions. reaction velocity, catalysis, chemical 
equilibrium . and to the application of the principles of physical chemistry to 
chemical practice. 
S!. Physical Chemistry Laboratory. Throughout the year, eredlt three 
hours a term. Open only to those who h.we t.lken or a rc takmg course 50 
Assistant Professor BI;:N1\"ETT and lI'fessrs. GJI.IlERT and LEIGIITO~. Two 
laboratory periods a week j\! T, 2-5; Th F, 2- 5· Morse 7i. 
With the da ta obtained in the laboratory as a basis, detailed reports covering 
each suh·division arc written. The subject mat ter includes: the calibration 
of pipettes, burettes. and measuring flasks; molecular weight determinat;on by 
vapor density. free~ing point, and boiling point met hods; vapor pressure : vis· 
cosity; colloids; d iffusion: adsorption; thermo·ehemisuy; reaction velocity : 
catalvsis ; dissociation : solubilitv: forma tion, separation, a nd iden tification of 
phases; s tudy of photo·chemical 'effects. 
[52 . Advanced Physical Chemistry. Lectures. Throughout the year. crcUit 
t hree hours a term . PrerCQuisite course 50. Professor BAl'"CROI'T. ), 1 \V F, 10, 
:il-Iorsc L. R. 4. 
An exposition of the law of mass act ion in its application to chemic.1.1 equi· 
librium and reaction velocities.) :-.lot given in 19q~15. 
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53. Colloid Chemistry. Lectures. Throughout the year. credit two hours 
a term. Professor BANC~OI'T . T Th, 10, Morse L. R. 4· 
The theory of colloid chemistry and its ~ppli~tion in the arts. Open to 
candidates (or the degree of Bachelor of ChemIstry If they have taken course So; 
to ot hers only by special permission. 
55. Theoretical Electrochemistry. Lectures. Throughout the year, credit 
three hours a tenn. Professor BAl'CROFT. t..'! W r i O, Morse L. R. 4· 
The historical development of the subject with special reference to the theory 
of the voltaic cell. Por adv,lnce(\ students in chemistry or physics. 
56a. Applied Electrochemistry. Lectures. Throughout the year, credit 
two hours a term. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 12). Assistant Professor 
BENNETT and M r. l)"vlSOS. ]1.1 W , 12, Morse L. R. 4. 
The theory of electrolysis and plating; electroly tic extraction and refining of 
metals; elect rolytic manufacture of organic and morganic compounds; theory 
and practice of storage cells; preparation of compounds in the electric fumaee . 
It is advisable, but not obligatory , to take 56b along with this course. 
56b. Applied Electrochemistry. Throughout thll year, credit two hours a 
term. Open to those who have had 50 and 51, and have taken or are taking 56a· 
Assistant Professor BE:-;NETTand Mr. I)"VISO~. Laboratory practice; T,8-1O; 
W 8-1! ; \V 2-5; Th 8- 10. Morse 79. 
l\ lensurements of electrical constants; qualitative study of conditions effecting 
electrolytic reactions ; quantitative relations ; determination of current and 
~nergy efficiencies in electrolytic and electrothermal work; electrolytic prepara-
tion of organic and inorganic compounds; tests of s torage batteries; preparation 
of compounds in the elect ric furnace; temperature measurements. 
57. Advanced Laboratory Practice. Either term or throughout the year. 
Credit up to sil< hours a term. Prerequisite courses determined m each case by 
the professor in charge. Professor B"~CROFT, Assistant Professor B ES~ETT, and 
Messrs. GILllERT, 1)""150S, and LEIGIITOS. Hours and work to be arranged. 
Morse. 
Students may elect in mass law, reaction velocity, or efficiency measurements 
wi th special reference to course 52; in photochemistry, photography, or colloid 
chemistry with special reference to course 53: in conductivity or clectrometric 
determinations with special reference to course 55; in electrolytic or electric 
furnace products with speci."ll reference to course 56; in metallography : in the 
application of physical chemical methods to organic chemistry. 
MICROCHEMISTRY AND MICROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
65. Microchemical Methods. Either term, credit two hours. PrereqU1slte 
course 6 (or 7 and 12) . Professor CllA ~IOT and ]I.[r. COLE~ Laboratory 
sections: first term, \V Th, ~-~.30; T Th. 10--12.30; second term. \V Th, :!-~.30; 
T Th, 9-11.30. ]l.lorse. 
The use of the microscope and its accessories; microchemical methods as 
applied to chemical investigat ions. 
66. Microchemical Analysis. Either term, credit three or more hours . 
Prerequisite course 65. Professor C II A.' IOT and !lI r. COL E. Laboratory, 
M T , 2-~ . 30 and W, 10- 12.30. ]l.lorsc. 
Practice in the examinatio.11 anr1 analysis of inorg,lllic suhstance;; containing 
the more common clements With reference to rapid quali t.ative methods and the 
analysis of minute amounts of materials. 
67· Microchemical Analysis. Either term, credit two or more hours. Pre-
requisite course 66. Professor CIIAMOT. Laboratory practice. Morse. 
This ~ourse may be arranged so as to comprise the analysis of either inorganic 
or orgalllc compounds. 
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68. Microscopy of Metals and AUoys. Second term, credi t two hOUTS. 
Prerequisite courses so and 65. Laboratory practice at hours to be arranged. 
Professor CIIAMOT and --_ . 
An introduct ion to t he methods employed in microscopic examinations of 
metallu rgical products and other opaque materials. Practice in grinding, polish· 
ing, and et ching specimens, and in the usc of metallographs. 
SANITARY CHEMISTRY 
69. Elementary Sanitary Chemistry. Throughout the year, credit five 
hours a term. Prerequisite course 6 (or 7 and 12), and course 32 (or 30, or 
31). Professor CHAMOT and Dr. REDfiELD. Le<::tures, M W, [I , Morse 89. 
Recitations, at hours to be assigned. The laboratory will be open 'I' W Th F, 
2- 4·30. 
The lectures, recitations, and laboratory practice are planned to SCT\'e as 
an introduction to the methods employed for the examination of water for munici-
pal purposes: the analysis of sewage and garbage: testing of foods and bever· 
ages, for adul teration or spoilage: testing commercial dlsinfe<: tants; and for 
detecting the presence of habit forming drugs and of common poisons. Students 
may elect the first term of this course independently of the second term, but the 
second term may not be taken save upon completion of the first term. 
70. Special Topics in Food Examination. First term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course 69. Dr. REDF l ELD. Le<::tures, 'I' Th. l Z, l\'lorse 89. 
This course is planned to meet the needs of thosc specializing in sanitary 
chemistry and will cover in detail the more advanced problems of foods and food 
adulteration, including the examination of fermented, malt, and distilled alcoholic 
beverages. 
72. Microscopical Examination of Foods. First t erm, credi t two hours or 
more. Prerequisite course 65. Professor CHAllOT and Mr. COLE. Laboratory 
will be open, l\f T. 2-4.30 and 'V, [0-12.30, l\lorse. 
The use of the microscope in the examination of foods and condiments for the 
purpose of deteeting deterioration, adulterations, and admixtures. 
IJ. Special Topics in Water Examination. Second term, credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course 69. Professor CU,\MOT. Lectures T Th, 12, Morse 89. 
T his course is planned to meet the needs of those specializing in sanitary 
chemistry and will include a discussion of the natural purification or self·purifica· 
tion of water, modem methods of water filtration and disinfection, the method 
employed for the proper control of water purification plants, and the prepa· 
ration of reports on water examinations. 
78. Advanced Sanitary Chemistry. Throughout the year, credIt two or 
more hours a tenn. Prerequisite course 69 Professor CUAMOT and Dr RED· 
FIELD. Laboratory practice at hours to be arranged. 
Students may elect work in any branch of water, food, or beverage analysis , 
or in the fields of water purification or scwage disp05.1.l plant control. or in the 
detection and determination of poisons. 
So. Toxicology. First term, credit two hours. Pren.'q\ll~lte course 30. 
Professor CIJ AMOT. Lectures, Morse 89. Hours to be arranged 
A review of the present methods for the separation and identification of the 
common poisons to~ether with a brief review of t he classification . cause of action, 
and method of elimllmtion of poisonous snbstances. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
85. Agncultural Chemistry. E ither term. credit four honrs. Prerequisi te 
course J. P rofessor CAVANAUGH and Messrs. RICE and F L YNN. Lectures, 
T Th S, II. One recitation a week: F irst tenn: T, 8; Th, 9: F. 9 Second term: 
M, 8; '1', 10: W, 8; Th, 8: F . 8 and 9. Morse L. R.I. 
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A general course treating of the relation of chemistry to ng~cultu re: 1!- nd dealing 
with the oo!llJ;>?sitioll and chemical properties of plants, sotls, fertlhzers. feed-
stuffs. insecticIdes. and fungicides. 
8sa. Agricultural ChemIstry, Labora tory Course. Repc. ... t ed m SC<Xlnd term, 
credit two hours Prcre<]Ulslte courses I. 6, 85. Professor CAVAN"AUG H and 
~Ir. RICE. T Th. 2~4.JO. Designed to acromJXIny oourse 85· 
86. Agricultural Chemistry, Advanced Course. First term only, credi t two 
hours. PrCflx]uisite course 8sa. Assistant Professor CROSS. lA!<:tures, T Th, 9. 
l'Ilorse L. R. -I. The methods of the A. O. A. C. are studied in the analysis of 
fertilizers. soils, and inSC(;ticides. 
8i. Agricultural Chemistry, La boratory Course. FiTst term, credit three 
hours. Assistant Professor Clwssand !\Ir. RICE. l' Th, 2-5 , S, 9- 12. Designed 
to accomp.. ..my course 86. 
88. Agricultural Chemistry, Laboratory Course. Second term, credit three 
hours. i~ ssist:lIlt Professor CROSS and !\Ir. RICE. T Th. 2- 5, S, 9- 12. Designed 
to accompany course 89. 
89. Agricultural Chemistry, Advanced Conrse. Second term, credit two 
hours. Prcrequisite course 85a or 93. Assistant Professor C ROSS. Lectures, 
l' Th, 9. Morse L. R . .j.. ~'I ethods of the !\. O. 1\. C. are studied in the a nalysis of 
foods, feedstuffs, sugars, and dairy products. 
'}O. Advanced Agricultural Analysis . Either tc.rm. Prercquisite courses 
86 and 87, or 88 and 89. Professor CAVANAUGH, or Assistant Professor CROSS. 
Credit and hours by appointment. Designed to mcct the needs of those who 
wish to do research in agricultural chemistry. 
92. Household Ch emistry. Second term , credit t wo hours . Prercquisite 
courses 1,6.32. Professor CAVAl'iAUGH. Lectures. W F. 9, i:I !orse L. R. 2. 
Designed for students of home economics. 
93. Household Chemistry, La boratory Course. 
hours. Professor CAVAN,\UGII and 1I.1r. RICE. T 
to accompany course 92. 
SEMINARY 
Second term , credit three 
Th S. 8- 10.30. Designed 
95. Seminary. For seniors who are candidates for the degree B. Chern. 
Credit one hour. Morse L. R. 3. 
RESEARCH 
96. Research for Undergraduate Students . Throughout the year Morse. 
Seniors who arc candidates for the d(l):TCC B Chern are rcqlLlred to elect 
four hours a term in research und (lT th(l direction of some member of the staff 
of instruction. 
BOTANY 
For a oompl<;:tc courS(! in elementary botany. students are advised to take 
courses. I, 2. and 3. Thcsc courses are intended to lay the foundation fo r ad-
va.n~ work in bot.. .. my and to prepare sludents for teaching the elementary 
pnnclples of the science. Those who wish to begin botany in the second term 
may begin with oollroo 2, or 3. or both. 
I . General Comparative Morphology of Plants. First term, credit three 
houT'3. Prof(lSsor An.::l l'iSQl'i, 1\1r. ---, and assist:mts. Lectur(l M I l. 
JA lboratory, T Th, 2- .j. .30, Sag(l Collcge, Botanical L.ecturc Room . If ~cces'sary, 
another St.'Ction for lectures and for labora tory will be arranged. 
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_ A study of the structure, devciopment, and relationships of representative 
plant,; among the algae, fungi, liverworts, mosses, ferns, gymnosperms, and 
angiosperms, with diseussions of the general lines of evolution. In the lectures 
attention will b~ given to life histories of representative plants in the different 
groups: also to the form and structure of the reproductive organs, the phenomena 
of fertilization, the general features of plant anatomy , and the distribution and 
import:mce of plant life. 
2. Elemeniuy Plant Physiology. Second term credit three hours. Pro-
fessor i\TKI;';SO;';. ).-ir . ---, and assistants. Lecture. ~-i or \Y. 10. Laboratory 
\Y. [[- [: Th, 2-5 (the time may be changed if nece~ry). S:lge College, Botani-
cal Lecture Room. 
A study of the fundamental principles of plant activities, the cell. protoplasm, 
plant nutri tion, respiration. irritahility, response, and reproduction. ~ __ 1 
3. Special Morphology, Taxonomy, and Ecology of the Higher Plant;. 
Second term, credit throe hours. Professor ROWI.EE .:lnd r,'lessrs. --- and 
---. One lecture, ~I, [I , and five l.:lboratory hours a week. S:lgc 
College, Botanical Lecture Room. 
Studies of typical plants representing the more general groups of angio-
sperms : field excursions for the purpose of studying the local flora. See also 
course 4. 
4. Geographical Botany. Second term, credit two hOUTs. Professor Row_ 
LEE and Mr. ---. Lecture S. 9. Laboratory exercises and excursions P. 
2- .5. Sage Collegc. Botanical Lecture Room. 
A study of the vegetation of the earth . supplementary to course 3, which may 
ad"ant:lgeously aecompan~' this cou!"sc. Praetic.:ll field s tudies in plant distribu-
tion: the preparation of an herbarium representing local flora . Photographs 
are used to illustrate the distribution of pl:ln ts. 
5. Organography and Identifi cation of the Higher Plants. Pirst term, credit 
threchours. Prcrequisitecourse J . Professor ROII'LEE and ~ I r. ---. "",. 
tures, S. 9. Laboratoryand field work. P afternoon .1nd S morning. Sage 
CoUege Botanical Lecture Room. 
A study of the kinds of plants with special reference to the morphology, 
identification. habitat, and range of species. Extra field work will be substituted 
for some of the If'Ctures. 
7. Taxonomy and Phylogeny of Angiosperms. Second term, nedit three 
hours. Professor ROII"I.H:. Lectures. Th, 9. Laboratory work. \V afternoon 
and Th morning, Sage College, Botanical Lecture Room. 
A study of the genetic relationships of the phanerogamous orders. Practical 
studies in the laboratory of e<:onomic groups, illustrating the principles of natural 
classification. 
80. . Plant Cytology. Pirst term, credit throe hours. 
[ and z. Professor ROWI.EE and ---. Lectures. F, 9. 
afternoon and S morning, and by appointment, Sage 
Laboratory. 
Prerequisite OOUTSe3 
L:lboratory work, F, 
College, Histological 
Introduction to methods of investigation. Studies of the vegetable cell, 
its multiplication and contents. Practic.1l application of modern met hods in a 
s tudy of nucie.."lT and cell-division. 
8b. Comparative Histology of Plants. Second term. credit three hours. 
Prerequisite cou!"sc 8a. Professor Ro wLEE and ~Ir. ---. Lectures. P. 9. 
Laboratory, F afternoon and S morning, and by appointment. Sage College, 
Histological Laboratory. 
Structure and development of the tissues of higher plants. 
9a. Dendrology. First tenn, credit four hours. Course 5 may advan-
taJ.:eously precede, Professor ROWI.EE and Ur. ---. Lectures, T. 10. 
L:lboratory and field work, M afternoon and T morning. Sage Co!iege, Histol-
ogical Laboratory. Open to graduates. 
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A biolo\:ical and taxonomic study of trees and shrubs including laboratory 
study and iield obserwltions upon native Spe<::ies. 
9b. Xylology. Second term, credit four hours. Courses Sb and 93 may 
advant.1geousiy precede this course. Professor ROWLEE and n i T. --.-. 
Lectures. T, 10. Laboratory and field work. !I.-I afternoon and T mormng. 
Sage College, Histological L.'1boratory. Open to graduates. 
Study of the development of woody structures. structure and properties of 
different kinds of wood , identification of woods. laboratory technique. 
10. Comparative Mor phology and Embryology. Throughout the year, 
credit three hours a term. Prerequisite courses I and 2 or 3. Professor ATKIN-
sox and lilT. ---. Lectures. one or two a week by appointment. Laboratory 
work. one or two periods by appointment. Additional laboratory work, if 
desired, may be taken under cou~ 13. Those who wish to take the lectures 
only may register ior twO hours. Sage College, Botanical Lecture Room and 
Laboratory. Open to graduates. 
A study of representative groups which illustrate the line of evolution of green 
plants, including the development and homologies of sporogenous, reproductive, 
and .:mbryological organs. with discussions of the principal plant phyla in the 
a lgae, !i" erworts, mosS('s, ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms. 
1 I. Mycology. Throughout the year, credit four hours a term. Prerequisite 
course I and either ~ or 3. Professor ATK1XSOX and i'lir. ISIIIKAII'A. Lectures. 
'\' T h, I I. Laboratory work. lI.I \V afternoons or by appointment. Sage College. 
Botanical Lecture Room and Laboratory. Open to graduates. 
Intended as a basis for research in mycology and plant pathology. General 
classification, de"elopment, and plant pathology. Basidiomycetes. with especial 
attention to edible and poisonous mushrooms. and wood-destroying and parasi tic 
species; the parasitic fungi, th{,ir history and development. Practice in the 
recognition of species. or reS('arch may in some cases be taken along with this 
course. See course q a. 
I~. Taxonomy of the Pteridophytes, Bryophytes and AJgae. Throughout 
the year, credit three hours a term. Mr. ---. Lectures, F, II. Labora-
t ory work. F afternoon and S morning. Sage College, Botanical Lecture Room 
and Laboratory. Open to graduates. 
A study of typica l genera. practice in taxonomy, and field work. 
13. Research in Morphology and Embryology. PrerequIsIte course 10. 
except by special permission. Professor ATKI:>;SOX and lI.lr. ---. Hours by 
appoimment, Sage College. Botanical Lecture Room. Open to graduates. 
Original research in sporogeny or embryology and the morphology of the 
nueleus with reference to sporogenesis. spermogenesis, oogenesis. and fertiliza· 
t ion. or in experimental morphology. Thesis required. 
14a . General Taxonomic Survey of the Fungi. First term or throughout 
the year. credit four hours a term (less with special permission) . Prerequisite 
course I I. except by special permission. Professor ATKINSOl' and Mr. - --. 
Hours by appointment. Sage College. Botanieal Laboratory. Open to graduates. 
q b . Research in Morphology of the Fungi. Throughou t the rear, credit 
four hours a teml. ProfC$!iVr ATKJ:-:SON and ~dr. ---. Hours by appoint-
ment. flp • ."ll tt} graduates. 
),! onograph of some genus or limited number of genera. or monographic 
study of de,·elopment. :\ thesis prescnting the results of the in\'(!stiga tioll will 
be requirNl . Reports weekly. 
q c. Research in Plant Pathology. Professor ATKJX SOX and i'llr. ---. 
Open to graduates. 
. :'I! ethods of cultiva~ion of the fungi to secure familiarity \Iith manipulation 
:n methods of !«'para tlOll . pure culture. and study of development; problems 
m plant pathology: conferences or lectures ,md (hscussions on the history and 
pre~ellt condition of the subject. 
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16. Reseaxch in Taxonomy and Phylogeny of the Angiosperms. Prerl'Quisite 
courses 7 and 8, except bv special pennission. Professor ROWLEE. Hours by 
appointment. P OUT hours or more a wcck. Open to graduates. 
A monograph on some group, including a comp:l rative study of organs of 
taxonomic value and their development. Groups for investigation will be as-
signed preferably in the preceding spring. Among the groups that may be taken 
up arc the glumc bearing monocotyledons, the amentifcrous dicotyledons, and 
the conposit:e. Since different groups will be dealt \"';th in different years, 
students may take this course more than once. 
17. Research in Comparative Histology and Cytology. Prerequisite courses 
Sa and 8b. Professor Rowu",: and Mr. ---. Open to graduates. 
Not less than four hours a week May form the basis of major or minor 
work for an advanced degree. Special problems in the comparative histology 
of a series of organs, or the anatomy of an individual plant. Cytology: the 
biology and structure of starch. plastids. and other eel! contents. also nuclear 
division and cell fonnation, with special reference to tissue development. 
18. Seminary in Embryology, Mycology, Physiology, elc. Credit one hour. 
Professor ATKINso!'. W. 5. 
Discussions of current litera ture and problems under in'"estigation. Re-
quired of all graduates and open to undergraduates who are interested in research. 
19. Seminary in Comparative H istology and Taxonomy of the Angiosperms. 
Credit one hour. Professor ROWLEF.. Hours by appointment. 
Reading and discussion of current literature and I?roblems under investigation 
in courses 16 and '7, will fonn the basis for the semlllary work. Require<! of aU 
graduates and open to undergraduates who are engaged in research. 
BIOLOGY 
I. General Biology. Throughout thll year. credit three hours a term. 
Lectures. M W, 9. or T Th, 9. Agricultural College 1\Jain 131. Practice 1\-[ T W 
Th or F. 2-..\.30: T Th F S, 8- 10.30: !'I'! T W Th F S. 10.30-1. Agricultural 
College, Main 302. Professor NF.EOIIA)I. Assistant Professor JOI!ASNSEN, and 
assistants. 
t\n elementary course designed to acquaint the gcneral student with the 
principles of biology. through selected practical studies of living things. The 
topics to be studied in the laboratory and in the field arll: the interdependence 
of organisms. the simpler organisms. organization and phylogeny. heredity and 
variation. natural seleetion and adaptation. scgregation and mutation. the life 
cycle, metamorphosis and regeneration. and the responsive life of organisms. 
Laboratory fee. $2.50 a term . 
ENTOMOLOGY, LIMNOLOGY, AND NATURE STUDY 
The work of this department is continue<! throughout the year. there being 
a third term of sixteen weeks during the summer. 
INTRODUCTORY ENTOMOLOGY 
[2 . The Ecology of Insects. Summer term. credit three hours, one lecture 
and two practical exercises. Professor NEEDUAM.] Not given in ' 9 1..\. 
General Entomology. See Entomology in College of Agriculture. course J . 
..\ . Elementary MOfllhology of Insects. Repelted in second term. and in 
the summer term. credit three hours. Professor R IlEI' and Mr. LEIIlY. Labora· 
tory open daily except 5.1.turday. 8-5. Agricultural College. Main 391. 
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An introductory laboratory course required of aU studcpts who plan t o do 
advanced work in the Department of Entomology. Laboratory fee. 52. 
5. Elementary Systematic Entomology. Repeated in second term, and 
in the summer term. credi t two hours. Must be preceded or accompanied by 
course 4. l\ lay advant.1.gcously be preceded by course 10. Laboratory and 
field work. "--Janday and Wednesday afternoon , or other hours by special ar· 
rangement. Agricultural College, M ain 301. Assistant Professor BRADLEV 
and 1\ l r. W,,;o;OELJ.:EN. 
Practice in the ident ification of insects, and in the methods of phylogenetic 
stud~' as illus trated by wing venation . Courses 4 and 5 are required of all 
students who plan to do ad\'anced work in the Department of Entomology. 
I.>lboratory fee. 53. 
SYSTEMATIC ENTOMOLOGY 
10. Entomotaxy_ Second tenn. credit twO hours. This course should 
preferably precede or accomp.:my rourse 5. and is required of all students tak ing 
advanced work in systematic entomdogy. Laboratory fcc. 53. Assistant Pro-
fessor BRADLE\,. Labora tory and field work T or F. z-5 and S. 9-12. Agri-
eultural Collere. r..lain 301. 
Methods 0 collecting insects and of presen'ing them for study and thc c.~bjnet. 
and othcr mattcrs of tt'<:hnique. The principles of insect photography. 
I L Advanced Systematic Entomology_ Repeated in 
three or 1lI0re hours. Prerequisite courses ~. 5. and 10. 
BRAOl,J:;Y and ;"·Ir. W!;::<"DEI.K!;::-<. Labor"tor)' work by 
cultural College. Main 30 1. 
second term. credit 
Assistant Professor 
appointment. Agri -
A tr:l.inillg course in the identification and interpretation of obscure charac-
teristics of inse<:ts. Laboratory fee. $2 an hour. 
12. Taxonomy of Insects. Throughout the ye.~r. credit four hours a term. 
PrerC<jl1isite courses 3.~. S. 10. II. and 20. or the equivalent. P rofessors NEI>O· 
IiAM and RILE\,. Assistant Professors jOilAliNSEN and BRADLEY. Miss STRYKE. 
and Mr. Ll.O\'o, and cooperating specialists. Lectures. F. 8. Laboratory hours 
to he arranged. 
This course will continue through a number of terms. hut the work of each 
term may be elected independently. The course is intended primarily for gradu. 
ate students who desire a systematic survey of one or more of the order of insects. 
A. Physopoda, Mallophaga, Heteroptera. First term 1914-1 5. Assistant 
Professors J OII,\);I'SE:-'· and BMAOl.E\'. B. Homoptera. Second term 19 14-1 5. 
Assist.ant Professors OM A!)!.EY and jOllA);1'51>'" Special attention ,,,,ill be given 
to scale insects and plant lice. C . Myriapoda and Arachnida. Summer term, 
191~- 1 5. ?Iiss STRY K£. [D. Diptera and Siphonaptera. Fi rst term, 1915-16. 
Assistant Professor JOIlAKNSEli.J [E. Lepidoptera, First term 1 9 1 ~- 1 6_ 
? Jiss STRYKE.J [p. Neuropteroids. Third term 191 ';- 16. Professor NEED-
ItA~1 and r..!r. LLOYO.) IG. Coleoptera. :\ssistant Professors BMAOI.E\' and 
JOIIA:-;');SE);. NotgivclI in 19q- 15.J rH o Orthoptera, Euplexoptera, and Thy-
sanura. Not given in 19Q- 15.J II. H ymenoptera. Assistant Professor 
BRAOl.EY. Not given in 19Q- 15.J 
113 Classification of the Coccidae. Second term . credit two hours. Pre-
reqUISIte courses ~. 5. 10. and ! I Assistant Professor BRADLEY. Laboratory 
lI'ork by appointment, Agneultural College. )'o!ain 30 1. 
Designed to familiari?c the student ,,·ilh the more injurious species of scale 
insects, the methods of prcparing specimens for study. and the systematic ar. 
rangement of species. Laboratory fcc, $3.J Replaced in 19 Q - 15 by course 12B. 
Q. Literature of Systematic Entomology. First term. credi t three hours. 
Prerequisite course 3 o r ,i, or Zoology .~ . Assistant Professor BKAnl.~;Y. Lec-
tures, ll'l, 8. Agricultural College, Main 392. Laboratory and library work 
hours to be arranged . Agricultural College, IVlnin 30 1. ' 
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A study 01 general entomological literature. Practice in the use of generic 
and specific indices, and bibliographies, and in the preparation of the latter. 
The methods of preparing technical papers for publicatIon, including the prepara-
tion of illustrations. The rules of nomenclature, including the derivation and 
formation of scientific names. Laboratory fee, $ 1.00. 
19. Research in Systematic Entomology. Throughout the year, crooit 
three hours or morc a term. Prerequisi te courses 3,4,5, 10, II , 14, and 20. 
Professor NEEDHAM and Assistant Professors BItADL£\' and ]OIlASNSEN. Labora-
atory open daily e: .. ccpt S, 8-5; 5, 8-1. Agricultural College. :-.,[ ain 301, 
Special work arranged with reference to the needs and attainments of each 
student. Laboratory fee, 5.50-51.00 an hour. 
INSECT MORPHOLOGY 
20. Morphology and Development of Insects. First term and summer 
tenn. credit two hours. Prcrequisite courses J (first term), -I, and 5. Labora-
tory work to accompany or to follow this course is offered under course 2 1 . 
Professor R ILE\'. T Th, [0, Agricultural College, l\lain 392. 
2 1. Histology of Insects. First term and summer tenn, credit three or more 
houTS. A laboratory coursc to accompany or follow the first tenn of coursc 20. 
Prerequisite courses 3 (first term) . -I, 5. and 20. Prof('Ssor R[LEY. Agricultural 
CoIIcge, :'Ilain 391. Laboratory fcc, 51.50 an hour. 
27. German Entomological Reading. FiTSt tenn, credit one hour. Pro-
fessor RILEY. W. 7--<) p . m .. Agricultural College. l\lain J9~ 
Open only to advanced students in entomology or wology. Text· Schroder's 
Handbuch der Entomologie. 
28. French Entomological Reading. &>cond term , credit one hour. aliss 
Sn~n.:e . T, 7"""9 pm .. '\gncultural College, al;nn 392 
Opcn only to advanced students 1!1 entomology . The work m thIS course 
will be based on Henncguy's Les In~tes . 
29. Research in Morphology of Insects. First term and summer term 
credit three or more hours. Prereql1isitl.' courses 3. -1 . and 5. Profcssor~ 
NEElHfA~1 and RILEY. Laboratory open dai ly except S, 8-5; S. 8-1. Agricu l-
tural College, l\lain 391. 
Special work arranged with reference to the needs and attainments of each 
studcnt. Labo~atory fee, 51.50 an hour. 
PARASITOLOGY AND MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY 
30 Ammal ParasItes and ParaSitIsm First term. cred it tll'9 hours. l\lust 
be preceded or acoomp;Ul1ed by Zoologv 1 Practic;l! exercises, sec. I, ~1. 2-+30; 
sec. 2. T. 2--1.30. . . .... 
A consideration of the ongm a.nd blOloglcal slgmficance of parasitism. and 
of the structure. life history, and economic relations of representative animal 
parasites. Laboratory fee, S ... 
13 1. The Relations of Insects to Disease. Second term. credit two hours. 
Prerequisite course 3 or 3~ . . Profcsso~ RILE\' an~l air. CUUTANT. 
Causation and transnnsS\on of dlse.,.,scs by mseets and other arthropods, 
L;,boratory fcc, S ... 1 Not givcn in 19'-1- 15· 
32 Advanced Work in Parasitology. First term and summer term credit 
t\\o ormore hours a term Prerequi~ite COUr5eS30 and3 1. Professor 'RILr::\' 
and ~Ir. COUTANT. Laboratory work and conferences, by appointment, .'\grieul-
tural ColJege, "bin 391. . .. 
Special work ada.pted to the nced~ of the ~ndlvldual st.udellt . Those pklllning 
to work along the hnes of the relations of m><;cts t.<> dlscase, or of para~itesof 
insects, should take course 21 belore or along With thiS course. 
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LIMNOLOGY 
50. General Limnology. Second term and summer term, credit two hours a 
term. Opcn only to students who have taken or are taking course.3 and Biology I. 
Professor NEEDHAM amd " 'ir. LI.O\"O. Loctures. Th. 8. College of Agriculture, 
Main 392. Laboratory, Th. 2-~.30. College of !\ grieulture, Main 492" 
An introduct.ion to the study of the life of inland waters. Aquatic organisms 
in their qualitative. quantit.ath"e. seasonal. and ecological relations. l.aboratory 
fee, $2.50. 
59. Research in Limnology. Throughout the year, credit thrcc or more 
hours a term. Prerequisite oourse So or the equivalent. Professors NEEOIIA/d 
and RIl.E\". Laboratory and field work by appointment. College of Agri· 
culture, "lain ~92. and Biological Field Station. 
NATURE STUDY 
60. Natural History. Either term, credit one hour. Professor NEEOIIAM, 
" Ir.l\l. t: NANDER. and assistants. Field work only. with morning sections 8-10.30 
or [0.30-1 daily. and afternoon sections 2-~.30 daily except S. 
This course comprises a series of studies of the sources of our living in na ture. 
Weekly field trips will be made about the University Campus and farm and 
vicinity to seek out the wild relatives of our cultivated crops and domesticated 
animals, and to study the natural resources of our environment. 
Nature Study Pedagogy and Literature. Sec Nature Study in Col1ege of 
Agricultun.., course 6 1. 
Nature Study in Field and Laboratory. Sec Nature Study in College of 
Agriculture, course 62. 
Nature Study. Advanced Course. 
culture, course 63. 
Sec Nature Study in College of Agri· 
Nature Study Conference, &-e Nature Study in College of Agriculture,course 
SEM INARIES 
Seminary. Throughout the year. !I.1. .1.30-5.30. College of Agriculture, 
"I<lin .392. 
The work of an entomological seminary is conducted by the J ugatae. an 
entomological club which mccts for the discussion of the results of investigation. 
Attendance at the meetings may be counted a<l laboratory work. 
i9. Journal Club. First and Sl.'Cond tenns. credi t one hour a term. Pro· 
fessors NEEDHAM, RILEY, and HEII.RICK, and Assistant Professor BII.AOLE\". 
College of Agriculture, " lain 39'. 
Reviews and discussions of current literatuT<.' relating to the work of t he 
department. Required of graduate students. 
ZOOLOGY 
I. General Zoology. Fil"5t term. credit. fi,"e hours. Assistant Profcssor 
REED, Dr. ALLE~, and /I.-Ir. DEt>t>E\'. Lectures,"1 W P. 10, McGraw 5. 1.abora. 
tory: sec. I , M, 2-~.30, S, 8-10.30: sec. 2, T Th, 2-~.30: sec, 3, \V F. J-~.30. 
A general 5Uf\fey of the animal phvla, the life processes. adaptations and 
relationships of animals, the principles o( ~oo!ogy, and an in t roduction to morphol. 
ogy and development. As fa r as poSSible each phase of the subjcct will be 
illustrated with living material. 
[4· Comparative Morphology and EvolutIOn of Vertebrates. Second term, 
credit three hours. PrereqUISi te courses I and 3 III Zoology and courses I ,md 4 
in Histology and Embryology. ASSIstant Professor REED. 
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The several systems of organs are considered wi th reference to their struc-
tures, development, homologies, and evolution in t ime. Given in alternate yrors .] 
Not given in 19 14- 15. 
5· Systematic Vertebrate Zoology and Ecology. Throughout the yror, 
credit three hours a term. Assistant Professor REED, Dr WRIGIIT, and 1\l r 
HARPER. Lectures, 1\;1, 8, McGraw 5. Laboratory, sec. I, M W, 2-~.30, McGraw 
7; sec. 2, TTh, 2-~ . 30, 1\-IcGraw 7. 
Lectures on the natural history of vertebrates dealing \\ith such topics as 
the principles of classification and nomenclature; characters and relationships 
of groups ; the habits, life histories, principles of coloration, and eCOllOmic value 
of the common species. Laboratory study of representative forms with special 
reference to the parts employed in classification, and with a view to practical 
identification. Pield work is given during the bll and spring. 
[6. Advanced Systematic and Field Zoology. Throughout the year, crooit 
three hours a term. Prerequisi te course 5. Drs. WRIGHT and ALLEN. 
Ornithology and ichthyology. An amplification of the prerequisite, course 5. 
In the lectures special emphasis \.nll be laid on the principal phases of animal 
life; the taxonomy, origin. and evolution of fossil and Iil'ing groups; geographical 
distribution; and the literature and institutions of 7.oology. Laboratory periods 
will be devoted to the identification of exotic and indigenous forms and to museums 
and economic methods. Field work in ecologic methods, life histories, etc. ) 
Not given in ' 914- 15. 
7. Mammalogy and Herpetology. Throughout the year, cnxht three hours 
a term. Prerequisite course 5. Drs. WR IGHT and ALI.ES. Lectures, i\f \\T, 9, 
.l\ lcGraw 5. Lll.boratory, F, :<1- +30. or S, 8 - [0.30, .l\"\cGraw. 
A study of mammals, amphibians, and reptiles following the method of 
course 6. Given alternately \\ith course 6. 
II. Advanced Work and Research Throughout the year. Laboratory 
open iTom 8-5, dally .... xc. S. ASSistant Professor REED. Dr. WRIGHT, and Dr. 
AI.I.ES. 
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY 
3· Elementary H uman Physiology. Repeated in second term, crooit three 
hours. First term, 1\1 W F, 10, Professor SIMPSOS and assist ants. SeCQnd 
term, Section A, 1\1 W F, 10. Professor SIMPSO,," and assistants; section 13, M W 
F, 1:<1, Assistant Professor DRESBACH and assistants. Tn registering for this 
course in the second tcrm students a re rcquired to specify thc section thc)' desire 
to attend. 
An introductory course for students of the biological sciences; also for students 
who expeet to teach physiology in the secondary schools. A general review of 
the functions of the systems and organs of the human body, ,.nth introductory 
remarks on structure. The lectures will be fully illustrated by experiments, 
lantern slides, and diagrams; and periodical quizres and examinations will be 
given. 
6. Laboratory Work in Physiology. Repeated in seCQnd term. credit two or 
more hours. Professor S IMPSOX. Assist.1.nt Professor DRESllACll , and assistants. 
Five hours a week. hours and days for first tenn to be arranged; in second term. 
2)4 consecutive hours at any time between 10 a. m. a nd 5 p. m., T and Th. 
A beginning course in practical physiology. May be taken af ter or along 
with course 3. In the laboratory the student is made to c.vry out for him· 
self experiments which demonstrate the fundamental facts of the science. 
7. Seminary. Second term, credit one hour. A seminary in physiology 
and biochemistry is held at which current literature is discussed, and at which 
the results of original investigations carried 011 by workers in the laboratories 
are presented for criticism. Students are required to attend these meetings and 
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to take p,:tel in the discussions. :lnd each student is expe<: ted to give a communico· 
tion on at least one occasion during the term. 
8. Advanced Work and Research in Physiology. ThrouShout the y~r. 
Professor SUII'SO;';, Assistant Professor DRESDAC II , and assistants. Daily, 
Stimson Hall. Advanced LaOOratory. 
In connection with this course a weekly or fortnightly seminary is held. 
14. Elementary Biochemistry. First tenn. credit three hours. Prerequisite 
Chemistry 31. or the eqiuvalcnt. Assist:mt Professor HUNTE R. M W F. , .. , 
Stimson Hall. Amphitheatre. 
Designed to impan an elementary k'.l0wlc<l~c of the chemistry ?f the sub· 
stances met "ith in living. especially ammal, tissues, and of the chief facts of 
dig('Stion. metabolism. and nutrition. 
I;. Special Chapters in Biochemistry. First term. credit one hour. Pre-
requisite CQurse '4. or Chemistry 3 1, or the equivalent of either, Assista.n t 
Professor H USTeR. 
Advanced lecture CQurse on some topic in biochemistry. 
18. Laboratory Work in Biochemistry. Second term. credi t three hours. 
Prerequisite Chemistry 32 . Hours to be arranged. Stimson Hall, Biochemical 
Laboratory. Assistant Professor H UNTe R and ~·Ir. GIVENS. 
Foods, tissues. digestion, excre tion, and metabolism; the roncluding part of 
the course is devoted to modern methods of quantitative urine analysis. 
20. Advanced and Research Work in Bioch emistry. Throughout the year. 
Assistant P rofessor H UNTER and "' Ir. Gn'ENS. Daily, 8-6. 
HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY 
I. The Tissues; H istology and H istogenesis. First term. credit four hours. 
No prerequisite. but previous work in biology (zoology and botany) or physiology 
is recommended. Professor K I NGSBURY and assistants. Lectures, \V F. I I , 
Stimson. Laboratory, 1\'1 W, 2-4.30, Stimson. 
For students of biology or those preparing for medicine. The teU and cellular 
origin of the body and the structure and development of its component tissues. 
Each student will prepare or receive a series of typical microscopic preparations. 
2. The Organs: Histology and Development. Second term, cre<lit four 
hours. Prerequisite course I or the equh'alent. Professor KINGSBU RY and 
assistants. A continuation of course I. Courses I and 2 together give the 
fundamental facts of the microscopic structure and development of the body. 
3. Special H istology and Technique. First term, credit two hours, Pre· 
requisite courses I and 2, or I and 4, or the equivalent. Mr. KINGERY. Two 
periods at hours to be arranged. Stimson Hall. 
In this CQursc a more detailed knowle<lge of histology and greater facility in 
technique are gained by practical work in one or more of the fields of histology. 
Designed for those who desire a good working knowledge of histological methods 
for use in biology and in medicine. 
4. Embryology of Vertebrates. Scrond term. credit four hours. Pre· 
requisite CQurse [ or the equivalent. Lectures or rccit... .. tions, Professor K I NGS· 
BUR\' , M, II, W, 8, Stimson Hall. Laboratory, ~[r. KINGER\·. T, p. m., S, a. m., 
Stimson 1·lall. 
For student,~ of biology or zoology, or those prep.""lring for medicine. Preplra· 
tion and study of embryological specimens from all the chief grour.s of vertebrates. 
Particular emphasis is placed on the embryology of the amph,bian, chick, and 
pig. The student also acquires a knowle<lge of special methods useful in em· 
bryological work. 
5. The Nervous System and Organs of Special Sense: Histology and 
Development . Second term. credit two hours. Prerequisi te course I or the 
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equivalent. Laboratory work with demonstra tions and quizzes. Professor 
KISGSIIURY and ? -I r. ---. lI'f. 8-11 ; W.2- 5. 
Designed for those students who wish a more detailed consideration of the 
nervous systems and organs of special sense than can be given in other more 
general courses. 
7· Advanced Histology and Embryology. Throughout the year, credit 
three or more hours a tenn. Prerequisite courses I, 2 , J, or the equivalent. 
Laboratory work with conferences at hours to be arranged. Professor K ISGs· 
!JU R¥ and 1\lr. KISGER \·. 
Designed for those who are prepming theses or for those who wish to under-
take special investigations in histology and embryology. 
8. Seminary. Throughout the year. c redit one hour. Prerequisite courses 
I. 2; may be taken with course 3 or 7. Hours to be arranged, Stimson. 
For the discussion of current literature and the presentation of original work 
by the members of t he department staff and those doing advanced work in the 
department. 
GEOLOGY 
GENERAL GEOLOGY 
I . Dynamic and Structural Geology. Repeated in second term, credit three 
hours. Professor RIES and 1\lessrs. MO/o;/o;ETT ami Hool\. U .'CtuTes, first terrn, 
T,Th, II. second term l' Th,9. room to be announced. Laboratory period, 
M, T . W, 1'h, F aftemoon or S morning. One all -day or two half·day eXCU l"-
sions required. 
Planned to give beginners the fundamental principles of this branch of ele· 
mentary geology; for a knowledge of general elementary geology they should 
take in addition one or more of the following courses: 2, II, 2 1. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
2 . Elementary Pbysical Geography. TbrotH:hout the year, credit three 
hours a term. Assistant Professor vos ESGELS and ?Jessrs. ELSTOS and --, 
Lectures, 1\1 \Y, 9, 1\lcGraw, G eological Lecture Room. Laboratory W, 2 -~. JO, 
or S, 10- 12.JO. 
By special permission a recitation hour may be substitu ted for the laboratory 
period but students are urged to register for the labora tory a nd field work in 
view of the great geographic interest of the region about Ithaca. All students 
arc required to go on one all·day excursion to Taughannock Gorge and Fa lls. 
3 . Geography of North America. Throughout thc year, credit two hours d 
term. Prerequisite an elcmentary knowledge of physical geography, preferably 
course 2. Assistant Professor vos ESGELs. T Th. 10. McGraw, Geological 
Lecture Room. 
A course for the general student empbasizing tbe in fl uence of the physio-
graphic features of North America upon the history and industrial development 
of the various sections. Illustrated lectures. 
(4. Commercial and Industrial Geography. Throughout thc year, credit 
two hours a term. Assis tant Professor \'ON ENGf.:L:-'-. 
A study of the gcographical features that have led to the origin and de\·elop· 
ment of commerce and the various types of industry in different countries and 
regions. Description of the production of the leading commercial materia ls, 
particular attention being givcn to those that arc less f,uniJiar. Lecturcs ilIus· 
tra t ed with lantern slides and maps.) Not given in 19q- 15. 
5. G laciers and G laciation. &.'COnd term. credit three hours. Prerequisite 
course 2. Lectures, ~ l W , II , McGraw. Assistant Professor \'0:-'- ENGEL :-'-. 
Laboratory , T,2-4.30. 1\lcGraw. Assistant Professor VON ENGElN and 1\lr. 
ElSTON. 
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A study of living glaciers and the phenomena of the J:lacial period. Field 
excursions during the laboratory period in the spring; longer excursions on 
Saturday. " lapping and interpret.1.tion of glacial deposits. 
8. Experimental Physiography. Throughout the year. For students with 
rCQuisite preparation. Assistant Professor VOl' El'>GELS and 1'.Ir. ELSTON. 
Hours to be arranged, ~dcGraw. 
Experiments by the individual students upon the origin and development of 
land forms. Credit depends on nature and amount of work accomplished. 
9. Seminary. Throughout the year, credit two hours a tenn. For upper-
class and graduate students with requisite preparation. Assistant Professor 
vos E1>CELS. i\1, .j..30, McGrail'. Physical Geography Laboratory. 
Preparation and reading of reports upon special topics. Abst racts and dis-
cussions of current physiographic literature. 
10. Physiographic Research_ 
vo:o> E:-IGEL1\·. 
Throughout the year. Assistant Professor 
Ficld and laboratory work, with rcading, conferences, eJl:cursions, and the 
presentation of rcports. Original investigation, usually based upon field or 
experimental work, is undertaken by each student. 
Meteorology and Climatology. Sec Announcement of the College of Agri-
culture. 
MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY 
[I. Elementary Mineralogy. First term, credi t three hours: it taken after 
course [2. credi t tll"O hours. Professor GILl. and '\'1 r. VA:-IIlERi\JEULEN. Lectures 
i\J \V, 8, McGraw Geological Lecture Room Laboratory sections to be arranged. 
For beginners who desire a general knowledge of the commonest millerals 
and their uses, the properties by which they are recognized, and their significance 
a~ const ituents of the e,1Tth's crust, or as sources of useful subs1.1nces. 
[ <1 . Crystallography. Second term, credit three hours: if taken after course [I , 
cr(>{]it two hours. Pren:.'quisite courses Chemistry 6 or i, Physics I. Lectures, 
T Th, 8, i\JcGraw, Geological ~ture Room. Laboratory hours to be arranged. 
Professor GiLl. and i\lr. VA:O>DER l\IEULEN. 
The obje<:t of this course is to furnish a fundamental knowledge of the charac-
teristics of crystallize<! matter as a basis for further studj' of crystalline suh-
stances in mineralog}', chemistry, or physics. 
13. Mineralogy. First term, credit three hours: if taken after course 1[. 
credit two hours. Prerequisite course [2. ~tures, T Th, 8, McGraw, Geologi-
cal Lecture Room. Laboratory hours to be arranged. Professor GILL and i\lr. 
VASN:R i\IEUI.ES . 
For s tudents wishing to become acquainted with the commoner minerals and 
wi th the scientific and practical problems which they suggest. 
14. Blowpipe Detennination of Minerals. First tenn, credi t one hour. 
Prerequisite course II or IJ and Chemistry 6 or 7. Professor GILl. and Mr. 
VAI-"DER i\IEuLFs . One laboratory period Saturday morning, i\IcGraw, ~.Jiner­
alogical Laboratory. 
15. General Lithology. Serond term. credit one hour. Prerequisit.e courses I 
:md II. Professor G [J.1 .. Le<:tures or re<:itatiolls, alternate S. 9: laboratory, 
alternate W, 2- 5.30: McGraw, IIlineralogical Laboratory. 
An elementary course designed to te;lch rt.'COgnition of the "arious kinds of 
rocks, their mineral composi tion, mooe of origin , etc. 
10. Crystal Measurement and DrawiDg. ~nd term, credit t wo hours. 
Prerequisite course 12. Professor GIl.l. Hours to be arrange<!. r. lcGraw, 
:l\ lineralogical Laboratory. Laboratory measurement of crystals, w1th com-
putation and drawing. Course 10 should be taken by studeDts who intend to 
continue in course 17 or in course 20 . 
• 
GEOLOGY 
17. Optical Detennination of Minerals. First term, credit three 
Prerequi~ite courses' 12, IJ. Professor GILL. ?I'I IN, and laboratory 
arranged. ~lcGmw, Mineralogical Laboratory. 
Especial attention is devoted to the optical properties of crystals. 
59 
hours. 
to be 
18. Petrography. Second tenn, credit three hours. PrereqUisite courses 
1, 12,13,17. ProfcssorGILL. ~I \V, and labor.,tory to be a rranged !llcGraw, 
Milleralogiqal L.:tboratory. DeSigned to give all elementary knowledge of rocks 
and their determination under the microscope. 
19. Seminary in Mineralogy and Crystallography. Throughout the year, 
credit one hour a term. Prerequisitccourses 12, '3, ' 7. Professor GILL. Hours 
to be arnmged, McGraw. Dcvote<! to the study of current literature or of some 
of the more important classics on these subject s. 
20. Advanced or Special Work in Mineralogy and Petrography. Throughout 
the ~'e;1.r. Pren_'<IUlstte courses dependent On nature of \Iork. Professor GILL. 
Hours to be .\Tr.mged, l\(cCraw. Adapted to the needs of the individual student. 
PALEONTOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY 
21. Historic Geology. Second term, credit three hours. Prerequisite 
course I. Professor HA~~'S . Lectur<;s, T Th, II, l\lcGraw. Laboratory hour 
to be arranged. 
An elementary review of the geplogic history of the earth and its inhabitants; 
covering. accordingly, wi th course I the major topics usually included under 
Elementary Geology. Frequent field excursions take the place of laboratory 
work as soon as the weather permits. One all day excursion to Rochester . 
22. Stratigraphic Geology. First term till Christmas recess, credi t two 
hours; credit second term thrcc hours. Prerequisite course I or the equiva· 
lent. Professor HARRIS. Lectures, ~l W F, II , generally, though laboratory 
and field work will occas;onally take the place of lectures. McGraw 28. Pre-
requisite courses , and 21. 
First term: Paleowic of the world. Excursions to Little Palls, Syracuse, 
Rochester, and Wilkes-Barre. Second term: Mesowic and Cenowic of the 
world. For teachers and students of earth sciences generally. 
recess, credit two 
Professor H "'~R I S 
Lectures or field 
23. Geologic Mensuration. First term till Christmas 
hours. Prerequisite Geology I and spherical trigonometry. 
and Mr. ---. Lectures to be arranged, nIcGraw 28. 
periods, three weekly. 
Designed to give the field geologist a knowledge of such instrument s, methods. 
and special mathematics as he will need in his professional work. 
24. Invertebrate Paleontology. Repeated in second term, credit three hours. 
Prerequisite a tllTee hour course in biology (olle that includes invertebrate zoo-
logy). Professor H"'R~IS and Mr. OLSSON. M W, 9, McGraw 21:). Laboratory 
to be arranged. 
Taking up foramin;fera, graptolites, crinoids, brachiopods, mollusks, trilobites, 
limuioids, etc .. i.e. those forms but poorly represented in present faunas, yet of 
paramount importance in zoological and paleontological advanced work. 
25. Paleontology and Stratigraphic Geology and Research. Course , and 
Riology I or the equivalent must be taken beifore or with this work. Professor 
HARRIS and Dr. SIIELOO;';. Hours to be arranged, r.,IcGraw 28. 
Advanced stratigraphic and paleontologic rese.:l.rch, progress of research and 
current literature. 
26. Areal Geology (Summer Field Work). June ' 5th to July 75th, credit 
six hours. Prerequisite courses I and 21 or the equivalent. Professor Ho\~RIS 
and Mr. OLSSON. Field work, daily, 8- 5. 
Area for investigation summer 19 14 : central and eastem New York in Silurian 
and Ordovician, probabl}' also reaching the east coast Southem Tertiaries. 
(489) 
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ECONOM IC GEOLOGY 
30. BUilding Stones and Clay Products First term, credit two hours . 
Professor R1ES and l'.Jcssrs HOOK and DAVIS. Lectures, T , 9· Laboratory, \V 
or r. 2. i\ !cGraw. 
The QC(;urrence, distribution, and uses of building stones, and the applications 
of clay for structural products. Only by special permission may the lectures 
be taken without the laboratory work. 
31. Practical Geology. Throughout the year, credit three hours a term . 
Registration hy special permi~iol1. Professor RIBS and ?l lessrs. SOllERS and 
DA VI S. Lectures, III W, I. Laboratory.:'\ \ T \V Th F, 2, orS, 8, McGraw. 
The pmctic:I! application of gro\ogic principles and the occurrence of such 
economic matcri:lls as ;jTe of importance to ('ngiJlcering students. 
32. General Economic Geology. Throughout the year, credit three hours 
a term. Prerequisite cour~ I and II or their equivalent. Professor RlES 
and Mr. SO~lI;RS. Lcctur(', l\ ! W, I I. Laboratory, T, Z, or Th, 2, l\lcGraw. 
The origin, nature, distribution, and uses of the non-metallic, and metalJic 
products of the earth's crust. First term, the non-met allics, including coal. 
oil , gas, clays, 5.1.lt, fertilizers, etc. Second term, the metallic products, including 
the ores of iron, copper, lead, zinc. gGld. sih'er, etc. Students may take lectures 
wi thout laboratory only by special permission. Ficld trips may be subst;tuted 
for a portion of the laboratory work. 
33 . Field Examination of Mineral Deposi ts . First term. credit t\\'o hours. 
Prerequisite course 3 1 or 32. Professor R IES. Hours to be arranged, !licGraw. 
Designed to acquaint the student with the methods used for examining 
depo;;i ts of economic value, with a view to detemlining their extent and character. 
3... Mining of Mineral Deposits. Two or three hours a term as the student 
desires to c\C(:t. I\[r. SO~IERS. Lectures, 111 \r F.9. l\IcGraw. 
A general COUTSC describing the methods of minin!;: deposits of economically 
valuable materials, and the relation betwccn the onl:in and st ructure of the 
deposits and the methods used. 
35. Clay Investigation. Prerequisite courses Gcology 1 or 3 ' , and Chem-
istry 1 or its equivalent. Professor RlES and '\Ir. HOOK. !lours to be arranged, 
McGraw. Lectures and i.."I.boratory work. Designed to familiarize the student 
with the character, occurrence, and technology of clays. 
36. Advanced Economic Geology. Throughout the year. Prerequisite 
course 32. Professor RIEs. Houl'S to be arranged. l\!cGrall· . 
Laboratory and one lecture each week. The COIITse varies with the needs of 
the individual student. Primarily for graduates. 
3i . Economic Geology Seminary. Throughout the year. Professor R IE5. 
"lours to be arranged. Abstracts and discussions of current literature, and 
preparation of papers on special subjects. Prerequisite course 32. 
38 Exper imental Economic Geology. Prerequisite course J2 and Chemistry 
I, Of t he C<luivalent. Professor RIllS and l\lr. 1l00K. l\lcGra\\'. LaboratofY 
experimen ts demonst rating sollle of thc gencral principles of ore deposi t ion. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
1. Military Training and Instruction as Infantry. Required of a li first 
year men. /1.1 W P, 4.45. Practical instruction outdoors in fair weather thrcc 
hours a wcck; indoors in winter months, one hour a ,,"wk. Thooretical instruc-
tion . ,,:inter months, tWO hQu~s.a \\'cck,.C?Vt!ri~lg our military policy and mili -
tary h,story. t~e value of 11l1ht~ry tTatnlllg, mfantry drill regulations, thoory 
of target practlc~, camp ~1nitatlon, field ~er\'ke regui.."l.tions, pcrsonal hygiene, 
theory ;llld functIOns of various anns. field engineering. and guard dllt\,. practical 
riBe pract ice on outdoor and indoor rangc~. -
• 
PHYSICAL CULTURE ,< 
2, Elective Milit.uy Training. Throughout the year. credit two hours a 
term. M W F, ~.4S. Armory. IIlay be substituted for physical cultur~ ill 
second year by all students in four-year courses. Elective for juniors and semors. 
Prerequisite course [. An advanccd coursc covering all phases of practical and 
thcorcticai work of the infantry soldier. 
3· Military Science and Tactics. Second term. credit two hours. Lieuten-
ant BULL. T Th, 12. Goldwin Smith 124. An advanced lecture course. 
4· Band Music. Practical and thooretical instruction. Throughout th l'! 
year. credit two hours 11 term . M 'V P. 4.45, Armory. 
All instnlmcnts. music. uniforms, etc., are fumished by the Universi ty free 
of cost to the student, The members ronstitutc the University Band. 
Open to all students who have made a s,"ltisfaetory beginning with any of 
the customary band instrum('nt~. Qualified students may substitute this cou rse 
for either t he required military drill (course f ). or the required phy~ical culture. 
PHYSICAL CULTURE 
L Physical Exercises. Throughout the year. Professor YOUI'G and 
assistants. Three da}"S a week. 
For those freshmen who. in the judgment of t he Director. are physicall y 
unfitted for required militarr drill. and for all tho~ who are allowed to substitute. 
for military drill, work in this department. C1n.ss and squad work ; e~ercises 
prescribed for individual deformity and immaturity. 
2. Physical Exercises. Throughou t the year. Profe~oor YOUNG and 
assistants. Three days a week. 
For oophomores who elect work in th is department as part of the required 
work in physical training. C1n.ss and squad work; special exercises or work 
prescribed in one of the various branches of :tthletics under the general super-
vision of the department. 
J Physical Exercises. Throughout the ye."lr, credit one hour a term. 
Three d..'1ys a week Professor YOUNG and assistants. In addition to class and 
squad work. a series of lectures is given (between Thanksgiving and Easter) 011 
the physiology of eXffcise, preventive diseases, personal hygiene. etc., a ttendance 
upon which is obligatory, and of which notes must be submitted. 
4· Boxing, Wrestling, and Fencing. Throughout t he year. Messrs, 
CONLEY, O'CONNELL. and GELAS Daily except S, Gymnasium. 
May be counted toward the required work in physical culture and toward 
work for which credit is given in the junior and senior years. A special fee 
of 55.00 a term is charged for instruction in each branch . 
5 Swimming. Throughout the year. Mr. COUSENS. Daily except S. 
GymnaSium Required of all students who are unable to swim sixty feet . No 
student who is unable to satisfy this requirement will. unless excused because of 
physical disabili t y. receive credit for work in the department. 
10 Physical Traming for Women. Throughout the year. I\ l iss CANFml.D. 
Sage GymnasIUm Dmly except Saturday. I~rcshmen at 11.00 or 5.00; sopho-
mores at 12.00 or .J..JO. Required of freshmen and sophomores. 
II . Advanced Gymnastics. Throughout the year, credit two hour, . Pre-
requisite course 10 or the equivalent. Miss CANFIEI.D. M T W Th F. 5.30. 
12. Corrective Gymnastics, Throughout the year. Miss CANFIELD. 
Daily except S, 4, Sage Gymnasium. 
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OFFIciAL PUBLICATIONS OP CORNELL Ut\llVERSITY 
~l$Ued at Ithaca, New York, monthly from luly to Novemb!:lr inch.olliYe, and 
semi-monthly from December to June inclusive. ' 
(Entered as second elass matter, Autlust 3r, 1910, at the post office at Ithaca. 
New York, under the Act of July 16, 1894.1 
Th"'~blications..inclUde 
ca .Numbc~ (CQ,lltaining lists of officers and students), price 2S cents. 
Book Views, pnce 25 cents, -
Directory of Fac:ul.ty and Students, Second term, 19'3-14, prke 10 cents, 
and the following intonnational publica~s. any one oi which will be 
sent gratis and {JOSt.free on request. The date of the last edition of 
each publication IS given after the title. 
General Circular of. Infonnation for prospective students, February I, '914. 
Annotmoement of the College of Arts and Sciences, May I, 19'4. 
Announcement of Sibley College of Mec:hanical Engineering and the 
Mechanic.J!.rts, January " 1914-
Announcement of the CoUcgoof Civil Engineering, February 151 1914. 
AnnoUllcemeot of the College of Law, April IS. 1913. 
Announcement of the College of Architecture, June I, 191.l; 
AnnounCOUlent of the New York State College of Agriculture. jUlle IS. 191J. 
Announcement of tbe Winter Courses in the College of Agriculture. July I. 
191J. 
AnnoUlloettlent of thf; 'Departmcn't of Forestry; July 15. 191J. 
Announcement of the Summer Term in Agriculture, April 15. 1914. 
Announcement of the New York Statl! Veterinary College. April I. 1914. 
i Announoement of the Graduate School, January IS. 1914. 
Announcement of the .Summer Session. March 15, '9'4. 
Annual Rcportpf tho President, November 'I. 191J. " 
• 
PamphJets on scholarships, fellowships, and prizcs,-saltIpiesof cotranceaod 
ICbolanhip examination papers, special departmental announcelDCIlts. 01.(,. 
Correspondence concerning the publications of the University !iboulJl be 
"'''''''''' to The Secretary of ComeU .university, 
Ithaca., New York . 
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